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ABSTRACT. 

Wave action was responsible for movement of L. obtusata and caused high 

mortality on some shores by washing the animals on to the strand line. L. obtusata 
from wave exposed shores were adapted to wave action by crevice seeking behaviourg 

laying eggs on rock rather than weedq the young taking refuge within bladders of 
F. vesiculonust and the adults being able to maintain their position in strong 

water currentag partly by possessing a more streamlined shell. The stronger the 

wave actiong the smaller the adult, due partly to lowered winter growth on 

exposed shores. 

Conditions of extreme shelter were better tolerated by animals inhabiting 

extremely sheltered shores than by those inhabiting the more exposed shores. 
Animals from extremely sheltered shores were less active in summer. than in winter,, 

and less active than animals from the more exposed shores. They were also better 

able to withstand high temperatures and lowered oxygen tensions. 

Carcinus maenas caused considerable mortality at Ynys Faelog, and attacked 

an introduced population till the density fell to approximately that of the 

surrounding indiginous population. Low down on certain shores were found animals 

with crab resistant shells, though the reason for the resistance was obscure. 

L. obtusAta exhibited a variable geotaxis when out of water in the field# but 

a constantly negative geotaxis out of water in the laboratory, the rate of move- 

ment being slower when Fucus was the substrate provided. Geotaxis was always 

positive under water. The behaviour is explained as an adaptation to regaining 
their position on Fucus if dislodged. A marked positive rheotaxis was observed 
in a current of deep water, but not demonstrated in a film of moving water. 
L. obtusata maintained their position under Fucus as they were negatively 

phototactic. 

Animals on more exposed and on densely populated shores were smaller and laid 

fewer eggel though the individual eggs were of the same size. 

Natural populations were seen to exhibit a bimodal frequency distribution. 

Young were mainly hatched in the summerp mature the next summer and died the spring 

and following summerg breeding continuously after sexual maturity. 

No active migration of different size grouPs was in evidence. 

primary production of Fucus and its rate of consumption by L. obtusata. on a 
densely populated shore were estimated. Food may have limited the size attained 
at Trearddur Bay. 

The distribution of the following digenean Trematode parasitee on Anglesey 

were noted; Cryptocotyle lingua (Creplin), Hicrophallus simili (Jagerskiol)9 

and Cercaria lebouri (Stunkard). There was a seasonality in the infestation rate. 
Females and sales were equally paraBitised. The sex ratio was biasýed slightly in 
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favour of females. 

The parasites caused an increase in size attained by the hostq and mixed 
infections were rarer than expected. 
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Introduction 

Littorina obtusata (L. ), is a prosobranch gastropod living between mean high 

water neaps and mean low water neaps, on rocky shores with a good cover of 
fucoids. (Barkman 1955, Colman 1940, Dexter 1947 and Parr 1966) 

It is found over large areas of the temperate zone, on the American 

Atlantic seaboard from Cape Cod to Labrador, and in Europe from the Straits of 

Gibralter to the southern shores of Greenland (Dautzenberg and Fischer 1914). 

It is absent from the Baltic Sea, its absence being explnined by its 

susceptibility to the influence of freshwater. Hertling (1928) found the eggs 

to be incapable of surviving a salt concentration of 25ý- or less. 

On the shore the distribution of L. obtusata is closely associq-ted with 

'.., Iucus sDD. and Ascophyllum. nodosum, (Le Jol. ) upon which it feeds (3arlunan 1955 

and Baaker 1959). Though in parts of the North of Scotland (Nicol 1956) 

Laminaria is preferred. The association is not an absolute one for L. obtusata 

is reported as absent from shores with a good cover of fucoids, but which are 

either of vertical rock rising from 9. sandy shore, or else one subject to 

moderate wave action (Barkman 1955). 

L. obtusata is a highly polymorphic species. Dautzenberg and Fischer (1914) 

first described the colour varieties, since uhen a considerable body of woork 
has been directed at the distribution and significance of colour variation, 
(Barkman 1955 and Parr 1966) and an intensive study by Sacchi (1961,1963,1964, 

1964b, 1966 and 1967) who discovered the dwarf form to be a separate species: - 
Littorina mariae (Sacchi 1966b). 

The sex ratio is slightly biassed in favour of females, there being a 

slight but probably insignificant difference between the colour varieties 
(Sacchi 1966b). 

The eggs are laid on Fucus in gelatinous masses of from ninety to a 

hundred eggs from one to two hours after copulation during high water at night 
(Thorsen 1946) there being no means by which the female can store sPermatozoa 
(Fretter and Graham 1962). According to Elmhirst (1923) breeding in the Clyde 

area of Scotland is continuous from February to Jeptember. Hatching takes place 

three to four weeks after laying at a temperature of 13-14 0 C. (Thorsen 1946), 

and is recorded in the Plymouth harine Fauna as occurring between February and 
Maých in the Plymouth area. 

The young hatch in the crawling stage as minýture replicas of the adult 
half a millimeter long, there being no planktonic stage (Barkman 1955). Though 

Tattershall (1920) reported L. obtusata eep ,s from South lreland hatchi, 'Ig as a 
late veliger stage, this has never been observed subsequently. 

Little is known of the subsequent life history of L. obtusata, though it is 
suspected by Barkman of maturing in about one year after hatching 
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Predators have been found to include the common shore crab Carcinua maenas 
(L. ) (Crothers unpublished), the oyster catcher Haematopus ostralafrua and the 

herring gull Larus arpentatus (Moore 1959b) whilst the young ones are taken by 

the purple sandpiper Calidris maritima, (Freare 1966). 

Aims 

The object of the present work was to examine natural, and artificial 

populations of Littorina obtusata (L. ) in tiie field, and by weasuring 

recruitment, growth and mortality, try to ascertain how the population structures 

observed were dynamically maintained. iýurther experiments were performed both in 

the laboratory and in the field to elucidate the effects of certain factors such 

as wave action and predation on the natural population6 of L. obtusata. 

In recent years increasing attention has been paid to field ecology of many 

marine species. The work of Smith and Newell (1955) and Newell (1958) 

investigated the dynamics of zonation of L. littorea at Whitstable, whilst 

'Jilliams carried out an intensive study on thetteeding cycle -,. nd population 

structure of the same animý: )l on a shore in Mid Wales, (Williams (1963). 

'lie comfion shore crab 'larcinus maenas were shown The. effects of predation of t, 
t& I by Kitcho 41t cla (1966) to have a profound effect on Nucelia lapillus (L) at 

0`Y34 ER 
Loch Ine. alk 

., ould probably attack many gastropods including L. obtusata. 

Few workers appear to have studied populations of L. obtusata in the field, 

some poineer work was done by Col4nan (1933) and several papers of Sacchi 1961; 

1963; 1964 and 1965 considered L. obtusata populations, but were mainly concerned 

with colour and morphological forms. Neither worker observed populations 
throughout all the seasons of the year. 

Littogina obtusata is a good animal for such an ecological study. It is a 

common littoral animal on the shores of Anglesey and has no sublittoral component 
to its population. The adults are sufficiently large to enable them to be 

easily collected and present no difficulties in differentiating between individuals 

as do many colonial animals. Finally the young hatch as a non pelagic, mi*ture 

replica of the adult from eggs which are laid on the shore. There is thus 

limited interchange of genetic material from one shore to another unlike the 

situation in L. littorea. 

Description Of The Shores Used For This Study 

It was thought better to give a description of ull the shores , -t the 

beginning, rather than describe them in the text as the need arose. 
Classification of the shores according to Ballantine (1961) are given as an 

-ýlpproximate indication only of the conditions prevailing on each shore. The 

'Word "exposed" is taken throughout to mean "exposed to wave action" unless 
otherwise stated. 

The first three 6hores described ere all composed of isolate6 rocks enibedc'. ed 
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in a matrix of beach, and in the mid littoral zone covered with Ascophyllum 

nodosum. (Le Jol. ) and Fucus. vesiculosus (L) or a mixture of both. The population 

of Littorina obtusata (L) on each weed covered rock could be studied as an 

entity in itself separate from the populations on other rocks. This was very 

useful in transplant experiments, when an experimental population could be set 

up on any isolated rock; and the population observed and measured as necessary. 

POUR MIIZ BRIDGE 

Of all the shores studied, that of. Four Mile Bridge (see fig. 1 and platel) 

is the most protected, from wave action. Wave fetch at the shore varies between 

10 and 100 meters depending u: pon the height of the tide. The shore is very 

unusual. Whereas most shores sheltered to this degree are estuaries and subject 

to considerable influx of freshwater. The influence of freshwater at Four Mile 

Bridge is negligible. The shore, which is gently sloping, faces South West. 

The beach material consists of mudembedded in which are isolated, weed 

covered rocks varying in weight from 2 kgTis., to, 50 kgms. All the rocks even the 

smallest, are sufficiently stable in these conditions to be covered with weed. 

On the Ballantine exposure scale this shore may be considered as extremely 

sheltered. 

BLACK ROCK 

(See fig. 1 and plate 2. ) 

Black Rook lies to the North East Entrance to the Vienai Straits and is 

subject to wave action to a much greater extent than is Four hile Bridge, the 

wave fetch being in the order of 10 miles in a North Sasterly direction, though 

it is considerably less in all other directions. The gently shelving beach 

material is of sand in the winter, but becoýýles muddy in the summer months owing 
to the deposition of fine material on top of the sand. Rocks on this shore are 

not stable unless they are greater than approximately fifteen k, -ms. in weight; 

and even above this weight they are sometimes moved by exceptionally violent 
North East Gales. On the Ballantine scale the shore would be described as 

sheltered. 

RED WHARF E- BAY 

This north facing shore (see fig. 1 and plate 3. ) is more exposed to wave 

action, than either Black Rock or Four 1.1ile Bridge. The wave fetch being 100 

miles over an arc of 30 degrees to the north. 

The beach material is of limestone cobbles, and is more steeply shelving 
than the beach of the previous two shores. 

The force of waves is sufficient to render unstable all but the heavie4 

ýrocks. my rock less than one tonne is usually DeriQ of weed, either becauý-3e it 
Is unstable or because its heiQt is insufficient for its upper surfaces to be 
clear of the churning action of the cobbles which make up the beach material. 
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Asco-Oxyllum is practically absent from this shore and the evesiculate form 

of Fucup vesiculosug forms the mid littoral'algal cover. 

The Littorina obtusata population on this shore is extremely sparse. This 

shore according to the Ballantine exposure scale is fairly sheltered. 

RHOSNEIGR 

(See fig. I and plnte 4. ) 

This shore differs from the first three in being composed not of isolated 

rocks, but continuous reefs sepprated by sandy areas. The reefs are formed of 

vertically bedded hornfels, which have eroded to form a very dissected surface. 

A few isolated weed covered rocks exist, one of which was used in a 

transplant experiment. 

The shore faces south west and is a typical fairly sheltered shore on the 

Ballantine scale. 

The shore is interesting as those parts which are gently shelving and 

highly dissected fall biologically in the category of fairly sheltered, but those 

other parts which are more steenly shelving and of a smoother nature would be 

classed as semi-exposed. 

The population of L. obtusata is more dense than at Red Wharfe Bay, and so 

provided most of the L. obtusata for experiinent3 requiring animals from fairly 

sheltered conditions. 

PENNON 

A shore similar to that of Rhosneigr in being composed of a continuous mass 

of rock which is largely covered with Fucus ve3iculosus, (see fig. 1 and Plate 5). 

Penmon differs from Rhosneigr in facing eastwards, being more steeply shelving 

and composed of limestone, which, except for potholes, has eroded into a more or 

less smooth, surface devoid of the crevices which are so characteristic of 
Rhosneigr. 

The population of L. obtusata was ,ý very sparse probably as there were 

: few crevices in which to shelter from heavy wave action. 

The shore is separated by oniy a narrow strait three hundred meters wide, 
rt w4f 

rrom an off-shore island, the home of a large colony of seabirds. A good shore, 
-therefore, to observe the effects of birds on introduced populations of 

, 
Z. obtusata. 

17 
,. t': ýý)SCI, ýLYN AND TREARDDUR BAY 

These two shores resemble each other in facing south and being composed of 
11ýontinuous rock with a complete cover of Fucus vesiculosus and Asco-)hvllum 

ýý. odqsum (see fig. 1 and plate 6 and 7). 

Both are shelterec.!, - shores, protected from w, ý. ve e.. ction by being -, O, ý, rt of "ýXnd by lying behind Lý, asses of rock to seaward. 
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Both these shores wereýchosen for studyq for although they are similar in 

many physical respectog the population of L. obtusata, at Rhoscolyn was more 
heavily parasitised by dignetic trematodes. 

Both shores would be described as sheltered according to the Ballan ine 

scale. 

At Trearddur Bay two shores were used. They were designated shore one and 

shore two. Most of the work was carried out on shore one and reference to 

Trearddur Bay is taken to indicate shore one unless otherwise stated. Shore two 

was without the isolated sand patches of shore one, and possessed a population of 

L. obtusata twice as dense as that on shore one. When large numbers of L. obtusata, 

were collected they were taken from shore two as large numbers could be collected 

in a short time. 

The shores were in decreasing order of exposure. 
Rhosneigrj Red Wharf Bay and-Penmon (fairly sheltered) 
Rhoscolyn and Trearddur Bay (sheltered) 

Black Rock (sheltered) 

Four Mile Bridge (extremely sheltered) 

As L. obtusata were never found on shores of greater exposure than fairly 

shelteredl no such shores were used in this study. 

Though the method of describing the exposure of shores used by Ballantine 
(1961) is based on an essentially circular argument and may be criticised because 

of this, it does provide a quick method of describing the effect of wave action 

on any particular shore in the British Isles. 
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Figure 1. 

Map of &alese-v to show the position 
of the shores mentioned in the text. 
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Plates 1-7. 

Photogra-ohs of the shores on Anglesey mentioned in the text. 

Plate 1 Four Mile Bridge 

2 Black Rock 

3 Red Wharfe Bay 

4 Rhosneigr 

5 Pemon 

6 Rhoscolyn 

7 Trearddur Bay 
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SECTION 1. 

TIM FMCT OF WAVE ACTION 011 L. OBTUSAM 

PART I 'TTTE: STABILITY OF TM, POPULATION AT BTACK POCK, 

Introduction 

(i 9.53a), discovered that individuals of Littorina. littorca at, 

Whitstablo tended to remain in ono, pocition on the shore. Although they mad-e 

small feeding e: -. cursions theylusually. returned to the saine'place. Barkman. (1,955) 

states that e-cperimonts by, Ebbinge Wubben-at Den Relder, showed L. obtur"Ita to 

make entensivc, ni! ýrations only if the shore was either bare of weed, or was 

covered with a continuous layer of it. On shores with isolated tufts of weed 

the winkles remained on one tuft. 'The laboratory experiments of Van Donr-on- 

firdinC. (195, D) tended to corrob, 
ýrate th s". 

The work- of Van Dongen showed L. obtusatn, to be attracted bv nicus 

chemically and it seened innlil, ý. ely tliey-would leavi onc-tuft of T)Ieliq, and- migrate 

to a more distant, one. As Van Don-en never atte-m-nted an- field-e-meriments y 

and Barkilan gives the impression that the observations of EbbinCo Ilubbon were 

not very extensivet more work needed-to be done on, the novemoný, of-individuals 

in the - field. 

The first ex-poriment. was conducted zis a prelin. in"ary investiýAion to 

discove'r whether individuals of L'. obtusata remained in one posit-on on the 

shore as did L. littoroa at Whitstable according to Newell (195Sa). 

Nothods 

At Black Rock one isolated boulder measurino one tenth of a'square meter 

in plaij, 1 view was chosen in the upper mid littoral zone. 

On December 26th, 1965 all the T,. obtur,, Xta on this rock retained by a one 

quarter inch sieve were mariked. with a file mark, across the spire of the shell. 

_Only 
animals retained by the quarter inch standard(; reenin, sieve were used,, 'ý 

in this experimentt smaller animals being difficult to find and easily over- 

looked. T'he rock was searched startin- from one side "d working towards the 

other. Subsequent similar searches being made till a search failed. to reveal any 

animals. In practice-the first search usually . 
recoVered all the animals and the 

second search served as a, check. 

On December 27th the population was re-examinýd and the number of marked 
L. obturata remaining on tho rock counted. 

_The 
number of unmarked animals wa's 

also counted, these representing ones which had moved onto the rock from else- 
where in the poriod of twenty-four hours. The unmarked animals werc marked with 
file marks in the sane. manner. The Population was re-examined on January 12th, 
19,65. 
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Results- and Conclusions 

Of the forty-oneýL. obtusata marked on, December 26th, thirty-two remained 

on, December 27th. In addition to, these sixteen animals had move6ý-onto the 

roc'C from elsewhere. Of the forty-eight animals rresent on December 27th only 
three ýemained on-January 12th. These had been joined by fourteen unmarked 

animals rriakin. r- a total of seventeen L. obtusata on the rock on january 12th., 

Unl: Lke L. littorea at 14iits table,, individuals of, L. ob tu sata - at"El, ack . -Rock 
were not only hi-l-ily mobile, but the number of individuals on tae rock varied 

widely. None of the marked winkles which were*lost could be found by searching 

the'rocks nearby, 

L. obtusata is only able to, make slow progress -across sand (B. arlanan -1959),, 

and in the first-period of. twenty-four hours, would, not, have. been able,, to crawl-_ 

actively 6ut'lof the. area which, was, searched. - 

'Observation both'in-the'laboratovjýv. nd in the-field using " a. ,naI qualung 

showed that L. obtusata-does not-leave, the, Pucus on,. which, it, feeds, unless it is 

dislodged. 

The'inference that -'wave-'ac t ion was re I sponSible f or thic"loss-'of animals fro m 
arlý'III', the rate I of lost-, "from the rock was, investicated by comparing in-, P, the 

same rock at Black Roclc'with'thatýfrom"a'siýmilar rock onthe rýuch moýre 
sheltered -shore at Four Mile Bria, ýre-'. ''- 
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PART 2ý THE EPPECT OF WAVE EXPOSURE ON THE STABILITY OF POPULATION OF 

L. OBTUSATA. 

Introductioll 

No w`6rk has been done on the effect of wave exposure on the stability of 

L. obtusata populations, though Barkman (1959) mentions that on, wave exposed 

shores L. obtusata gives way to the dwarf form now known as L. mariae (Sacchi). 

On shores of even greater wave exposure no L. obtusata or L. mariae are*to be 

found. 

Experiment I Comparison of the rate of loss of animals Pt Black Rock and 
Four Mile Bridge. 

The two shores used for this investigation were the sheltered shore at Black 

Rock and the extremely sheltered shore at Four Mile Bridge. The rock at Black 

Rock which, had been used in Part I was again used. A similar sized rock, at Four 

Mile'Bridge in the upper mid littoral zone was used for the comparison* 

All the animals found on the-experimental rocks'on each shore 'Were graded 
for size using a quarter inch Greening standard sieve. The smallest L. obtusataý 

which this sieve retained weighedr4-2 grams. Only the,:,,!, animals retained by the 

-quarter inch sieve were used in this experiment, as many of the animals smaller 
than this would often be overlooked even in the most efficient search hnd would 
therefore tend to invalidate the results. The animals which were retained by-the 

quarter inch sieve were marked with one file mark across the top of the spine. 

Every time the rocks on each shore were visited, the total numbers of 

marked and unmarked animals retained by the sieve were noted; and every unmarked 

animal retained bythe sieve was marked. 

The results are shown in fig. 2. They showed that the, rate of loss of' 
L. obtusata from Black Rock was very much greater than from Four Mile Bridge. 

It appeared likely that the difference-in wave action experienced by, the 

two shores was responsible for the observed difference in the loss rates*, 

The high loss- raie at iour Mile Bridge in early April: might be attributible 
to-the activities of fishermen digging for bait rather--than to natural causes, 

on some occasion the rock was found to have been moved and even turned over. 

Despite, the strong evidence in favour of wave action as the cause of the 

difference in the observed loss rate, there still existed the'Possibility that 
th e animals may_have beenactively leaving the experimental rocks. The difference 
in loss rate reflecting a greater tendcncy amongst Black Rock animals to move 

N actively from one rock to another. 

This possibility is the subject of experiment 2. 
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Fi., v-ure 2. 

ata DailX I-o-s-srate (m) in rercent of L. obtus, 
livin!! at Four Mile Bridre and tho,, 3e livinf: at Blstck Rock 

h_etieen December 1966 and Sept-ember 1967 
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Experiment II To determine the rate of loss on the fairly-sheltered shore at 
Red Wh,,, rfe Bay of animsls collected from the extremelysheltered 
shore at Four Mile Bridge. 

On March 2nd and Harch 11th, 1966,107 and 262 L. obtusn. ta respectively- 

were'collected from Four Mile Bridge. They were marked by means of a file mark 

and plaped on a boulder covered with FNacus vesiculosus in the upper mid littoral 

zone at Red Wharfe Bay. The rock was revisited on March 4th and Mýrch 14th 

respectivelyo and all the remaining marked animals were counted. 

The numbers remaining (see'table 2a and 2b, p. /4 indicated that when 
transplanted to the pore exposed shore at Red WharfeBay, the L. obtusnta from 

Four Mile Bridge were lost more 
" 
quickly than they had been on their naturctlshore. 

They were'lost more rapidly even than were the Black Rock animals at Black Rocki- 
(see fig. 2, - pot 

To discount the possibility of the effects of the road journey being 

'responsible for the., high rate of loss at Red Wharfe Bay. of L. obtilsata, collected 

at Pour Mile Bridge, the following t: ýansplant was performed. 

A hundred animalswere collected from the shore at. Pour, lfile Bridge'. on March 

19th, 1966, and taken on a twenty mile road journey, marked with a, file mark and 

returned-to'Four Mile Bridge. 

The rate of loss of these animals (see table 2c, poiý, ) was, comp'arable with 
the rate of loss of animals which had not been removed from the shore. 
(See fig. 2, pq 

, Discussion 

L. obtusata living at Four Mile Bridge showed a smaller loss rate than the 

animals living at the more exposed, Black Rock. 

When transplanted to more exposed shorest the L. obtusata from Four Mile 

Bridge showed a marked increase in loss rate. As it was shown not to be the road 
Journey which, was affectine the loss rate, the most likely cause was wave action, 
the greater the wave actiont', the greater the rate of loss. 

Many-of, the animals 
- 
washed from a rock may never be able to find another 

supporting a growth df'Pucus, especially when the rocks are sparsely scattered 
over the shore. Animals not reaching the cover of Fucus will be washed up on the 

strand line and die. - Many such animals, many of them still alive have been found, 

on the strand line after-storms. 
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Table 2. 

If the rate of loss of L. obtusata per day between two consecutive 
observations is regarded as proportional to'the number present at 
the beginning of, each day and if 

11 number of L. obtusata present at an observation-, 0 
32 number of animals remaining at the next observation- 

x number of days between the two observations- 

Y the ratio of the number present at the beginning to-, 
the number present at the end of the day. 

then xN y 

N 
x log y log 

-0 

log Y, log 0 
X, n 

If m the"number of L. obtusata lost-each day expressed as a 
percent of the number present at the beginning of the day. 

then M 100 100 
y 
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TABLE 2 

Comparison of loss rates from sheltered and less'sheltered shores 

Table 2a and 2b 

Rate-of loss on the fairly sheltered. -shore at Red "Wharfe Bay, of L. obtusata 

collected from the extremely sheltered shore at Four Mile Bridae. 

2a First Transplant 

Date Number Present Daily Loss (m) in 

March 2.1966 107 

March 4.61 34.5 

2b Second Transplant 

Date Number Present Daily Loss (m) in ýz 

I-larch 11.1966 262' 

March 14.25 55- 

Table 2c CONTROL 

Rate of loss on the extremeiy sheltered shore at Four Nile Bridge, of 
L. obtusata collected from Pour Hile Bridge. 

D, -. te Number Present Dail Loss 
_(m) 

in'51, 

March 19.1966 154 

March 21.154 0.0 

March 30.131 -1.7 
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PART 3 COMPARISON OF THE-RATE OF LOSS MT YORE EXPOS-0 SHOME'S. OF ANIMALS 
COLLSMED PROM BOTH MORE EXPOSED AND NORM SHELTERE D SHOR33,. 

Introduction 

The adverse. effects of wave action in,, removing L. 'obtusata-from-, ite. habitat 

of Fucus,, covered rock, presents an opportunity, on-the more-exposed'shores, for 

selection of animals more resistant to the dislodging effect of wav'e action. 

The ensuing experiment comPared, by means of transplants, the rate of loss on 

more exposed shores of L. obtusata collect -e. d from both more sheltered and more 

exposed shores. 

Procedure and Results 

The, followin, p,,,, transplants, were, perfo=ed. In, all', cases, the shore of,, origin 

was indicated by marlýing "the' shell' with a trianglar,, file. 

On March 19th, 1966, animals'were collected from-the extremely sheltered 

shore at Four'llile Bridge, and from the sheltered. shore at Black Rock and placed 

ýon an-isolated rock covered with Fitcus vesiculosus on'ý 
-the'fairly 

sheltered shore-1, 

at Red Wharfe Bay. 

On April 25th, 1966, a second set of animals collected from* Four.. Nile Bridge 

and Red Wharfc Bay were placed on the same isolated rock at Red Wharf, 3 Bay. 

A similar transplant was. made on April 6th, 1967 with animals collected froM` 

Four Mile Bridge together with ones from the fairly sheltered shore' atl'Rhooneigr 

and placed on an isolated rock covered with Fucus vesiculosus at Rhosneigr. 

The rates of loss (see Table 3a, 3b, and 30P p. Awt-7 showed that 

L. obtusata originating from the more'exposed shores were'lost more slowly than 

those collected from the extremely1sheltered shore at-Four Mile Bridge.,, 

-When on February 17th, 1966 L. obtusata collected from, the shores at Black 

Rock and Rhosneigr were, placed on a rock at Black Rock, they were Been to exhibit 

-rates of loss which did not significantly differ. (-T: Z, 66 YA, pll)ý 

Discussion 

The results of the transplants indicated an adoption on, 'the part of 
L. obtusata living on shores subject to appreciable wave action, an adaptation 

which allowed them to maintain better their position on P. vesiculosus covered 

rock subjected to wave action, 

The. similar rates of loss at Black Rock of animals collected from Black Rock 

and Rhosneigr (see Table 3d, 'P. 11) may be accounted for by the similar effect on 
L. obtusata of wave action on the two shores. 

Rhosneigr is exposed to the greater wave fetch# 'but'the shore is of continuous 

-highly dissected rock. L. obtusata-dislodged, by wave action-have a good chance, 

'of 
becoming, washed into a crevice and not onto the strand-line.. - 
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TAble 3. 

Comparison of the rates of loss of L. obtusRta collected from both more 

exposed and more sheltered shores, and placed on more exposed shores. 

Table 3n. - 

Rate of loss on the fairly sheltered shore at Red Wharfe Bay, of. L. obtusata 

collected from the sheltered shore at Black Roc k andýthe extremely sheltered 

shore at Four Mile Bridge. ' 

Collected from Four Mile Brid-pe Collected from 731ack'Rock 

Date Number Daily Loss- Number Daily Loss 
Present (m) 

_Ln. 
2j Present 

March 19.1966 185 191- 

March 21 71 38 118 21 

Table 1b., 

Rate of loss on the fairly sheltered shore 'at-Red Wharfe Bay of L. 
-obtusata 

collected from Red WharfeýBay and, from the extremely shelteredl, shore-at Four 
Xile Bridge. 

Collected from Four Mile Bridpe Collected from Red Id 

Date Number Daily Loss Number Dailv Loss 
Present m) in % Present (EL) in 

April 25-1966 102 
, 
87 

April 26. 30 79.6- 67 23.0 

I-lay, 2. 1 841.0 40-- 4 



Table -3c 

Rate of loss on the fairly sheltered shore at Rhosneigr, of: L. obtuiata 

collected from Rhosneigr and the extremely, shel tered shore at Four Mile-Bridge. -., 

Collected from Four Mile Bridpe Collected from Rhsoneif:;: 

Date Number Dailv Loss Number Dailv Loss 
Present Present (a) iaj' - 

April 6.1967 150 150 

April 8. 49 43.0 78 21.0 

April 10. 16 43.0 48- 210 

Table 3d. 

Rate of loss on'the shelte red shore at Bla ck Rock of L. obtusata collected 

from Black Rock and the fairly sheltered shore at Rhosfieigr. 

Collected from Rhosnei!,, r Collected from Black Rock 

Date Number Daily Loss Number -Daily Loss 
Present (n) in % Present in % 

Feb. 17-1966 130 128 

Feb. 23. 70 10.0 70 10.01 

March 3. 49 5.0 46 

March 14. 20 8.0 is 8.0 

April 26. 2 5.0 3 4.0 
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Thourý% Black -the -shore , be 
-nC of Rock is -less to wavol action 

*eolatcd, boulders a matr47- of sand., 'nrecento 1. *-ttl(, on-iortvrijty :Ca1, or (_G 
lod-r-od. wirl,: 1-e to occro2e the strind-l'Lne. 

T'lic difference bct-! r-, n-n the offect- on L. obtimata. of I mv n act4-on oil thc two 

shores, counterbalanced by the e: ýf ect of the (14. ff Cront to-nor-ra-011Y of the tvo 

Ghorcs. The morc continuous rocll, ý substrate and hnnce fUC040, CoVor at R%(')- 4. f-r, 

-nC tl-l(- minn-Is to x-er-a--n tlicir position more z-ca-rl ly than at Black Rock. 

It is UnCOrt, 11.1n 010-411cr the rosistvaice to wave action em'i-lbitecl b- 

4 r. 1jab: Lt4 pS4r, 'cally fi-00, -n the L. obtmsata the more e-posed shore 

.. 
Tic Youn'r'. of L. obtunata hatdi vri interrplý ti 

-01, to'i Tj thoixt the 1 0-1 f V, --ýk nc 

plaase, from er-r, laid, cn membors of the Fucaceae. Thotif-h, come 'diopcrzo. 1 occurs 
fro-m shore to s7aore, popul'Aionp on-different Chorea are to 'n'lar-c o:. -tent 

genetically J. solatcd from ono another, so allovdng then to develop the-4. r. 

Peculiar cliaracteri-stics in responso to the onviroment. 
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PART 4 ýTTM NATURE OF THE ADAPTATION TO WAVE EXPOSURE 

Introduction 

It was established froýa thefC)regoing transplant, experiments that L. obtusata 

living on wave exposed sho 
I 
res were adQ 

I 
pted I 'to resist I being wash I ed away by wave 

action. This section is devoted to-the nature of the adaptation which enabled 

L. obtusata to resist being dislodged by wave action. 

Theoretical considerations'suggest three possible linesalong ,., hich this' 

adaptation may have taken place. 

Firstly a more depressed shell would be less affected by the fast water 

currents associated with heavy wave. action., -Secondly the behaviour pattern of 

animals living on exposed shores may have-been modified to avoid areas of the 

microhabitat subjected to the stronger water, currents. ' Finally the foot of 

animals on exposed shores may have-ýundergone,., modificationsý, to allowýýit to grip 

the substrate more firmly. - 

Part 4 is divided into three: --, 

Part 4a* Adqptation of shell shape 
Part 4b. Resistance to, exp6rimentally produced currents, 
Part 4c. Adctptations'in behaviour 

Part 4P. Ad4ntation of shell shape. 

Using diving techniques it', was possible to observe winkles in their natural 
habitat under water., Of, necessity"'the dives had to be made in calm weather, -- 

though it was possible by, fanning currents of water over the winkles by. hafid to 

simulate to some extent the, water., currenta the animals were-likely, to encounter 
in nature. ' 

Observation showed thata sudden current of water dislodged, the winkles from 

their position very easily. ""Ift"Sowevýrv they'Wý: Iý given warning by-being tapped 

or by being subjected to small water curreýts'fimtp they-reacted by clhmping 
their shells down hard onto the substrate. They were--a 

' 
lso usually found to turn 

so ihat they faced the direction of the current. 

When clamped down it was impossible to dislodge, even by the strongest 
currents which could, be, produced by hand.,., 

--It must,, be; realised that the currents produced by hand-were in no way 
comparable with the strength of-the currents likely., to be, encountered. during, '-a 

storm., They showed, howevert' that L., obtusata responded to currents by clamping 
down and facing the direction of the current. 

Theorientation of L. obtusata to experimentally produced currents in the 
laboratorylil, >-, discussed in the_sect, ion__on behaviour (section 
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As the animals clamped down ontoýthe substrate, only the'shell required 

consideration in relation-to stream lining. 

,A classical streamlined'shape is, usually, thought, of as possessing an, 

aerofoil cross section. This shape relies--for its efficiency upon a constant, 
direction of water flow.. On a rocky shore: the water currents resulting, from, wave 

action are'likely to flow--in many directions. 

A, lower shellýwould'be-, affected,. Iess'by multi-directional water currents; and 

would benefit more from the', presence of-depressions and cracks in the rock. 

'some advantage'to'animals feeding-on Fucus. ": _- The aerofoil-shapeýmay be of" 
Fucus beinG'a lax plant-streams-out'in the direction of"the water currents. '-This 

results in the flow of witer'-flowing mainly'from, the. base'to the apex of'the plant 

providing the winkle"with a constant relative direction of flow, 

- As-L. obtusata-move onto the rock'when'subject to-heavy seas"on exposed 

shoresp"the I factor, considered important to the streamlining"of-the'shell, was the 

ratio of, the height (A), of, the,, shell to, its length (B)'.. 
I,. 

(See. 
-, 
fig. 

I4EIas. r. 

Methods 

-The, length'and-height"of the shells'-from Four Mile: Bridge, Ynys Faelog, 

-Rhoscolyn and Rhosneigr were-measured. 

,,, The four'shores represent a gradation'from extreme-shelter to fair shelter 
in-that order. 

The shells measured'vere always those of, adult. 'animals as -the-inclusion of 
young shells whic. h werellstill, arowi ng woul d- have-confused the issue. Jýn adult 
shell. was recogn ised byýthe rounded, smooth(. ý nature,, of the shell'lip. ' The lips 
of the shells of youna animals which were still growing were sharp, friable and 
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uncalcified. The measurements were performed using, a measuring frame. 

The measuring frame consisted o'f-two-w'o'oden blocks mounted on a common, 
wooden bas'ý-and' joined by . 11 aIb ra ss ro . d. On the'b I rass , ro ,d 

wa -3, mounte'd'a7- slider, 
the lower half of which abutted against the animal to be measured,, holding it, 

against the left hand wooden block. Theupper, half of the slider was a pointer 

which moved, over a scale of milAmeters. '- 

The., use of the frame, precluded errors--which would have arisen from measuring 
the curved surface of a-shell, by eye, against alruler. 

The results (see., tableý4, p.; L. 7, ) showed-difference in the means of the ratio 

of length to height. confirm that the difference. was significant the results'- 

were subjected to an, anaiysis, of variance and a variance ratio table (see table 
5a, p.. Zz. ),, was constructed. 

With a value for'the variance of a hundred and four, a significant difference 

existed in the length: height ratio betwe en at least some of the shores. 

As the number of, degrees of freedom ofýthe'residual value was high, it was', 

considered permissible to use the expression as an assessment the V 
standard error of the-length: height ratio from each shore, wherzn is the number 

of measuremeýts'taken from''each'sho're. 

The means and confidence limits for the length,, to height ratio are shown in 
Table 5b at the ninety level of probab -nine per cent ili, ty. 

'The 
results of the analysis showed that at the, ninety nine per, cent. level 

of p: ýobability the ratios of the length to height of the shells from-Rhosneigr 
6. nd Rhoscolyn were signi ficantl y di fferent from ea 6h-other and from those of 

:. -Pour" Mile- Br': idgý"'WýýdYnyý'Fa'el'ýj. ' s'hores wed-difference from 

each other at, the ninety-nine per cent level of probability. 

The difference between the animals from Ynys Faelog and Four Mile Bridge 

was difficult to explain in terms of resistance to wave exposure, 

The shells from_Rhosneigr were relatively longer and lowerthan those of any, 
Of the other three shores and were therefore'considered to be betterýadapted to 

resisting the, high'speed water currents associated with-the' heavy wave action 
experienced at Rhosneigr. 

The Rhoscolyn shells-were intermediate in, naturet while those-of Four Hile 
Bridge and Ynys Paelog were relatively shorter and taller. 

'Lar1_4b 
ResistRnce to experimentally prodijcý, d currents 

Lritroduction 

In the following experiment L. obtusatn'from the fairly sheltered shore at 
: Rhoanei6r and'the extremel 7 sheltered shore at Four Mile Bridge were subjected 
; simultaneously to strong water currents in the laboratory. 

- 
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Table 

Measurements of the ratio of length to height of shells of L. obtusata from 

four shores on Anglesey. 

Ballantine Number o 
Means of Lenpth 

Shore 
Exposure Shells Measured to 

Hei4rht Rrttio 

Rho'sneigr Pairly 60 1.661 
sheltered 

Rhoscolyn, Sheltered 61 1.582 

Ynys Faelog Very 60 1.463 
sheltered 

Pour Mile Bridee Extremely 56 1.493 
sheltered 

Table 51. Analysis of lenrth to height ratios 

Tnble 5a. 

Variance ratio table of length to height ratios of shells of-L. obtusata 

from four shores on Anglesey. 

Swirce of 
Varintion 

Sum of 
Squares 

Degrees of! 
Freedom 

II 4ean Square V arinnce'RatiO- 

Between shores 1.466 3 0.483 104 

Residual 1.0969 X33 0.00470 

TOTAL 2.563 2ý36 

Table 5b. 

Confidence limits'at the ninety nine per centl-leve'l-, of probability of the 

means of the length to height ratio of shells'of L. obtusata on-four shores on, 
Anglesey. 

Shore 

Rho3neigr 

Rhoscolyn 

'Ynys Faelog 

Your Mile Bridge 

Means of the 
Len! r, )*th: Heipht Ratio 

1.661 

1.582 

1.463 

1.498 

Ninet-v-nine ner cent 
Confidence Linits- 

+ . 022 

+ . 022 

+ . 022 

+. ". 023 
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Fi.. -ure 4. 

The aDnaratus used to subject L. obtusa 

ýLO. Lrater currents in the laborator 
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If the, -, relatively long, low shape of the shells-from Rhosneigr conferred 
any advantage, on_, the animals in strona water currents, then it would be reasonable 
to suppose that,, in experimenta, l_ly, pFoduced. water. currents they. would, be less 

readily dislodged from their, position., by the, passing water than would the animals 
from Four Mile Bridge. 

1-Tethods and Materials 

The apparatus which was used is shown in fig., 4. It consisted of, a perspex 
disc, thirty, three ems., in diameter which could be rotated at different speeds 

in a bath, of seawater by means of a, variable speed, electric motor. Drilled one 

centimeter from the circumference of the disc were two holes A and B, four 

m ilimeters in diameterp-through which was threaded a piece of frond of Pucus, 

vesiculosus. Ten centimeters around the circumference from the holeAand B, '- 

two more holes, C, and D were drilled-to, accept a similar piece of P. vesiculosus. 

It was upon these pieces of Fucus. that the L. obtusata were allowed to 

attach themselves during #e experiment., 

P. ve-si-cu'losus was used as a substrate, for attachment in preference to the 

perspex disc as it was thouCht to simulate more nearly, the conditions found in 
nature. 

The swirling action'of'the water in the bath which occurred during the' 

rotation of the disc was dampened by means of a length of dexion and several 
liter beakers, placed so as to arrest the water flow. 

As the experiment proceeded'it became clear that animals which had, been 
kept for longer than two or three hours in the laboratory reacted very differently 

to the experimental conditions from those which had, been freshly collected. The 

experiment was therefore restarted and only--fre6hly collected adultanimals were 
used during the experiment. -No animal was kept,, for-more-than two hours in the 
laboratory before being used. For this reason the experiment had to be 

conducted in three stages, a fresh collection being made each, time. 

The experimental, proceedure was as follows* 

An animal from Rhosneigr was'placed'on one of the pieces of Aicus and an 
animal from Four Mile Bridge 'on the other'* They were both allow 

I 
ed half a minute 

to attach themselvest after-, whilch, time 
. 
if, one or the other had1not successfully 

attached itself, both were removed and allowed to attach themselves again. 
1, 

When. both animal. ý-`haýd-successfully attached themselves to the Fucus, the 
disc was rotated for periods of five, seconds, the speed of. rotation being- 1, 
increased for each period., Eventually either. one or both animals. became detached 

: and, fell off the Pucus. -The-dise was then stopped and-both animals removedt and 
a note made ofýthe animal'which had fallen'off. ' 

The trials, were arranged in sets of four,, the positioning of the animals 
I 
. 

--being altered for each trial to nullify 11 the effect of 
I'll 

any differ - 
e-nce' 

, 
in the two 
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pieces of Fucu§.., - 

The set of four trials was I arr anged as folioi'fs: 
If R1 and R2 were two animals from Rhoeneigr, and P1, and P2 two from, Pour 

Mile Bridge. The two pieces of Fucus were A-B and C-D. 

Trial Fucus A-B Fucus C-D 

1 R1 P1 

2 F1 - R1 

3 P2 R2, 

4 R2' P2 

Results, 

The Results'are shown a, s"three contingency tabl-es,, (Tables 6a, 6b, and, 6c)., 

They were analysed by a chi squared,, test, using Yates correction, for, continuity. 

Table 6. 

The comparative resistance of L. obtusnta collected at Four Mile Bridge and 
Rhosneigr to experimentally induced currents in the laboratory. 

'Table 6a- Oct_ober 27th, 
_1967 

Dislodred Not dislodp,, ed Total 

Rhosneigr 6 22 28 

Pour NileýBridge 25 3 28, - 23.5 

TOTAL 31 25 56 

Table 6b 
,, April Ath, 1268 

Disiod, -ed Not, dislodged-, Total' 

Rhosneif; r 13 15 28 
1 I - 1 -I-, Four mile Bridge I I- - , ,, 11 -22 6 28' 4.9 

TOTAL' 35 21 `5 6 

Table 6c April th. 1968 

Dislodrad. Not dislodczed Total 

Rhosneigr. 11 17 28 

Four Nile Bridge 24,4 28 11.0 

TOTAL _35,21 56 

TOTAL 
--for 

the three tables is 39.4 for 3 degrees of fre edom., 
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_,,,, 
The contingency table indicated a significant difference for each section of 

the experiment, _the,, 
totalchi squared indicatinaa. significant difference at the 

99.9i"'fo, level of probability. 

-, In, all threelsections of the'experiment, the animals, oriainating from, the 

--'fairly sheltered shore'at-Rhosneigr maintained their, position better than those 

originating from. the, extremely sheltered shore at Four Mile Bridge. 

A similar experiment using L. - obtusata from,, the fairly 
-, ', sheltered, shore, at 

Red Wharfe Bay in, place'of those from Rhosneigr showed, -, them, to-be also better able, 
to resist being dislodged. than those from Four'Mile Bridge (Table 7). 

Table I., 

ýThe comparative resistance of L. obtus6ta collected from Four Mile Bridge 

and Red Wharfc, Bay to experimentally induced currents inthe laboratory. 

Dislodgedl Not disloý_Pped Total' 

lied Wharfo Bay C 14 i4' 

Pour Mile Bridge- 0', 14 24 

TOTAL 14". 14 28 

ki9cussion 

1ý-., Under the experimentalFconditions, ýthe animals-from Rhosneigr andýRed Wharfu- 

'Bay, both shores ofýfair-'shelter, were. better'able to, maintain,,, their. position in 
hieh'speed watercurrents, than were the animals collected. from Four Nile., Bridge. 

--This ability-was probably partly at least due to the difference in length to 
height, ratio, ýut may also to, some extent have reflected the greater ability of 

-the foot-to,, grip. the, substrate. 

The-greater ability-of the L. -obtusata., from Rhosneigr and,: Red Wharfý-, ý-, Bayý, to 

-maintain their position, in strong, water currents noýdoubt,,, contributed to their j 

-superior performance on fairly sheltered, shores, when, -compared, with those 
transplanted, there from the extremely sheltered shores. 

- 
(see tables 2 and 3, 

I, _ 
P- 14.. 

, -, ,,, "- --f .. I, T "' ", `"-I" 

--Lart _4c 
Adqj2t ations in b ehaviou r 

lantroduction. 

While I some work has 'been"'done I on, the behaviour of L. obtusata'ýin the-laboratory 
(Bar k-man 'i 95-q' and .- Van Dong-en"I I 956), 'no"-field work appears' to"have been done"on 
the behaviour of the animal in'relation to wave exposure 
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Methods, 

It was not. poSsibl6 to observe'the-reaction of'L. "'obtusata, to'heavy, wave 

action-directly by'diving. '" Populations of L. obtusata were therefore'observed, ', n 

throughout the year on, five shores to discover whether any changes occurred- 

which could be observed at low tide'and which could be-interpreted'as'a reaction 

-action.. '-- to conditions-of heavy wave 

The five shores chosen were th6seat'Black Rockj Four Mile Bridgev'Rhos I 
colyn, 

Rhosneigr and, Treard4ur Bay. These shores were chosen as they'represented a wide 

range of exposuýe to wave action. 

Results and Discussion 

No difference'was'observed in the behaviour, of the - populations ý', on any of the 

shores except - at Rhosneigr'*, 

L. obtusata normally lived on the Fucus upon which it fed and laid its eggs, 
At Rhosneigr from October'to'Aprilg"a high, proportioný'of theýpopulation moved off 
the Fucus and-onto the rock where it-, remained attached in, crevices*., A high-, 

proportion of'the"egg massesl often'over half the total, countOd in'any area 
(see Table-8)9 were found attached-to the rock surfawand7not-to'the fronds ofý- 
the Fucus. In the rock crevicesq L. obtusata, would be. protedted, to a great 
degree from the effect of. the heavy winter ýrave'action. 

In view of the above obse rvation it was surprising-to'find no mention 1, -of such- 
behaviour in the literature. It is further more stated by some that L. obtusata 

relies entirely, upon Fucus as a substrate on which to live'a'nd lay its eggs. 
(Barkman 1955 and Sacchi 1964 and 1966). There, can however be little doubt as to 

the significance of this behaviourg especially- ýLs it was not observed on'any of 
the other four shores at any time of year. 

As this behaviour seemed to be peculiar to the, Rhosneigr animals it was 
thought to be a behaviour pattern developed in response't. o wave exposure :., rýl 

which vould be absent in animals from other shores, It was decided therefore to 

investigate this hypothesis'more closely by transplanting animals-from a more 

sheltered shore to a shore of exposure comparable with'Rhosneigr. 

The second shore at Trearddur Bay presented itself as a good choice for a 

source of winkles as the winkle population at Trearddur Bay was particularly' 
dense and therefore lent itself 

, 
to 'the collection of large numbers of animals 

without difficulty. - Chosing the shore which was to receive these'animals 

presented some problems. It was impracticable to transplant them to Rhosneigr 

partly, 
lbecause 

of the difficulty of marking 49'000 animals but mainly. because the 

egg masses which they laid would be indistinguishable from the-ones laid by the 
indigineous animals. It was-therefore decided to take them to Parth I. AvAn in 
Cornwall 'as. that, shore had been denuded of its original population by-the influx 

of Torrey Canyon oil at Porth Leven in April, 1967. The Fucus had to a 3-arge 
extent recovered so the habitat was well suited to receiving the Trearddur Bay 
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winkles. 

4,000 winklesl collected from Trearddur Bay on 10th Marchq 19689 were 

released at Porth Leven two days later. Regular observations revealed that these 

animals lived and layed their eggs on the rock in winter. During the summer 

monthsq on the other-handq they-left the rock, and lived and laid their eggs on 

the weed. ý The experiment suggested that this behaviour, exhibited only when the 

winkles were exposed to heavy waves, 'was certainly latent in the animals from 

Trearddur Bayq and, probably in those from other shores as, well.,,., If all winkles., 

adapted themselves, quickly to wave exposure by, hiding in-crevicest, then this 

behaviour cannot be cited to explain why animals transplanted from the extremely 

sheltered shore at Four. Mile Bridge failed-to survive on fairly sheltered'shores, 

It must be remembered, that Trearddur Bay is a shore affording, only moderate-, 

shelterg whereas at Four Mile Bridge, where shelter is extremeq the animals may 

pos sibly have lacked an inherent ability to adapt in this way, 

It would have been interesting to co 
' 
nduct the experiment with winkles from 

Four Mile Bridge. Howevert'-the low density of animals on the shore, and the 

restricted area of the shore itselfq precluded large scale collection'L Similar 

natural limitations to collection-, existed on other extremely sheltered shores in 

Anglesey. 
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Table 8. 

The site of egg masses of', Littorina obtusata on the upper mid, littoral,,, zone, 

at Rhosneigr, between January124th, 1967andMay 1,4tht- 
-1968. '', 

Number of' E ý! a Number, of E,, Pa 
ProT)ortion of 

Date ' Ma - SS - eq on Rock Dinsses on PUCUS Masqes on the 
Rock in Per cent 

January 24*1967' 0 100 

PebruarY 3 30 
ý32 

48-5 

Pebruary 8 100 

May, 5 37, ' 000'ý" 
, 

June 16 3 53 5.4 

July 8 43"--, 0.0 

August 15 0' 57, -0.0 
October_2 3 '18 14.0 

November 23--- 4, 13 24.0 

January 11.1968 18' 22.0 

Pebruary 27- 
ý24 

25,,,, 
- 

41 -0,, 
April 4- 10 7 59.0 

May 14 13 22', 37-0 
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PART 5 THE; EPPECT OP WAVE EXPOSUIPS ON GROI-ITH MID SIZE 
OF L. OBTUSATA. 

Introduction 

e-, I Little is known of the effect of wave exposure on population charact/*istics 

of I. obtusata. Barkman (1955) mentioned the adverse effect of surf showing 

certain varieties to be more surf resistant. Barkman also noted the small size 

of adult L. obtusata living on wave exposed shores. 

Sacchi (1961) corroborated the observation of Barkman in finding the var. 

citrina and reticulata to be more surf resistant than the var. olivacea, and in 

a later publication Sacchi and Rastelli (1966) described the surf loving dwarf 

form as'a new species, 
I-L. -'rICIri&e'(Sacchi and Rastelli). The observations of, 

Barkman are in some doubt as he almost, certainly included L. mariae in his 

results for L. obtusata. The effect of wave action on growth and size of 
L. obtusata was therefore uncertain. 

Part 5 is divided into*two. 

Part 5a considers the effect of wa ve exposure on the adult size-of L. obtusa ta 

whilst Part 5b considers the effect of wave exposure on the growth of the youne, 

Part 5_a_. The effect of wave exposure upon adult size' of L. obtusata in the 
field. 

Methods 

Adult L. obtusata wdre collected from fourteen shores, representing a wide 

range of conditions of wave exposure. Collections were made -only of adult 

animals whose shell lip had become rounded off, they were weighed individually, " 

and the population mean weight calculated for each shore. The shoresfrom which 

Collections were made are shown in Table 9a (p. IZ, )-in order of decreasing wave 

exposure. 

The shores were graded according to the Dallantine exposure scale 
(Ballantine 1961). The order 'of the shores within each Ballantine class-'was 
based on wave fetch. Shores exposed to waves with a fetch of more tha-n, 100 miles 
were graded according, to the size of are over which such waves, could reach the 

0 shores without being refracted by more than 10 

The remaining shores were graded according to the distance of land at, ninety 
degrees to the shore. 

Results-and Discussion 

The weights of the adult populations were plotted against degrees of wave 
exposure of the shore of orikin. (Fig. 5, p., )l ) The point's of the graph show 
the mean weight of the adult population decreases with increasing wave exposure, 
and p rovided the three Points enclosed in the triangles are ignored, the points 
lie approximately on a straight line. -It was justifiable to ignore the points 
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Fipure 5. 

The nean wei, -ht of the ndult population of 
L. obtusata plotted mirainst-the deZree Of_wave 

exposure on the shores listed in Table-9a. ' 
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Table 9a.,,, 

Shor es used to compile Figure 5'in'order of, decreasing i4ave exposure. 

Shore Count 
-V 

Ballantine ExoosurftI_'I_ 
Type 

Chapel, Porth - Cornwall Fairly,, she lte red 

Red'Wharf(; "Bay 'An 1 g, esey Fairlyýsheltered- 

Daymer Bay Cornwall Pairly'sheltered 

Polridmouth 'Cornwall'' ""Fairly' sheltered 

r, Rhooneig Anglesey Fairly sheltered, 
, ' 

Rhoscolyn. (upper, and lower shore) Anglesey', ýSheltered,, 

Tr'earddur Bay (uppe'r'and lower shore)', 'Anglesey Sheltered' 

Trearddur Bay (second shore) Anglesey Sheltered 

Black Rock (upper and"lowe'r shore)- Anglesey Sheltered 

Rock (seaward, shore), Cornwall.,,,, 
_Sheltered 

Rock'(landward`shoýe) Cornwall Very sheltered 

Glyn Garth- y -Anglese' -Very sheltered 

Ynys Faelog Anglesey Very sheltered 

Colant Cornwall, Very sheltered 

Four Mile Bridge Anglesey Extremely sheltered, ,, 

Table 9b 

Winter and,, Springgrowthrates-of. L. obtusata. on five shores., on Anglesey. -, -, --, 
Growth rate-is expressed in percent incre ase in weight per week. 

Vlint6r Gr6Wth 
ýShore 

'Rate' Sprin7 Growth'Rate" 
October Febru="- March and April 

Four Mile Bridge 4.5 4.0 

Black Rock 3.6 

0.3 3.5 

Trearddur Bay 0.9 5.4" 

--Rhosneigr-, '0.8, 55 
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enclosed in the triangles as there was evidence to suggest that the animals on 
the three shores concerned (two shores, at Trearddur Bay and one at Rhoscolyn)' 

were suffering-from overcrowding. 

There were two possible"reasons for the effect of wave exposure in decreasing 

the size of adult L. obtusata. Firstly$ during heavy wave action the animals may 

not be able to feedl secondly small animals may be favoured, by conditions of wave 

exposure as they would be better able to shelter in small crevices than would the 

larger animals. 

Part 5b,. The effect of wave action on the growth of L. obtusata in the field. 

Methods 

Populations of L. ' obtusata were sampled at approximately six week intervals 

throughout the year on the following'shores. ý Rhosneigr (fairly sheltered), 

Trearddur Bay and Rhoscolyn (sheltered), Black Rock (very sheltered)l-and Four 

Mile Bridge (extremely sheltered). 

To sample the populationg Fucus vesiculosus was cleared completely from 

several patches in the upper F. vesiculosus zone on each of the shores. 

Collecting from several small patches rather than one largq. one helped to reduce 

any error due to cl=ping of the po lation. PU 

The Fucus was placed in containers together with all, the L. obtusata living 

on the weed which had been removedl and also any-which were on, the rock underneath 
the weed. 

The Flucus was hand sorted in the laboratory, under bright illuminationj and 

then allowed to stand in a bath of fresh water for four hours when any animals 

which had been overlooked were washed off. Most of the large animals were, found 

by hand sortingg but many of the smaller ones were missed, being recovered by 

the freshwater washing. The very small ones washed out by freshwater, were 

separated from the pieces of seaweed and other debris 
I 
by washing them through a 

set of graded sieves. 

The animals (except those below 0.015 gms. ) were individually, weighed. 
Those heavier than 0.1 grams., were weighed to the nearest 0.1 gmsg' and those below 

0.1 gms. to the nearest 0.02 gms. -- Those animals lighter than-0-015 gms. were, 

not weighed, but. were counted, When the number of. those small aýimals, exceeded 
two hundredl their number was estimated by shaking them in the'smallest 

sieve. The sieve was divided into eight-equal segments, and the. number estimated 
by counting those contained. in one segment and multiplying by eight,, The 

accuracy of the extraction technique for the very small ones was not great enough 
to justify_a more exact method of counting. 

The inaccuracy was particularly manifest with the collecti on from Rhosneigr 
where numerous small ones were foundAnside the bladders, of Y vesiculaus This 
behaviour was, considered to be an adaptation to avoidinu- the action of the surf. 
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Treatment of Samples 

The'weights-of the individuals in each sample were arranged as a cumulative 
frequency, and plotted on arithmetical probability graph paper. 

The paper (Harding 1949) converts the typical sigmoid cumulative frequency 

curve of a normal distribution into a straidght line, or in the case of a 

polymodal population, a line which is the resultant of1two or more straight lines. 

Results 

L. obtusata breeds continuously throughout the year, though a peak 

production of young takes, plice between May and August. Vnlike L. littorea which 

has a well defined breeding season (Williams 1964), the'plot of the cumulative 

frequency of L. obtusata (see fig. 15 -25, PP-132-141) produced a, line which was 

only very obscurely polymodal, thus making analysis difficult* 

it was usually possible to distinguish a separate adult_population, 'except 

in June, July and August, when the previous years young were reaching adult size. 

The Very small individuals usually formed a more or less distinct population, 

poesibly owing to a rapid recruitment and mortality., Between these two 

populations a third indistinct populaýion could be distinguished between Octobei 

and May, representing animals which had survived the critical very small size. 

The middle and lower, and the middle and upper population often blended into 

one another. With only one sample, delimitation of the middle population would 

not have been justified. Lýrge numbers'of samples were however available, and 

as the delimitations of the middle populations were all mutually consistAnt, the, 

analysis was considered justified. 

-The mean weight of the middle populations were read from the graphs (fiao' 15- 

25, pp. i3z-t4I) and plotted against the time of year for all the shores-under cons ider- 

ation (see fig. -6,, P-M#,, *)-, 

Figure 6 shows winter growth from October to February ofý'the middle 

population at Rhosneigro Trearddur Bay and Rhoscolyn'to average 0.6611ý per week 

over the three shores, whilst growth over the same period of the middle population 

at Black Rock and Four Mile Bridge averaged 4.051/1' per week over the two shores 

. 
(see Table 9b, 

_P. 
3, z). The difference in winter growth rate betireen the animals 

on the shores with large adults (Black Rock and Four Mile, Bridge) and the animals 

on shores with 
- 
small adults (Rhoscolyn, 'Rhosneier and Trearddur Bay) was analysed 

by the Student's test and found to be significant to the 99/ý level of, 

probability. 

The subsequent spring growth calculatedas percent increase in weight per 

week during March and April showed no significant-difference between the two' 

groups of shores (Table 9b, 

The spring growth rate of animals at RhOscolyno Rhosneiar and Trearddur Bay 
taker%as a group was significantly greater than the winter growth on the same 
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shores. The spring growth 
I 
rate of the animals at Black Rock and Four Mile Bridge 

. showed no significant increase on the winter rate. 

There was therefore a strong suggestion that the animals from Rhoscolyn, 

Rhosneigr and Trearddur Bay were not as large as thoseTrom Black'Rock and Four 

Mile Bridge because they do not grow so fast in the winter. Since the former 

shores are more exposed to wave actionýthan-the latter, it is highly suggestive 

that winter wave action severely limits winter growth rate. 
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SECTION 2. 

THE EFTECT ON L. OBTUS 3ATA OF CONDITIONS OF EXTR CTTF, SHELTER 

Introduction 

The absence of wave action, though not detrimental to a Crazing animal like 

L. Obt provides conditions for the settlement of fine sedimentt both as a 

muddy substrate, a- nd as a layer of so diment covering the fd coids upon which 
L. obtusata depends for food. 

The presence of-aediment is said to be detromental to L. obtusata by 

cloeCing its respiratory surfaces (Barkman 1955)- 

The temperature of the sea is-higher'in the summer round. 6sieltered shores-, 
than it is round more exposed shores (sundene'1962). "'It is doubtful if the 

temperature risos sufficiently to cause heat deaýh in, L. obtusata though the 

combination of high temperature and orgranic sediment has been found'by Wieser and 
Kan% , tischer, (1957) to sariously, depleto the orjgen tension under ruciis on-hot-, _ 
cloudy, days. 

Froln this consideration, the adverse conditions. experienced on th'e_extremely 

sheltered shore at Four Mile Bridge were possib ly more pronounced in the summer. ' 
If these conditions were sufficiently unfavourable a detectablegenetic line-of, 

shelter resistant winkles may have-beenselected for at Four Mile Bridge., 

Section 2 is devoted to-the, ways in which specimens of - TI. 'Obtusata -Cron 
Four Mile Bridge were, adapted to conditions of ex-treme shelter. 
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PART I THE EPPECT OF EXTRDAE SHUTT"R ITT TRE PIELD - COMPARISON Op 
THE LOS3 RATE AT POUR 11ILF, BRIDGE OF ANI14ALS COLLECTED 

FROjN'-, ' BOTH POUR MILE 'BRlDGF, AND YORE EXPOSSID SHORE3 

As a preliminary investigation, L. obtusata collected from both the fairly 

sheltered shore at Red Wharfn Bay and the extremely sheltered shore'at Four Mile 

Bridge were placed together on one Fucus veiiculosus covered-rock at Four 
. 
Hile 

Bridge, The shore of origin was indicated by file marks on the upper. part of the 

shell. 

During subsequent visits to Four Mile Bridge, the numbers of animals on the, 

rock originating from both Red Wharfo Bay and Pour ýile Bridge were counted. 

Reference to Table 10 (P-39) shows the rate of loss at Four Mile Bridge of 

anima13 collected from Red Wharfe Bay wasgreater than the loss rate of the 

indiatnous animals., 

Most of the animals lost from the rock were found as empty shells on the mud 

within a short distance of the experimental'rock. They had not been washed up on, 
to the strand line a3lthere was insufficient wave action to movewinkle, shells. 
It was uncertain whether these animals had died by becoming dislodeed from the 

weed and falling onto the mud from whence they were, unable to regain the'-weed, or 

whether after death from another cause they subsequently fell onto, the mud. 

The difference in'loss rate between animals collected from Four Mile Bridge', 

and those from Red Wharfo Bay, suggested, an adaptation to the adverse effects of 

extreme shelter on the part of L, obtusnta living at Four Mile Bridge. 

-As there is an increase in the severity during the summer, months of some of 
the adverse, effects of extreme shelter# the difference. in loss rate, 

_a, 
t Four Mile 

Bridge of-animals originating from Four Mile Bridge and more'exposed shores might 
be expected to increase in the summer. The following set of transplants compared 
the loss rates of animals, collected from Four Mile Bridge and from Rhosneigr when 
both were placed on a rock covered with Fucus vesiculosu6 at Pour Mile Bridge. 

It was not possible to use Red Wharf P, Bay as a source of winkles as -there 
Were not enough of them. Instead collections were made'at. Rhosneigr where winkles 

'Were abundant and large numbers could be removýAwithout fear of overcollecting. 

The same rock covered with F. vesiculosus-on the upper part of the littoral 

zone at Four I-Tile Bridge was used for duration of the experiment. Throughout the 

year winkles were collected from Rhosneigr and an equal number from Four Mile 

-Bridge. The winkles were =rked by means of a file mark as before to distinguish 

-them, and then placed on the selected rock at Four Mile Bridge. Subsequent counts 
of the animals remaining on the rock from each shore were continued until the 

number of animals remaining from one or other of the shores had become too 
depleated to be of any'value. The remaining animals were then removed and'the 
experiment repeated with a different set of animals. 
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Table 10. 

Rate of loss on th e extremely sheltered shore at Four_ Mile Bridge of 'II 
L. 'obtusata collec ted from both Four Mile Bridge and the fairly sheltered shore- 

at Red ýnnrf e Bay. 

Collected from Four Mile Bridre Collected from Red Whnrfe pax 

Number DailV Loss Nu-ber Dailv Loqs 
Date Present Present 

February 22.1966 100 100 

February 24 88 8.3 74 14 

March 3 70 4.0 29 15 

March 15 44 3.7 7 

I-lay 28 
_12 

1.6 
ýO 
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Pi! m-. re 7. 

The aTmaratuS used-to maintain 
aquarium cultures of L. obtusata. 
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-ure 

The daily loss rate (n)-in rercent at Four Mile- 

Bridre, of anl=als collected from Rhosnel! 7. r nnd 

Four T-lile Bridi-e. 
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The daily rates of loss (m),, in percent from Table'ý'54 P-167 (for dejCinition 

see P-13) were Plotted. in the, form of a graph, (; ig, 8. p. 41),, 

The'results shows with one exceptions the"daily loss'factor of the animals 
from Rhosneigr to be greater, than that of 

- 
the animal" from Four Mile Bridge. 

The'results were thengrouped together according to the time of year. The 

results from March 28th to June 16th being grouped as summerIossesand those- 

from September 27th to, March 28th as winter losses. 

As there were good reasons for 6upposing the rates of loss were not normally 
distributedg the original figures of the numbers of animals lost in each 

-e I xperimental period were drawn up in the form of a series of contingeney'tables. 
The. tables for the summer losses (table 11bq p. 44) using the additive properties 

of KL gave a total X for four degrees of freedom of 252.79'which war, significant 

at the 99.5616 level of probability. The winter losses (table 11aq p. 43) posed a 

problem, in analysis. 
__The, 

results between October 30th and December 12th showed'a 

greater loss amongst-the, Rhosneigr animals. As two of the expectations in this". 

period were less than 5a value'for significance výas not calculatedt but it was 

considered to be sufficiently small to ignore. The winier losses then showed a' 
significant differenceqthough less so than the summer ones. The lowest Is., 

were observed in the middle of the ýqinter# suggesting the difference in the loss 

rates between the Four Mile Bridge and Rhosneigr animals to be markedly greater- 

in the summer. 

The results indicated an adaptation on the part of L. obtusata inhabiting 

the shore of Four Mile Bridge to withstand cond#ions which were inimical-to the . 

animals transplanted from Rhosneigr. The Rhosneigr animals were not, successfully 

migrating from the experimentallrock to others in. the vicinity as many empty 

shells of animals from Rhosneigr could be found near the experimental rock. ', They. 

were seldom found on other rocks nearby, 

The increase in"the'rate'l'of loss'ofýRhosneigr animals in the summer months' 

suggested that, the effective agents were-more pronounced in the summe r, 
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Table 11. Contingena Tables 

Analysis'of the rate of loss at Four Mile Bridge of L. obtusatj 

collected from Rhosneigr (RN) and Four Mile Bridge (FýM). 

Table 11a 'Winter'Losses 

Sept. 27 Oct. 30 

RN. 

Lost 60 38 
ý98 

L ft 40 62 -102 8 8 e , . 

100 100 200 

Oct. 30 Dec. 12 

nN. FXB. - 

Lost 2 

Left 
ý 

30---, ----60 90 0.054 

30 -62 92 

Dec. 12 Feb. 10 

RN. FXB. - * 
Lost a6 

-14 
Left 22 54 ý6 0.17 

30 60 90 

Feb. 27 I-larch 17 

FEB. 

Lost 12 2 14 

Left 
ý 

88 -98 186 
L 

6.25 

100 100 200 

March A7 March 28 

RN. FIG. 

Lost 
, ý32 10 42 

Left 56 88 - 144 16-75 

88 98 186 

, 
TOTAL 31-97 
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'Table 11b' Summer Losses 

March 28, - April 10 

RN. FMB. 

Lost 11 3 14 
Lef t 45 85 130 8.5 

56 
'88 

144, 

April 10 May 23, 
RN. F14B. 

Lost 34 30 64 
Lef t, ý6 

. 
17.5' 

45 '85 130 

May 10, - Play., 17 

RN., 

Lost 
L ft 

36 32 ý68 
64 68 132 0 2 e . . 

100 100 

May 23 June' 7-, " 
RN. - % P100 

Lost 98 ; 91ý -7 
Left 9 93 -A 02 139 

100 100 200 

Nay 17 June 16ý 
IUT. Fla. 

Lost 58 7- 65 

Lef t 6 61--- 67' 87.5 

64 68 132 

TOTAL 
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PART 2 -THE RPTE-CT OP HIGH WATER TEMPERATURE., 

Introduction 

High summer water, temperature'experienced on'shores1sheltered from wave 

action has been shown in some cases to preclude the survival of certain speciep. 
Alaria esculenta has been shown to be unable to survive if the water temperatuie 

0 
rises above 18 C. (Sundene 1962); and Barkman (1'955) considers-high temperature 

to be important in limiting the southern distributions Of L. 'Obtusata. 

An investigation into the relativelabilitieslof-L. obtusata from Rhosneigr 

and Four Mile Bridge to withstand high temperatures, was,, consi, dered desirable in 

the light of the results of the transplant experiment (see fig. 8, p-41). 

If the animals-from, Pour, Mile Bridge were better, 
'abie 

to. withstand higher, 

temperatures than the Rhosneigr animals, the phenomenon was more likely to'be 

manifest in the middle and at the end of the summer. The experiments were 

therefore conducted in July and November. 

Materials' and Ifethods'- 

L. obtusata collected from Rhosneigr and Four Mile Bridge were marked with 
file scratches on the shells to identify them. The animals were then placed in 

two - glass liter beakers, f if ty animal's f rom''each- shore- being placed in each' 
beaker. 

The water was aerated continuously and the animals were left for twenty-' 

four hours to'acclimatilse'to room ItI empeiaiiiie (approximately 19 0 C. )-' The water in 

the beakers was then replacdd with seawater, from a bucket whi6h was at_room 

temperature, and the beakers placed in'a constant te'mp I erature ba - th which wa -s also 

at room temperature. The bath 'Was allowed, to'heat up'at the rate of one centi- 

, rade. degree every seven minutes until the desired temperature iý. ras reached. Por 

the duration of the experiment air was vigorously bubbled through the water in' 

the beakers by means of aeration blocks. 

Theýexperiment was controlled with fifty, animals from each, -shore in a, liter 

beaker at room, temperature.. 
-The water-in-the control beaker, was. aerated in the- 

same manner as theýexperimental water., 

ýThe animals-in the water bath-exuded'large-quantities of mucus for a-short 
time after ihe'coýmmencement of heating. The water was I therefore r- aplaced I after I 

two hours with fresh seawater which had been allowed to stand in"beake*r's', in the 

temperature bath'and'reach' 
I 
the appropriate temperature. 

After-certain periods of time, samples of Lo'ýtusata were removed from-the 

experiment and-placed on a-tray to cool gradually to room te=por , atur I e. The tray 

-was then-flooded with seawater at'room temperature. The animals were allowed 
twenty four-hours. to recover. Death was considered, to have occurred if the 
animals after twenty four, hours had not regained their sensitivity. 

Usually-the h -'assessment of sensitivity 1: ýs simple as most of the animals, bot 
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dead and alivet were'not'fully withdrawn into their shell. -The shells-of the- 

animals which were completely withdrawn wore cracked open. If no movement of': the 

body resulted, they were, said to be dead. 'In the case of death the decisio. n was 

usually reinforced by the disorganised appearance of the digestive gland and 

gonad area. 

A preliminary experiment showed a possibility that the L. obtusata from Four 

Mile Bridge were dying more quickly than those from Rhoaneigr. It was noticed 

that most of the animals from Rhosnei,, -r had crawled higher in the beaker than, 

those from Four Mile Bridge. The Rhosneigr animals ifere therefore probably, 

experiencing different experimental conditions than those from-Four Mile Bridge. - 

In all subsequent experimentsp''dises of nylon netting pushed in'to the 

beakers were used to prevent, any of the animals from, crawlinc-, upwards. 

Results 

In each of the experiments (see Table 12, p-48) survival rate of the Four 

Mile Bridge animals was found to have exceeded that of. the Rhosneigr animals. 

As the number of hours required for the fifty percent mortality, point to be 

reached appeared to vary from one experiment to the, other, the results from each 

experiment were treated as independent sets of data, and were accordingly analysed 

by the Chi Squared Test using the Yates correction for continuity. -, 

Since the survival rate of the animals from Four Mile Bridge-was-always, the 

greater of the two, the individual chi squared values were able, to be addedIto 

give a total chi squared of 46.75 for nine_ýegrees of-freedom. ' The, difference-in- 

the survival rate of 
, 
the, two groups of animals (those from Rhosneigr and, those, 

from. Four Mile Bridge) was therefore significant at the 99.9"o level of 

probability. 

Discussion 

It is difficult to interpret the ecological significance of-the difference 

, in temperature tolerance between the Four Mile Bridge and Rhosneipr, animals. The 

temperatures on the two shores are, unlikely to differ significantly when uncovered 
by the tide, though the surrounding sea water at hich'tide is probably at a higher 

temperature at Four Mile Bridge than at Rhosneigr owing to the greater =i2cing 

on the more exposed shore. 
_ 

The higher water temperature at Pour Mile Bridge was 

considered unlikely to rise sufficiently to cause heat death tol'the animals, ` 
transplanted from Rhosneigr. 

According to Theadle ýLt It (1969) conditions of low-oxygen tension and the 

presence of hydrogen sulphide are better tolerated at lower temperatures. 

It was thought possible for, greater temperature tolerance. of the animals 
native to Four Mile Bridge to be part of an, adaptation for surviving under 
conditions of, lowered oxygen tensionv'or increased hydrogen sulphide content of' 
the organically rich --edimeat at Four Mile Bridge. 

I 
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It is reasonable to postulate that at a high iemperature, the resistance to 

lowered oxygen tension or presence of hydrogen sulphide is likely to be greater 

amongst the animals which are better adapted to high temperatures., 
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Table 12# 

Temperature tolerance of L', obtusata from a fairly sheltered shore (Rhosneigr 

(RN) compared' with L. obtusata from an ex tremely sheltered'sho're (Four Mile Brid, ge 

0 
Time at Tota l Percent 

Date Temp. in C, Temn. Number Dead ý Contribution 
in Hours 

ýto RN. F'(. "B. RN. 
Nov. 10.1967 32 17 50 50 22 48 5.83 

32 19 50 50 48 92 21.0 

32 21 50 50 72 
ý94 

7.1 

Nov. "14.1967 34 15 
-50 

50 84 96 2.8 

Nov. 16.1967 '15 - "100 100 --, 66, 78 ---3.06, 

July 29.1969 34 16 -150ý 150,, -- '--85 93 5.35 

July 31.1969 34-- 13.5 -:, 50 - ,,, 50-- 44 48 -0.04 
34-, 

-ý,, 
14 50 50 66 76 0.77 

34, 
. 
14, 50 50 43ý 58 0.80 

TOTAL 46-75 
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PART TTE E`PP14, 'CT 'OF LOU OXYGEN TENSION UPON L. OBTUSATA, 
FROM FOUR I-TILE BRIDGE AND RHOSNEIGR. 

It has been shown by 'Wieser and Kanwischer (1957) that on hot days when the 

sun was obscured by cloud, the oxygen content of the environment under tufts of 
Pucus became extremely depleýted, -and sometimes was even reduced to zero. - This is 
known to be partly due to oxygen'absorption by the mud, (Allee 1923). ' As 
L. obtusata, lives permanently under Fucus,, the lowering of oxygen tension must be 

an important factor in the life of the animal. 

Wieser and Kanwischer went on to demonstrate'that animals which were not 

capable of leaving the weed habitat were adapted to survive under conditions of 
very low oxygenten3ion. 'Jlore recently Theadle et d. 1 (1969) showed that, animals 
of muddy substrata, - were better able to withstand low oxygen tension than animals 
of clean substrata. 

It was decided to compare the relative-abilities of L. obtusatRfrom. Rhosneigr 

and Four Mile Bridge to withstand lowered oxygen-tension in the laboratory. 

Materials and Methods 

If L. obtusata was kept in a jar of'seawater through which nitrogen was 
bubbled to keep it deoxygenatedp, the water quickly became foul and the animals- 
died. 

A Croup of L. obtusnta kept in a similar-jar as a control through which air, 
was bubbled at the same rate as the nitrogen in the experimental jar also-died. - 
It was therefore decided to pass a continuous stream, of freshly deoxygonated water', 
through a, column of L. obtusata. 

The apparatus is shown in fig. 9v p650. 

The animals were kept in a glass tube with an internal diameter, of two and a 
half cms. 'and one meter long. They were placed in the tube in groups, equal 

--numbers of animals from Rhosneigr and Four Ifile Bridge. Each group of animals 
was separated from the group above and below it by a wad of cotton cloth and-a. 
loosely fitting rubber bung with a hole bored in its centre. 

Deoxygenated water was passed in -at the bottom of the tube and out at the 
topt the rate of flow being controlled by a clip on the rubber-tubing at-the in- 
flow end. Animals could be removed from the tube during the experiment in grloupsý 
without disturbin- the rest, by means of a'long*stiff piece of wire hooked at the 
end. This was passed down between the rubber bungs and the, tube wall, till the 
appropriate point-was reached., The hook was then turned to hook under-the chosen 
bung'. The bung was in this way, withdrawn together with'all the anim, ýLls abovo it. 

The water was de-oxygenated as follows: - 
11itroeen from acylinder was passed through a pressure'reduction valve, then 

via polythene tubing to two sintered glass discs situated one in each of two glass 

-tubes 
two cms. from 

_the 
bottom. The tubes were of internal diameter three ems. 

-and twenty cms. ' long. 
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The. an"rntus uned to p. -ss'a strepri of 
deo- eotlsl-v over yn-enated seavater simultar 

L. obtusata from Rhonneip_r anl Four Ilile BridFre. 
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The spýntered glass discs produced a stream of very small bubbles of nitrogen, 

Seawater was passed from a constant head device down through each of the two 
tubes in succession. The water and nitrogen thus formed a counter current flow 

system. Air locks were prevented by bubble traps placed at strategic,, U points'. 

The oxygen content of the water leaving the apparatus was monitored using 
the micro winkler technique of Fox and Wingfield (1938). The oxygen concentration 

never rose higher than 0.16 ecs. per liter. The seawater entered the apparatus at 
0 a temperature of 17 C. and left it at 180C. 

The method used to determine whether theanimals were dead or alive was the 

same as that used in Pert I 

Results 

The results of the experiment (see table 13, p. 5, z) were analysed by-the'chiý";,, 

squared test using the Yates correction for continuity. They showed that the 

L. obtusa from Four Mile Bridge survived longer than those from Rhosneigr; the 

results being significant at the 99. elo level of probability. 

Discunsion 

The greater resistance to low oxygen concentration and high temperature-shown - 
at Four Mile Bridge was interpreted as an adaptation to living on by L. obtusatR 

a muddy substrata. 

Theadle et cLl, (1969) discovered inter-specific' differences in tolerance of 
low oxygen concentration and-showed it to be related to the habitat-of each 

species, whether muddy or clean. L. obtusata lives in a very wide ranl-e of 
habitats so long as Fucps or Ascophyllwn is present and wave action is not too 

severe. The intra-specific difference between L. obtusptnfrom Rhosneigr and 
Pour Mile Bridge-shows versatility on the part of the animal to adapt itself to 

its surroundings. 

The greater resistance to low oxygen concentration and'high temperature shown 
by the animals from Four Mile Bridge was considered in part at least, to explain 

-their greater survival ability in the summer at Four Hile Bridge compared with 
those transplanted from Rhsoneigr. 
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Table I 

Survival, rate of L. obtusata from Four Mile Bridge (PIM. ) and Rhosneigr (RN. ) 

under conditions of low oxygen concentration. 

Date August 24.1969. 

Number of Hours 
Total Percent Contribution 

Without Oxyp7en,. 
. 
Deqd 

FTIB. IUT FMB. Fffl 

49.6 15 15 -- 0-, 20 : 3.03 
54.25 15 15 . 3' 66.6 -13 
54.75 33 42 33 -18.2 .5 
62.75 37 37 16.2 46 

TOTAL tC9 'For 4. ýQEIMS' CF' Freaclom 
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-PART 
4, COT. TPA-RISON OF THE ACTIVITY OP L. OBTUSATA FROM, 

_ RHOSNSIGR AND FOUR MILE BRIDGE. 

Introduction 

It was discovered (see Table 13, p. 52) that of the L. obtlisata from Four 

Mile Bridgp and those, ýfron Rhosneigr, the former were better able to, withstand 

lowered oxygen, concentration. A less, active animal i3, better able to withstand 

lowered oxygen concentration than'a more active animal lieser and Kanwischer 

1957). 
'Aninvestigation 

was'ýconducted, int'o theý po 
, ssibility that, the L. obtumata 

from Four Nile Bridge were less-active than those from Rhosnelgr, at least in the 

summer. 

'The activities were measured,, on,. five3occasions, throughout,, the year. October 

3rd, 1967,, January-20th 1968, March. 28th 1968 and a, 
_control, 

the 

activity of L. obtusatj from Rhosneigr, which were, kept for forty eight hours on 

the upper, mid littoral zone. at Four'Hile, Bridge were compared on'June 30th 1968t 

with thýse originating. from Pour Mile Bridge. 

Materials and Methods 

The, activity of each animal was--Imeasured by timing the period it took to crawl 
to the circumference of w-circle of twelve cms. -diametert from the moment that-it 

was positioned in the centre,,. Fifteen circles were used simultaneously to shorten- 

theduration of. thp experiment and to ensure that the animal's were kept in the 

laboratory for as short a time as poasible. 'before being used. - 

The circles were drawn in blue chalk on a ligýt grey plastic 'Ped 'tray which 310 

at. an. anýTle of fif 
, 
teen degrees. 

-The, rpom used, forýthis'experiment-wasmaintained-in permanent blackout, and 

-constant artificial illumination, was provided, by,, means,, of,, two-fluorescent tubes, 

so eliminatine--the., effect, of, change. in. li. alit, in, te; isity between one experiment''-' 

and the next 

Animals were always used within four hours of being collected, and were kept 

in the laboratory,, on_clean damp Fucus vesiculosus to await treatment.,, 

'A'set'of-fifteen animals was-selected from one shore, 'placed-in. a sieve-and, 
U0041t U%ArCn 

vigoriously shakon,,, for half a minute-, to'act'as. -a. stijLulus.,, They were then placed' 

one by one in the centres of, the chalk circles facinglup the slope. 
1 

The times 

they took to, reach the circumference of the circles were noted. They-were'allowed 

a period of fifteen minutes from the-start of the experiment to do this. Any 

animals not reaching the circumference in the time allowed were counted. 'The time 

was taken from the positioning of the first of. the fifteen animals. 

An animal was placed every four secondso. it taking, a minute to-place all of 
them. 

'in 
practice thereforoo, the last animal to be'placed was allowed onl y 

fourteen and not fifteen minutes to reach the circumference. 

-At - 
the endýof the 

I 
first fifteen minutes all the animals. were removed and the'-,, - 
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circles thoroughly washed with seawater to remove any mucus which might affect' 
the activity of the succeeding set of animals. ' The second set was taken from the 
Rhosneigr animals. This alternation was continued for-the remainder of the 

experiment. 

Results and Discussion 

The results were plotted in the form of a graph (Fig. 10 p. 55). - If there 

were no differences in the activity of the animals within each shore samplev 
after a short time lagg the numbers leaving the circles per unit time would be.. 

proportional to the number remaining. The number remaining when. plotted against 
time would then'form an exponetial curve. Any differences in activity between 

animals within a shore sample would be indicated by departure from a straight line 

of the function of the, log of the number remaining plotted against time. 

The animals from Rhosneigr (see Fig. '10 P-55) on every occasion showed the 

greater activity. The activity of the Rhosneigr animals was greater in the"july-, - 
sample than in any of the other samples. 

The converse applied to the animals from Four Mile Bridge which showed the 
least activity in the two-summer samples. 

The animals collected from Rhosneigr and left for forty-eight hours at, Four 

-M3110 Bridge showed greater activity than the indigenious animalsq but less 

activity than the animals collected directly from Rhosneigr on July 5th. 

As the animals from Four Mile Bridge had been shown to be more resistant to 

low oxygen concentration, their-lesser activity may be interpreted as part of an 

adaptation to an environment which sometimes became depleated of oxygen inIhe 

hot weather. The results of the control experiment (Fig. ' 1CE9 p. 5S) suggested a 
degree of acclimatisation on the part of. the animals transplanted from Rhoeneigr" 

results which may also have been brought about, by death of the more active animals 
from Rhosneigr during the period of forty eight hours for which they were at Four 

Mile Bridge. 

As the activity of the transplanted'Rhosneigr animals was not as low'as those 
from Four Mile Bridgep there appeared to be a limit to the degree to which the 
'%osneigr animals could become acclimatised to conditions at Four Mile Bridge. 
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EC S 'TION 3. 

'THE EFFECT OF PREDATION OF THE COMMIT SHORE CRAB, 
_ 

CARCINUS'PIANVAS 

PART 1 CRAB PREDATION IN THE: PI13LD 

The shell of Littorina obtusata is a very thick structure and must be able to 

resist the at tacks. of. many. would be predator - s. Moore (1939b) ha: '3-ýbserved 
oyster 

catchers pecking, out the soft parts, and herring gulls droppingý, them onto rocks to 

break open the shells, and even s%allowing them whole'. ' Sa'cchi (1961 "watched 

gulls. at Rosc6ff selectively 'taking orange and red'colour varieties. 

Observation on the Anglesey shores failed to reveal any bird predationo At 

Penmorý winkles. were -placed, on'top''of the"Fuýcus and watched"from a'distance'through 

binoculars. ' Though in the'vicinity'of a, herring gull'colony, no attacks were 

noted. Predation by the herring gull can not however'be ruled-out. 

The shells of the young L. obtusata are known- 
I 
to. be, s=e-ptAble to attack by' 

the purple sandpiper (Freare 1966). and probably contribute to_,, th, e, diet of a number 

of shore inhabiting birds. The effect., of thispredation on the populations of 
L. 

__2. 
b_tusata. is difficult"to ascess, but probably amounts, to a small fraction of 

the total mortality. Crabs in many parts of the world are known. to break open". 
the-sheils-of', g'astropods-_to'obtain the-food within. '-' Indeed some specie's"of crabs 
rely'on-this 's'ource of nutrient, and--their c, iela . eare modified'foý the purpose'- 
(Shoup-'1968). - In Britain the work of Kitc4Tn I get al (1966) and Walker, (1967) 

showed the, common shore crab Carcinus maenas to be-responsible for considerable'' 
Nucella laRillus; whilst Barxýs (1968), has demonstrated that--, - mortality amongst- 

C. maenas readily, attacks theýcommonmussel Mytilus edulis. -It'was, of considerable 
interest-, therefore to make the following observations while aqualung 

'diving at 
Black'Rock. 

L. 'obtusata"' placed- on , -the-sand - underv 11 ater at I 'Black Rock' to.,, A number'of were 

investigate-their ability toýcrawl-'over the'flooded substrate., Several spec: ens 

of - the common' shore e'rab, " Carcinus iýaqýas, -were see nt, o '_ gather around to, 

inves tigate the winkles. - The way in which the crabs-manipulated-the winkle-shells--' 

with their, chelae, seemed-to Indicateexperience in-such, man owvmg.. The, crabs were 

-n eS observed, for a period, of-approximately-twenty.; minutes, but, on were een, 'to-, do,, 

more-than, investigate the shells. ýObservin, ý-, by, meansýof--diving. is notýan ideal- 

method as a considerable-disturbance is. created by,, the exhaled air,, ýAlthough-no-,. 

winkle. was ever_attacked, successfully, it was, -thought-the'erabs might not, have-, -,, 
been, be. having-normally-under such'disturbed-conditions;, and the possibility that 

they did prey. on winkles when undisturbed"remained a'strong possibility. It was 

decided to investigalte,, the matter further by keeping crabs together with, 
-winkles 

in an aquarium in the laboratory at Menai Bridge. 

The_floor of a glass tank-100 X, 50 cms. ýwas-covered, 'With, sand so t'hat, the 

winkles placed'on it, would b eýunable,. to crawl-towards and, up theýsides-and-, so--, --, 
escape, the attacks I 

of the crabs. 
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The water was aerated by means'of an aeration block and seawater constantly 

ran'through-the tank to maintain clean conditions for the duration of the 

experiment. - ''I-,, II- 1ý 1-1 11 1-I i-11. -. --I 

On My 5th 1967, twenty_winkles were collected from Ynys Paelog ýnd placed 

on sand in-the. bottom of"the tank. It was decided to use only adult animals whose 

shell mouths, had-become rounded and thickened. ' 

Three large specimens of shore crab were then collected by trapping from the 

pontoons of Menai Bridge pier., The three-crabs were placed with the winkles and 

left there for forty'eight hours. 1-1 

Upon re-examination all the winkle shells were seen to have been, opened and 
the contents eaten by the crabs. -The shells were in various stages of disinteg- 

rationt and it was difficult-to determine the manner of attack fromý-the piecesl-, -' 

which remained. Subsequent observations showed, that the crab held-the shell with 

one chelae'the other being used to break, the shell, lip,,, ýhe breaking process, - 
continuing around the body whorl until, the whole of the body -whorl, of the shell 

had been cracked from the columella. The columella was thus, usually, left, intact 

with the upper, shell whorls. 

In the course, of the subsequent five days-, the, same three crabs-attacked and'ý, 

consumed'80 more specimens of L. -obtusata making a, total of 100 animals consumed-, 

in one week., 

C. maenas is extremely catholic in its taste indeed C. M. Yonge'(1949) said, 

of it: - 
"Nothing that is'edible comes amiss,, to this most'active and, voracious, of 

scaveneers. " 

On mostýshores therefore the distructive potential of a crab, on winkle', "' 

populations is probably never fully realised as other-, food,, is available. -- The 

ability-of, _C_-_m. 
aenas to attack,. L. obtusata with such expediency. -probably indicates, 

a high proportion of the gastropod in 1 the diet of the crab. 

it appeared reasonable to suppose that if crab attacks were frequent innature 

then'the characteristic-pieces of shell would, be found on theýstrandlineýof, the 

shores where winkle populations were, established. A search of strandlines on 

several shores on Angleseyýfailed to reveal such-evidence'of-crab attack. --Pieces, '. 

of'shell were found on'many of the shores examined but-the number-found was never 

very great and did not seemýto be*important when compared with the large, numbers, 

of emptY, but intact shells discovered-on the strandlines. 

It was probable that-thesmall-pieces left after crab attack were', 4uickly lost 

by being broken up further and mixed with the sand and pebble's of the strandline. - 
On th Ie shore of the Menai Straits where C. mnenas_ was particulary large and -co=on, 
the population of L. obtusata was, surprisingly sparpe. The shores of, the'Straits 
- 
at, ynys I Faelog were, considered 

'the 
most promising for observing crab attack under 

--, natural conditions* 
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As the L. obtusata-P'opulaton*at, Ynys Faelo'" was-sparse it was decided to 

introduce more'aniMals. 

The shore was first searched to confir. ri that pieces of shell resulting from 

crab attack were not comýion 2. n the vicinity chosen for the experiment. Three 

thousýnd L. ''obtusa'ta-w'ere collect I ed IfI rom Treard-du Ir Bay on t, Tuno - 13th 1968 1 an I (1ý 

placed in the Asco2hyllurrý zone at Ynys Faelog. The animals, were scattered in 'an 

, -, rea four yards square. 

The use of so sm, all -in area insured that if any crab attack ensued, "the 

pieces of shell remaining after such an attack w. ould be concentrated in-ono place 

and easily detectedi., -- 

The search for rieces * of- shell'was made a i.., eek af ter'the'w-, nk2. es had been 

rele, -ised. ýThis search revealed-considerable-ev4-der-ce of'crab attack. ''Fresh, 

pieces of shell--being found in, quý-mtity, on, the nud-and gravel between-stone-r. and. 

cracks in the rock. ', -T. Tieýnumber of released -anJ_hqals_which could be found at the 

end of the weok-,.. jas, corýsiderably, depleted. -, A, thirty minute. count,, in the area 

revealed 234,1; -vin, --, animals, remair-inr, - out, of-the, original-three, thousaAd. 

The possibility-of-the-aninals having'died as a, result of -tile unf=iliar 

muddy conditions encountered atýYnyp,, Faelog, was diecounted'since, only a, few'empty, 

but intact shells i-ereýdiscovered during, theýsearch. 7', It also seemed unlikely,, - 
that the reduction in numbers of, animals, could*be attributed to, 'their dispersal 

fron the area in which-, they. were - released-, as, this has, been shoi. rn to be a sio,,, -t 
process on, very sheltered shores. 

If C. Maenas isýpre datory, on L. obtusata to, the-extent suGC_estedýby, -the, -: -_-, A 

observationst-crabpredation offers itself, as an expla tior. ý-of th"', -_ foregolng- e 

populationýof L. -obtusatn., -Beari in ind, the. sparsity of the 
I-- 11-1 1. 

ng m 

statement of Barkman (1955)-that in', his, experience L. obtusata-does, not thrive well 

on shores with a large onount, of-, fine sedimentfit, could be argued 'that,, ' 

excessive sediment was_ý, the factor-keeping down the-density of-the Ynys'Faelog 

population. - 

Were it-not, -for-the, relativoly-donse,, populationý, of-, L--: cbtu6--ata''-on-tho. muddy- 

shore at Four Mile Bridge'this'argument would have carried, conriderable, iieir, -ht'. 
The fact - that'the specimens, of, C. - maenas at Ynys . Faelog -were both 'larcrer'and, 

more numerous than-at, Four'Mile Bridge Ient'support-to, the-theory that'itwas'ýý, -,,, 

crab predation which'was responsibleýfor the difference--in, the'ti-io'populationr. 

of-L., obtur, r 'Ata 

f-- 
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THE PHENOMENON OF CRAB RESISTANCE. 

During the course of the two years 1965 - 1967 it became apparent that on 
certain shores in Anglesey notably at Trearddur Bay and Rhoscolyn the winkles 

varied with the level on the shore which they inhabited. Those living towards'the, 

lower end of the L. obtusata zone were considerably larger than ones in the middle 

and upper parts of the zone. It was later realized there was not only a difference 

in size but the form of the shell mouth differed in the two groups of animals. 

The difference was observable only in the-adult shells where no more addition 

of new material was taking place at the shell lip. 

The investigation was continued by, selecting a shell considered typical of 
the upper shore type and one typical of the lower shore type, 

The animals were removed from the-two'shells by dipping them in boiling 

water'and winkling them out with a'pin. Each shell was, then sawn along a line 

shown in fig. 11a (p. 6o). 

An "eclipse" junior hack - saw 
, 
was, used, for this purpose. , 

The plane of the saw 
blade was kept normal to the external surface of the shell whorl at the point 

where the cut was being made., The resulting sections were then examined. The 

shell from the lower part of the L. obtusata zone (fig. lie, p. 60), appeared to be' 

thicker than that from the upper part of the zone (fig. ' llbg p. 60). The shape, of 
the section of the shell lip also differed. -The lip of the lower shore shells 

-were thickened and tapered. - The measurements were made by means of a pair of 

callipers. 

The animals with the thicker shell would be expected, to have a larger-shell, - 

to animal body weight ratio. To'verify this winkles were collected'from both the 

upper and lower parts of the'L.. obtusata zone at Trearddur Bay on three'separate 

occasions. On June 7th and June-14th and October 5th, 19689 twenty of, each type 

were collected. Each group of twenty winkles were blotted dry and weighed. 

animals were then plunged into boiling water and the bodies removedfrom the 

shells by means of a needle knife. 

Most of.. the animals were removed from their shells, complete 9 some however 

broke during the operation. The shells of these animals were cracked open and'- 
the remains of their bI odies taken out with foreceps. - 

Great care was taken notto'. 
lose any of the shells thus'cracked. The emptyýshells were then'weighed and the 

difference between the-two weights used to calculate the total body weight of the 

twnty specimens. 

The results are shown in'Table-14. 
- 
p. 62. They were analysed by means-of the 

Students 'It" Test. The value. obtained for%ýwar. 8-7. As the value OfT for three 
degrees of freedom of the ninety 

I 
nine, percent level of significance is 8.6 it, may 

I- be concluded that animals "from the upper and lower, 
_, 
parts of the L. obtusata zones 

differed significantly from one another. There was'a clear indication that the 
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Fipure 11 

Drawings of. the shells of L. obtusata. 

The who) -, hell nF; the anlirals rests on the substrate r 
ghowinr! the line alon!! -whIch 

it was cut. 

The- srctjor d Ch 211 of nn upper shore_(crab'suseeptible 
tYPe to show the thin lip. Maximum thickness of shell- 
at lf5Ji .51;;;. Thickness of shell of body whorl. 1 mm. - 

The Sectioned shell of a lower shore Ccrab resistant) 
ok lip. Maximum thickness of shell 

2ýý IIP ? --1 mm. Thickness of shell of bodir whorl 1.7 
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ratio of, shell weight to the weight of animal was greater for the lower shore 
animal then for those from-the upper shore. 

Fo$rty four winkles. were collected from the upper part of the L. obtusn. ta 

zone and fouity four from the lower Trearddur Bay. All the'sp'ecimen3 were adults. 

Two common shore crabs were trapped at Menai Bridge pier. The crabs weighed 
85 gms. and 74 gms. 

' 
Each crab wasYlaced-in a plastic container half a meter 

deep containing running seawater'and aerated-continuously, with aeration blocks. 

The bottoms of the baths were-covered with pand, to prevent the winkles from 

crawling towards the sides of the bath and hence escaping, 

The lower shore winkles'were'identified by'means of bý file mark across the 

top of the shell, then to each of the two, baths, were added 22 winkles of the 

lower shore type'and 22 of the upper shore type. ' The containers were, covered over 

with polythene to prevent the_escape of the crabs., 

The number of each type -of shell remainine" intact was noted on 'four 

subsequent occasions and the-experiment terminated on March 15th, 1968. --It can 

be seen from Table, 15*, p. GZthat the shells of-the animals from I the, lower phore 

at Trearddur Bay, were attacked less readily than those, from the upper, shore. 

Indeed the crabs seemed unable-to break open the shells of the, lower-shore 

animals except in tvro cases. 
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-, Table, 14,, 

Shell to Body Weight at Trearddur Bay 

U Upper Zone =. Lower Zone, 

Weight of 20 We'ip, -ht of 20 `---Shell ' to Body Wei: rýht 
Shells in gms. Bodies RR t io 

June 7th ýU 19.2- 7.9, 2.4 3, 

25.2 7.4 ý, 3.41, 

June 14th U ý20*4 -3-14 
L 29.3 7.9 3.71 

October 5th U 16. '0 , 6,, 0 '2.67 

L 25#6 3*'60 

'15. '0 6.1 U 2*46 

L 
, 7.5 3.36 

of freedom*8.7 usine! the method of differences*' 

Table 15.: 

-Effect of Thick Shells on Crab-Predation- 

Numbers Of Animals'Intact 
Days Since Container 1. Container 2. 

Commencenent '1 
(85 rM, grajb -- (zLm' 

- __. 
) 

''', . 

UpT)er Shore Lower Shore Upper Shore LQwer Shore 

'_0 22, 
ý 

22 22 22 

'4 15_- '22" 21 22__ 

10 4 20 14 22 

14, 
, __ ,, '0 

20 1117ý 22 

21 0 20 0 22 
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PART 3 CRAB REKSMICT, ON OTHER -SHORES. ' 

The phenomenon of orab resistance in gastropods, has been demonstrated in 

Thais lapillus by Kitchir'n 'd glit_61'(1966) 'an 'it' 'iý`als'o discussed by Platterly and 
Walton (1922). In the case'of L. 'ob'tu's'ata, the , re is con I siderabl I 

e' 
,, 
temptation to 

conclude t at crab activity-is greaterloýier-on the shore, resulting in, -the. 
selection of? ý, thicker shelled crab resistant winkles on the lower 'part of the 

littoral zone. 

This conclusion however tempt ing is not justifiable since the work of Moore 
(1936) indicates that. in Nucella lar --pillus it was the proportion of mussel. in the 

diet-'and not crab activity which was responsible for the thickness of the shell. 

Crothers. Jo (1968 and in a, personal--communication)'considers crab ac , tiV1ity 

to be comparible -over the 
'whole 

of the 'shore ýLt lea8t, up, to mean high water neaps. 

N- evertheless the. lower shore winkles. are likely to-be 'exposed to crab atta9k for 

longer periods. 

-The following sets of samples_. 6f, L. obtusata. were'taken to detect the prese - nce 

of crab resistant 
'animals 

on'bthe'ri-shor'es_. - S. I were treated as previously 

to determine the shellto body weight -ratio. - 

Samples were taken1from the upper and lower. L. 'obtusata zone,,, at Four 11ile 

Bridge and the upper shore at Yhys Faelog,, the lower part of the-Ynys Faelog shore 

possessed no weed and hence no winkle, population. 

Samples, from the-upper and lower L. obtusRta zone were'taken, from Glyn Garth 

which lies on the 111enai Straits one mile north east of Ynys Faelog. 

The Studentls'lý'Test was used toý. analyse the results. Table 17 (p. 64) showed 

that at Ynys Faelog the ratio-of zhell, to body weight was, not as great as on the 

low shore at Trearddur Bay. 'Inspection of the 'shells from Ynys Fa aelog. showed the 

shell-mouth was not in, any, degree thickened, -and the sh'ells-cýrtainly were not, 

crab resistant as a'hundred 'of them had be I en'-ea, *ten in a week by three crabs, (see 

Section-3, Part 1, p-S-ý- 

If the shell, type found on the lower shore at Trearddur Bay had been roduced 

solely in response to crab predation, its effect on'the type ol- "shell at Ynys 

Faeloe should be at least-as pronounced if not more so, because-of the large- 

number of crabs. 

Table 16 (p. 64) showed the shells from the lowerI,. obtusata zone at Glyn 

Garth did not differ significantly 
, 
-from those fromthe upper'zone, as the value 

for*t: was only 1.36. 

Table 18 (p. 64)-similarly failed to disclose any difference inthe upper and 
lower zone animals at Pour Mile Bridge. 

The shells from the upper aI nd lower L. usata ""ones at Bl I ack R ock I and 
Rhosneigr also failed to show the presence of thickened shells 'with tapered mouths. 
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On the shores'used for this study, well definedý'crab resistance was confined 
to the lower shores at Trearddur'Bayý,, and Rhoscolyn. 

DISCUSSION OF SECTION 3. 

It has been shown from -Jaboratory work that'crab3" were able to successfully 
attack L. obtusata by-cracking open their-shells-, to obtain-, the food within. In 
the field pieces of freshly bro 

' 
ken shell were to be-found. by careful searching and 

it was supposed that these were produced as a result of crab activity. - 

IThen the winkle population at Ynys 
I 
Faelog, where crabs abound, was, artifimily 

increased, the pieces of freshly broken shell became more abundýat. The parallel 
fall in the introduced population indicated they were being killed, probably by 

crabs. 

The natural population-of L. obtusata at Ynys Faelog was a sparse one (seven 

grams of L. obtusata per K. gram. of weed) but that at Four Mile Bridge was 

considerably more ýense (twenty. seven grams of L. obtusata, pe'r K. gram of weed) 
despite the similar muddy conditions whic. h,, prevail on the two shores. 

The crab population at Ynys Faelog was unusually large both, in the number of 
crabs and in the size which they attained. 

IThe crabs at Four Mile Bridge were 
relatively few and smaller in size. 

, 
Carcinus moves up and down the shore with the tides, moving into deeper water 

at low tide (Crothers QC 8 ), they thus spend most of their life submereed. Some 

sho 
' 
res however provide plenty of inter-tidal shelter under rocks which is used by 

the crabs when the tide is out. Where. there is abundant shelter, many crabs tend 

to remain in the littoral zone when the tide is out. - 

Ynys Faelog is a shore with plenty of shelter, ýpienty of food and a good 

sublittoral refuge for crabs to move into if they do fail to find satisfactory 
littoral shelter. The shore at'Four Mile Bridge is in this respect totally 

different. There is'very little shelter for the crabs above low water mark and at 
low tide the sublittoral refuge is reduced to a strip only'a few feet wide. 

This may explain the difference in the crab populations on the two-shoreso-, 

work on the effect of wave exposure had shown-that populati After the ons of 
L. obtusata were very - sensitive to wave - action, ' this factor was evoked as 

-a 
partial 

explaiýation of the differences in'the winkle populations of the two-shores. The 
very narrow strip of 

I 
water at Four Mile Bridge provides an extremely small wave 

fetch. The Menai Straits at Ynys Faelog is considerably wider being-in I the order 
of half a mile., This argument was never con'sidered to be particularly convincing 
as the more continuous weed cover at Ynys Faelog_would tend to counteract the 
effect of the greater wave. exposure. 

The effect of crab predation seemed to provide a more credible explaination 
for the population difference. The absence of a deep water refugetogether with 

Ia 
lack of shelter for crabs at Pour Mile Bridge Prevented the crab Population from' 
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Table 16. 

Shell to Body Weipht at Glyn Gnrth. 

Weipht of 20 Weight, of 20 Shell to Body Weipht 
Sample Shel ls in 'gms. Bod ies in Pms. Rat io 

29.2 _10.2, 2.86 
Upper 2 26.5 8.3 3.19 
Shore 

3 28.0 8.1 3.46 

27.3'_ 8.5- 3.22 
Lower 2 29. 8 9.1ý 28 3. 
Shore, 1 , 

3 31.8 9.2 3.46' 

for 3 degrees of freedom, 1.36 

Table 1 

Shell to Body Weight at Ynys PaeloýK. 

ht of 20, Weig Weir-ht of 20 Shell to Bodv Weight 
sami2le _ Shells in rn s. 

, Bodies in 'rms. 
Ratio 

28.5 8.5 3.35 

3101 9.6- 3.26 

28.7, 8.6 3-34 

4 29.7- 8.8 3.38 

Table 18., 

Shell to Body Weight at Pour Mile Bridge. 

ip-ht- 
-of 

'20 We Wei, -ht of 20 Sh6llý to'Body lfeipht 
Samnle _ Shellsin gms., Bodies in Pns. Ratio 

26.9- 7.78', '3.5 
Upper 

-Shore 2 29-35 ---8.65 3.4- 

9.8 
Lower 
Shore 2 -33-5-- ý, 

9.85 ý3.4 
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reaching the density at which it began to seriously affect the 
-winkle population. 

Ynys Faeloia, - in providing shelter littorally and a good deep water refuge 
allowed the crab population to become unusually large to such a degree that its 

effect on the density of the winkle popula 
i 
tion became 

I 
pronounced* Kitchmý94Ltxtl. 

(1966) similarly, believed crab predation seriously affected the population density 

of Thais lapillus, and on on some shores was responsible for its absence. 
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Part la. The effect of Fucus vesiculosus on negative geotaxis out of water in 
, the laborat2a. 

Specimens of L. obtusata were collected from Ynys Faelog and placed on damp' 
Fucus vesiculosus in the laboratory to await trial. 

A flat wooden board 20 x 12 cm. was covered with pieces of-F. V65iculosus 
frond. The fronds were fixed to the board by drawing pins to form a continuous 

cover. A second smoothe piece of wood. the same size but without weed was used as 

a control. 

Both pieces, of wood were dampened and, layed horizontally. One L. obtusata 

was placed on each piece and allowed to attach itself. 

When-both animals, were attachedg- the pieces of Wood were placed vertically. 
After a period of ten minutes the animals'were removed and the distance they had 

crawled from the starting point noted. The experiments were performed ten times. 

From Table 19 (p. 69) it can be seen that whilst the. winkles on the'wood 

climbed rapidlyq those on the Fucus fronds moved very little. 

As was to be expected from field observations the active negative geotaxis 

of L. obtusata was much reduced on Fucus vesiculosuse 

Part 1b. Geotaxis in the field and observation of the modifying effect of' 
Fucus vesiculosus. 

Laboratory_observations of Barkman (1955) indicated that'L. obtusata rarely 

move downwards. ' If the upward movement of, L obtusata on'substrata bare of weed 

was as constant_in the field as it was. found to be by Barkman in, the. laboratorys 

quantities of winkles would be fcUnd 
- 
in the field marooned on top of weed bare, 

rocks. As this was not the caseg the animals must behave differently-under 

natural conditions. Observation-showed thatýthe only times they are found off the 

weed on most shoresg is after they have been displaced by wave action. 

To simulate this situation as naturally as possiblel -a hundred animals were- 

collected from the F. vesiculosus, at Black Rock just as it, was being covered by 

the tide. 

The animals were immediately scattered on. the sand inside a circle'of stones 

which had just been covered by the tide. 

The circle of stones was formed of rocks picked from the'beacho, some with 
F. ýv&siculoms growing on them and some without. The circle was-approx* tely 

two meters in diameter. - 

The animals*were then leftuntil-the tide again rec*eeded and. left'them 

uncovered. As the sea was completely calmq the winkles were'not-displaced by wave 
action. 

Once uncovered the winkles began to crawl. '-. Some encountered- other winkles 
and they 'attached themselves to -each othert but Most continued crawling until the y 
reached the stones of, the circleý 
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Tab le_j 9. 

Rates of crawlinp! on wood and Azcus vesiculosus. 

Ench trial, lasted for ten minuten. 

_Distance 
Crawled in ems. (All the animals crawled upvrýrds). 

Trial On Wood- On Fucus 

1 
ý10 

1.25, 

2 5.0, ý2-5 
12.5 1.25 

4 17.5, 0.0 
5 17.5 1 . 25 

6 13.5 2.5 

7 15.0- 1.00 
a 22.0 0.0 

9 ý19.0. 1 . 25 

10 16.5 
ý3-5 
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Those encountering weed cover 
, 
ed stones, crawled. up them41nd 'onto the weed. 

Once on the weed they crawled under the edge of-one of,, the fronds-and stayed there. 
Those which arrived at stones bare-of weed, crawled up them, and upon, reaching-the 
top, continued craviling. usually in the, same direction down the other side. No 

animal remained on-bare rock. 
-.,,, 

This observation showed that-the negative geotaxis of L. obtusata was readily 
reversed in the field, "thus enabling the animalýto leave weed, bare rocks 

, On many shores detached'pieces of F' vesiculosus were seen'lying on the*sand 

and the ro I ck. In view of the present observations, 'and those of Barkman 1955 who 

states that L. obtusata, will not readily leave Fucus, it was decided to test the' 
behaviour of L... obtusata encountering detached'pieces of P. vesiculosus. 

Several pieces of F. vesiculosus fronds of approximately 10 cms. long were 

placed in the path of the animals which were'crawling, away from the circle of stones 

Animals encountering ýthe pieces of P. vesiculosus crawled onto them-and 

carried out exploring movements, alorig, the edge of the pieces. The movement 

continued'from three to seven minutes after which time the wiýkles left the pieces' 
of weed and continued crawling, not necessarily in the direction they had been, - 
crawling when they first encountered the'weed. 

Further tests were carried out in the same manner using large, clumps of, 
detached weed. An animal encountering such a''clump behavEýd in a manner similar 
to those encountering a, weed covered rock. -They'appeared to be unable to 

differentiate between we ed growing on rock , and clumps of, weed loose on the sand. 

The difference in,, behaviour-of winkles on"detached clumps and-isolated-pieces 

of frond was probably determined, by the ability to find a, raised, edCo of weed 

under which to crawl.,., The, behaviour,, of-the animals', on the edge,, of, a piec6', of 

weed was possibly light controlled. -The attraction, 'of 
F. vesiculosus was not 

always an-over-riding fac'tor. in Section, 3.,,, Part 39 that on 

exposed shores from, the middle of Autumn to'the middle of Spring a large pr, eportion 

of the - L. ob I tus ta I population leavelthe Pucus'for'rock crevic'e's., 

It may, be concluded that the, negative geotarýis,, and. the,, affilnity. for Fucus 

were both behaviour patterns which may be modified to meet the conditions 

encountered in the natural environment. 

Part I C'. Geotaxis above and below water in the field, 

It has been shown that the'negative-geotaxis which'appeared-ýso constant in 

the laboratoryi, was. less-so in. the-fileld, 
_as allthe experiments were performed 

above water, the, behaviour-of, L. obtusata under-water required investi gation. The 
following-experimentcompared the_dire. ction of m'ovementof L. obtusata above, ana 
below water. 

The work was conducted at Polridmouth, Cornwall'on April 3rd'and October, 5th, "' 

1969. 
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Two flat pieces of rock were selected and placed horizontally on the edge of 

a rock pool above the water level. Twenty four 1. obtusata were then collected 
from F. ve culosus just as it was being uncovered by the tide. The two flat rocks 

were dampened and twelve L. obtusata, put onto each one, six facing- one way and six, 
in the opposite direction*. After all the animals on the first rock, had become 

attached, it was raised to'a vertical position, and propped. in that position with 

the direction of the sun in the plane of the rock and, to the right of it. The 

second rock was immersed in the rock pool"and turned to the vertical'position and 

propped under water with the'direction of'the. sun, once again in the plane of theý 

rock. \Both'rocks were, placed such that with reference to the direction which the 

animals were placed, six-faced, upwards, and six faced downwards. 

When each rock had been left for, one minute', the nu'mbe'r', -'o'f anim ls crawling 

upwards, and the number crawling downwards on each rock were'counted. ' Those, not 

moving and those moving horizontally were discounted. Often several animals fell 

off when the rock was being moved to the vertical-position, those too were dis- 

counted. The trial was repeated ýwenty one times. 

Results 

The results see table 20 (P-72) show that both above and below water more 

animals crawled upwards than crawled, downwards, the greater percentage of animals, 

crawling upwards on the rocks under water. Under water only SJx_, out, of a hundred' 

and -S'ýAkýLTtj -, ne animals crawled downwards. 

sion Dimcus, 

Negative geotaxis, under water was in the field as well as in the laboratory 

remarkably, constant. 

The value of a variable reaction to gravity 
, 
above water has already been 

discussed, the value of a constantly negative geotaxis under, water-io, probably a 
behaviour which enables L. obtu. 8ata to crawl out of rock pools., 

L. obtusata relies for food and shelter on Fucus vesiculosus or Ascophyilum 

nodosura both of which are seldom found in rock pools. The"ability to-leave a 

rock pool is ensured by the geotaxis which is congtantly negative whilst-the 

animal is under water. 
_. 

If under water L. obtusata always crawled upwards it-might be expected that 

if crawling on an, isolated. 9"submerged rock, they'Would'reach the top and stay there 

unable to move down owing to the constancoy of the geotaxis under water. 

The negative geotaxis has been, shovm to be subject to modification above 

water allowing the L. 
. 
obtusata to leave isolated weed bare rocks. The following' 

experiment was performed to see whether a similar modification -allowed L. obtusAta 
to leave isolated weed bare rocks under water in rock pools. 
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Table 20. 

The direction of movement of L'. 'obtusata on iock-on the shoýý"at'ýPolridm6uth"- 

Cornwall October 5th. 1962. 

Under Wnter Above Water 

-Crawlinp7 ý, Crawling 'Crawlinr Crawlincr 
Upwards Doýmwards 

_Upwards, 
Downwards 

2 

802 

4 
ý0 

5- 2' 

70 

-3 

-0 
ý-4 -6 

4'-'06 "' -, ' '- '3 

6 
60 '0- 4' 
762 

10 - -''0-"- ý3"ý- 11 ,- --', 'ý -ýý-1, -, ýI "Z I- 

063 
808 

90 0' 
6032, 

60- '-I , 12 ' ---0 
52 

96 -2 

7 10-- 1 

10 042 

2 9- 

90 3ý 6 

TOTALS '154- -6 -106 54 
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BBRAVIOUR OP L. OBTUSATA ON ISOLATED ROCKS UNDEIR WATER 

Yaterials- and Methods 

Eight slabs of schist were selected from the beach at Polridmouth. They, were 
layed horizontally, dampened and a number of L. obtusata placed on each one the 

number depended on the size of the rock) and allowed to attach themselves. Four 

of the rocks were elevated to the verti 
' 
cal'and wedged in position.. The other four 

were immersed in a rock pool, then-they too were wedged in a vertical position. 
The eight rocks were left for half an hour after which time the numbers of animals 

within two centimeters of the top of the rocks and those further than two centi- 

meters including those that had left the'rock were counted separately. 

L. obtusata on the rocks above. water (see Table 21, P-74) crawled downwards 

many of them escaping from the rock, and others, attaching themselves in the shade 

at the base. Those on the rocks in the water became marooned at the'top of the 

rocks. 

Di-etcussion 

The, negatiye, geotaxis exhibited b 
_y ,L. obtusata below, water was 

that for the duration of the experiment, none of the animals left the submerged. 

rocks and most of them crawled, tQ"the. top of the, rock-and_stayed there. L. obtusata 

crawlins on isolated weed bare rocks in rock pools appear to have little chance 

of escaping from the rock pool and finding a patch of Fucus. 'It can only be 

supposed that occasions when L. obtusata require to leave isolated rocks in rock, 

pools are too rare to allow selection for the necessary modificati 
- 
ons in-the 

negative Ceotaxis. 
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PART 2. =,, OTACTIC, R?, LkVI0TJR 

Com-oared with the number of viorks contain' re'fer, t- es 0 

photota,. -i-sl'there is little nention of rhcot, ý: -, is' in L. -obtlicata'ý, 

BarkmeLn (1955) showed that' Ia thin" film of'ii, ýterý dra4ning' doý'. m"a'vertical 

Class plate oppo's-ed, the negative Ccotaxis, n., lnt, - L., -obt' revent usata fron rawllný: 
upwards. Barlm. an's e; gerincnt ulas corrobor--ated -Jr. the field by Ebbin, -el-lubben 
(Barl,: man 1,955) who is reported to' have seen L. obtusatp-crawling downwards -nd 
sideways under the action of-a thin film of dr`ain'in, - watdr. -- , Sac chi and, Raste j,, 
(1966) howeverýconsidcrcd L. obtusata, to be positively rheotactic under all, 
conditions. 

The following two experiments were therefore carried out to determine the 
reaction-of L- obtusata to, both a thin filn of moving water and to a-current of 
water w1hich completely immersed the amimals hereaf ter referred to as deep , -ratcr. 

part '2a. Reactlori_ 
_t_o_ a tTiin film of -movint, water. 

Intro(3uction, 
- 

This exýer'irqe', -it'lia, -, ''_r)'erformed'to test the findinC: s of Barlkman'(1955) 
_that a 

thin film of riov-; nC water. causes TI. obtusata to move dlol,, ý, nwards. 

Materials -k. rld 14etl-tio(3. s 

0 Cht-grey plastic tr6 A Ii ay one, noter square was placed'at an angle of 15 on 

a wet, bench in, a blacked out room. Constant illumination was provided by Means. 

Of a fluorcsont tube, thue alim-inatinr the effect of chanaing light, intensity. 
-trýy u, t was placed a t, "Ic with a lip Aroailnst the pper edCe of the cl adme. T 

huncr th6 0c 10 VILIS lip 'of th et ax, k0v 0' r, 'ec ýgc 'f the plasti" tray ."7 ta-ý"-, 

tilted so that 1, rater ove rflot-ii ng from- Jt'-ran-evenly doten the-plnCtic, ty. -ýY. The" 

rate of water flow into the tank- was adjusted to two, 14 ters. per, m, ntLte , thus 

producine a film of water draining over the tray. 

On the tray -twelve circles twelve' cms. '-dirameter were, drawn, in blue black- 

board-chalk. - Takingr-the direction directlyýup the, -slope__; iS zero decrees tro- 

marks were made-on the circumference of the circles at, ceventy'five degreeý3 ; 'ind 

two hundred-and, eighty five decrees. a- 

MIOS*qC4 Cr and', Ynys 
- st t1ile obtusata were collectecl froM 'FaeloG to to 

Is from bot'. 1' exposed a-rid sheltered shores rds-pCctiVe2, zy-. reaction of anirl-a 

No animal's were kept ill'-, the laboratory f0r-nOre-than three-hours beforcý 

beinG used. 

as, follows. -, The animals were'treated, 

ýj c C., 1, The trly, was ýf irst we tted and one L. - - obtusata was p the ce'ntre of- 

eacl, of the twelve' circles- facing -directly, upwards. - Twenty "iMItes Were' allowed 
-theýcircumlerence, a, f or, the animals to, reach x iy eLnimals not reach. -Ingr the circur-l-, 

e were removed. An animal , -, 
ference'within that ti-m was considered to have crawled 
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upwards if the mid point of the shell lip passed above the marks on the- - 

circumference, and. was considered not to have crawled up if the mid point of the 

shell lip passed below the two marks. The animals from Rhosneigr were used first. 

At the end of each trial of twelve, the circles were washed thoroughly to 

remove any mucus which might have affected the succeeding trials. The next trial 

was performed in the same, way with thp animals from the same shore but with the 

addition of a film of flow3mg water. 

The trials were continued had been 

tested, with,, a, f ilm of draining water, and ir3ký oneýit without 

Results 

The results (see-Tabl6-22, P-77)'Were'arrangedýin tW6'_contingency tables and, 

analysed by means of the Chi'ý, 
_Squared 

Test. using, theý,, Yates correction for continuity. 

Neither the L. obtu-sata from Rhosneigr nor, those from Ynys Faelog showed any 

tendýncy, to. move dowa'the tray-under the influence of a film of draininCwater., 

There was instead a suggestion'that the animals from RhosneiP11r were crawling 

upwards in response to the draining water, "'tha h'th6'iý; s'U'lfi"'d6'not show 

significanc e even at the ninety, five percent level of, probability. The animals 

from Ynys FaelOg showed a greater ten'dency I to crawl upwards under. the influence 

of the water fil-m-which was significant to the, ninety nine percent level of 
ýrobability- 

Discussi 

The results of this experiment do not corroborate the findings of Barkman 

(1955),, who maintained that the influence of draining. water is sufficiently strong 

to counteract negative geotaxis'of L. 'obtusata--on a vertical glass plateý 

Barkman quotes Kanda (1916) as reporting ýthe negative. Ce, otaxis of L. littoreý 

to be greater on smoother'stC-aces,, and for greater angles of slope. 

'Barkman maintained that those reactions could probably'be extended t6-include 

L. obtusata, thus explaining the immobility of L. -obtusata in his-moving film 

experiment which was performed on a vertical glass plate. The L. obtusata-he 

thought were held by the opposing. responses of negative geotaxis and their 

reaction to crawl downward in'the presence of a film of moving water. In the 

present experiment the use of plastic inatea 
Id 

of glass, and a fifteen, 'degree 

slope instead, of a vertical one would-have, led to 
Ia 

very definite downward move 

Lnent if Barkman'__s theory were correct. As neither the L. obtlisatn, %from Rhosneigr 

nor those from Ynys Faelo,,,:,, - showed any tendPncy to move downwards, Barkman's 

theory can not be', universally applicable. Barkmin does not reveal how long, his 

animals were kept in the laboratory before b, eing used. The length of time the 

animals are kept is of great importance as their'activity declines after being 

kept for more-than a-few hours. 
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Table 22. 

The effect of a thin film of moving water on, the movement of L. obtusata 
from Rhosneigr and from Ynys Faelog. May 9th, 1968. 

Table a L. 
-obtusata 

from Rhosýeipro 

With Water Without Water Total 

crawling upwards 31 26 57 

Not crawling 
upwards 10 22 32 3.55 

Total 41 48 89, 

TabI6 b. L. obtusata from Ynys Paelom. 

With Water Without Water Total 

Crawling upwards 26 12 38 

Not crawling 
upwards -4 21 25 14*6 

Tot al 30 33 6 
-3- 

- 
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SECTION 4. 

THE BEHAVIOUR OF L. OBTUSATA 

There is a considerable vol=e of work on the behaviour of the Littorinidae 
,Zf -T -ro a. ea 

in the laboratory. The bulk of this'work refers to L. obtusata. (Haseman 1911, 

Hayes 19279 Kanda 1916,, Minnich 1942, and Newell 1958b). In the field too 

L. littorea has received some attention (Dexter. 19439 Gowonloch 19269 and Newell 

1958a). Some work has been concerned with the behaviour of L. obtusata in the 

laboratory but very little has been extended to field observations. 

PART 1 GBOTACTIC BEHAVIOUR- 

It is-well established that when L. obtusata are kept in an aquarium tank 

-without any of their food plant (Fucus or Ascophyllum, ) the animals, crawl up, the 

sides of the tank and even leave the water. They appear, to be nej; atively 

geotactic -both in and out of the water. This phenomenon has been observed by 

several workers (Baaker 19599 Barkman 19559 Van Dongen 19569'and Janssen 1960). 

Barkman investigated the negative geotaxis-in-some detaill, showing it to 

become weaker on gentler slopes and rougher surfaces; and, even becoming positive 
if the winkles were desiccated. - The influence of temperature 8 on the geotaxis 

was studied by Janssen (1960)-who discovered that below OOC. - it became positive 

Barkman (1955) found thati even in an-aquarium in which the water rose and 
fell in an ii-, i I mitation of tidal'rhythm, the winkles climbed the tank sideol 

coming to rest just above high water level. 

The relavance of negative geotaxia tol. obtusata in the field was tentatively 

ascribed by Barkman to the maintainance of its positions, on the shore. 
11 

When the-- 

animals are covered by the tide they move up-the shore but as they are uncovered 

they move-downwards-under the influence of draining water, -being negatively 

rheotactic. They_thust claims Barkmans remain-in their correct zone on the shore. 

From personal observationj except, in restricteddrainage channelst water 

ceased to drain off a shore very shortly after it1was uncovered. Barkman's theory 

also assumes that winkles spend a. large proportion of, th'eir time off the weed and 
'Diving experience on AnIesey has shown that unless dislodgeds, L. obtusata*- on rock. 

remain on Fucus or AscophIllum. The fronds of-these two-fucoids float vertically 

owing'to, the presence of dir bladdersg one frond; thus being more or less isolated-, 

from the others. As L. obtusata were never'seen to move., from, one frond to anotherg' 
it'was doubtful if extensive tidal migrations ever tookýplace on Anglesey. 

As the fronds of'F. vesiculosus said Ascophyllumjloatý almosý vertically when, 

under waterg a constant n6gative geotaxis would result in the anir4als. crawling to 

the apices of the fronds. 
, 
Diving experience showed that. the winkles were 

er the entireýlength of the frondg'and, not all concentrated at distributed ov t74e 
tips. The FucuS must therefore have a. modifying affect on the negative geotaxes. 
This 'effect was investigated further in the-laboratory. 
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REACTION TO'A CURRENT OF WATER. 

Introduction 

Observation whilst diving showed that when currents of water. were fanned over, 
L. obtusata which were feeding, on Fucus vesiculosus, q they orientated to face the 

direction of the current. The-following, experiment was performed to-investigate 

the orientation of L. -obtusata to experimentally induced currents, in the laboratory. 

Materials and Methods 

The apparatusused for the experiment is shown in. fig. 12 (p. 78), ý, It 

consisted of'a wooden trough 60 by 10 cms. Seawater entered at the right hand end 

and then flowed through"a set of sixg-two centimeter diameter holes drilled in a-, 

plywood baffle. The. wate rthen flowed through a piece of-course plankton netting 
(2mm., mesh), and over. a wkzr three, 'centimeters high. -This system. effectively-,,,,,, 
dampened the-turbulenceý-of. the inflowing water. _, The, exit of. the trough atthe 
left hand end was contrplled, by. a wooden-flap which could be opened and closed to 

allow exit for-the water. 

The trough was arranged. to slope at an angle'of two degrees. With the rate of 
flow of seawater atla maximumq the mean current. velocity was approximately 18-centi- 

meters per second over the floor of the trough. The floor of the trough was 

carpeted with 
, 
fronds of F. vesiculosus pinned to the wood with drawing'pins. ý' 

The experiment was conducted as follows. 

With the trough full of seawaterl but with the flap shut d the water turned" 

offq'ten L. 'obtusata were placed on the Fucus9 five facing left (downstream),, and 
five f acing right (upstrea'm). "The rate of rlow'o'f water" was, gradually-Increated 
by'sim I ultaneouslY openi; jg the'flap and increasing the, volume of seawater enteringg 
the animals, ýthus'had time'to attach themselves and were not'washed away, by any 

sudden'current of water. 

The water was run atýmaximum speed for, half-a minute and then turned off4p, 

The number of animals facing upstream'(right) and the number, facing downstream 
Those fading at'right 'angles to. the direction of the, current (left) were counted* 

and those which had climbed the sides of the trough were discounted. 

A control experiment was performed in whichtthe animals were'put onto the- 

floor of the trough as aboveq but were allo . wed to remain for half a minute in the'-. 

stagnant seawater, after which time they were counted in the same manner. 

Results 

The results of the experiment and its control are shown in Table 23 (p. 8? 1) 
from them the following contingency table was-compiled., 

The table was-anal sed for significanc: e using-the Chi Squared Test and 
applying the Yates correction. 
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Table 23. 

When the water was flowing animals faci g ri t faced 
upstream. 

With Current Without Cfirrent 
Total of Seawater. -'--ý- of Seawater. 

Facing right 91'ý "26 - 117 
Facing left- 17 23 40 

Total 108 49 157 

Total X 

The Chi Squared value of 15. '6 showed the difference between the experiment 
and the control was significant at the 99.9116 level of'probability. -L. obtusata 
orientated in a current of water to face upstream. 

Discussion 

The orientation'. to fa , ce upstream in water currents can be, interpreted as'a, _ 

reaction to offer the least resistance to the passing water. ' Thisreaction would- 
be of great value in helping to prevent being1washed away by strong water currents 
on the shore. 

Some workers have discovered positive rheotaxis (crawling upstream) in 
L. obtusata (Sacchi and-Rastelli . 

1966). 

It is possible to interpret this as a secondary effect of its orientation 
behaviour in water currents. 

'If 
L. obtusata in a current of water faces upstream 

and it crawls in the direction it is,, fadingglit'will appear to possessla true', 

, rheotaxis. 



Table 23. 

ýThe effect of a current-of, deep water on, the 
, orientation of L. obtusata'from 

Rhosneigr.: August 20th, ' 1969. 

Table 23a 

F -Acin, Upitream ( -ht) Facin rip, g Downstream (left) 

3 

-W , -, 
41 2 

7 

6 
8 

0, 
7 0 
7 
6 j-, 

-7 
7 2, 

5 
5- "0 

Total 91 17 

Table 23b. 

The effect of,,. deep static water', on the-orientation of L. btiimta from 

Rhosneigr. 

Facin! r Rifrh_t Facinir- Left 

3 

-2 2 

2 2 

3 0 
3 2 

4 
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'PART 3,, - - 
PITOTOTACTIC -BEHAVIOUR. 

Littorina obtusata -is, reported by, some authors to, be negatively,, photo tactic. 

Experiments,, by Barkmýn (1955) indicated, that L. obtusata moves away from well 

areas. ,, 
Charles-ý(1960) discovered, that L. obtusata illuminated by polarized 

light, parallelýto the plane of, polarisationt further investigation showed. that 

the winkles orientated themselves so that minimilm. light fell upon their eyes. 
Janssen (1960) however considered-L. obtusata to-be positively-_, phototactic,,,,, -,., 
although the sign reverses below 30C. "_ 

-The apparent discrepancy between workers'in this field-may be'due toýthe great 

. varability of L. "obtusata, since the'above, work was carried'out, the taxon 

I'Littorina obtusata (L)" has been'divided inio'two. ý The larger,, Littorina'obtusata 

and the smaller Littorins, mariae, 'spec. -nov. (Sacchi, and Rastalli 1966). 

'Although the two species are difficult to, separate in the field, they are 

found to exhibit different behaviour responses and phyjjological properties, 
(Sacchi 1961p 1964,1966, 'Sacchi and R, ýstelli 196ý), L. mariýe being found less 

negatively phototactic than L. obtusata. 

It is well established that L. -obtusata are found under-fronds'of Fucus and'' 
Ascophyl (Barkman'1955), 'observations'-o'n-Anglesey confirmed t his finding. - One 

observation made shortl y afte r'dawn-at Rhosneigr revealed a'large'numberýof- 

L. obtus-ita'On the'upper surface'of Fucus veSiculosUS-0 It was thought, that during, " 

, night time 
_L_. 

obtusata may have been living-on the upper surface of the. Fucus. - 

crawling underneath the frondsas, the light intensity. increased at, dawn. 

Rhosneigrvraa revisite dat -dawn and-a*count made of, all'the L., obtuqata,, 

which could be seen on the upper surface"of fucoids'lin a period of half un hour. 

A similar count was made at noon on'a subsequent day.. 

At dawn on May 13th, 1968,784 animals were. counted'on top of -the' YLIcUs, - but 

at noon on May 21st,, 1968, only, 18 were counted. '- 

This observation strongly suggested that it-was the influence, of light which 

caused L. obtusata to remain under, the Fucu,, 3 during theday-time. A_laboratory, 

experiment was performed, to investigate the'effect of light on__the position 

L. obtllsata maintained on Fucus vp9iculospso- 

Phototaxi., 3 in the LaboratorZ. ' 

Materials ind Ietho 

The room was maintained in black out for the, duration of, the ex periment., 
A wooden fr 

I 
ame 

- 
was erected upon which 

- 
-vtere. placed, next to-each othert'two 

perspex discs 20 cms., in diameter. ' Onedisc was black and the-other transparent. 

The black disc was arranged to-be illuminated from above by an anglespoise lamp, 

with a_cryselco 40 watt op 
I 
alit 

.eI 
bulb,, 60 cms. above the disc- 

'The 
transparent 

disc was illuminated from below using the same bulb. 
- 

The lamp was -situated to one 
side of the disc end the light-brought, to bear by'means of a mirrorp so avoiding 
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the effect of convected heat. The total light path was, arranged t' be-60 ems. 0 

A carpet of P. ' vesiculosuslone frond deep 'was placed on each disc., Animals 

freshly collected from Rhosneigr were used for the experiment, no animal being: 

kept in the laboratory for. more than'three hours. The two discs were used 

alternately, twenty aninals being placed on'top of the Fucus of the appropriate 
disc. Each experiment 'was allowed to run for half an hour. At the end, of that 

period the numbers of animals on thetop and underneath the weed, ' on each of the 

discs was counted. Therewas some difficulty in interpreting the position of the 

animalst-as many had adopted positions which could be interpreted in either, way. 

Since it is the, eyes which'are important in sensing light, an animal was considered 
to be "on top" if it was facing upwards and "underneath"'if it was facing down- 

wards., In the cases when it was impossible'fo intrepret the-position of. the.. - 
animal, they were considered to be on top of, the disc illuminated from abovep and, 

underneath on the, disc illuminated from below. The experiment can therefore not 

be critised'as. being biased in favour of the expected result. 

I Results and Discussion 

Although the-results of the experime I nt, 
_(see_Table 

24,, p. 84) 'showed a definite 

difference between animals-Ut, from below and those from above. they 

were not as convincing as may have been expected from the field'observation., It 

should however be'remembered that the condition in_the laboratory differed, mark - edly 
from those in the, field. 

It may be inferred from the results of this experiment, and from the field 

observations, that light was. probably a factor responsible for-L. 
--obtusata 

being 

found underneath Fucus in the field during1the dayltime. 
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Table 24 

The reaction of L. obtusata to ljý-ht. 

20 anizals"were''u" s"e'd'on each disc, 

Numberpýon top of FUCIIS fronds 

Disc Tjirhte_d 
from Above 8 4, Ao 10_ 668 

'5"' 7 

Dinc Liphted 
from Below 12 '14 14 14' '15 8 12 11 13 
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Introduction, 

SECTION_ 5. 

INVESTIGATION OF NATURAL POPULATIONS. '". 

Littoral population ecology is still in an underdevelopedstate when compared 
with many terrestrial fields. Smith (1953) pointed out that our knowledge of even 
the commonest of intertidal animals is far from coinplete. 

Moore (1937) had worked on Littorina littorea but it was not until the work of 
Smith and Newell (1955) that'the Littorinidae received a detailed ecological study. 
The work of Smith and Newell was expanded to include the. rhores of Cardigan Bay 

by Williams (1964a) who discovered that this. population differed in several 
important respects from that of Smith and-Newell at Whitstable. 

At the same time-William&-.; (1946b and 1964c) also studied populations of 
Gibbula umbiliculis (da Costa)'a'nd Monodonta, linea'ta (da Costa)ý-thua forming a, 

useful basis for comparison. between populations of three different species. 

Littorina obtusata has received mainly physiological study (Bakk 
. er 1959, 

Barkman 19559 Van Dongen 1956, Janssen 1960, Sacchi, 1961,, 19639.1964al 1964bt 
ý1966- 

and. 1967) and its many-c6lour forms have received quantative_attention, fro, m Sacchi 
(1961 and 1963)9 Moyse (1966) and Parr (1966)..,, 

Populations of L. obtusata have never been studied an a dynamic entity though 
it is difficult to imagine an animal more ideal'for such a-study. - It'is restricted 
to the intertidal zone and easily removed from the shore without damage. The- 

limit of each individual is perfectly clear and it, ý3 eggs which-are layed interý 

tidally are easily collected and countedl and hatch as minlature adults without 

a planktonic stage. 

Two lines of studywere open 
I 
in 

1. 
the prlesen't-investliga. tion. 'Either following, 

the methods of Newellq Smith and'Newellgand Williamst study could be concentrated 

on single population of L. obtusata,,, or-without precedentq the study could ilicludo' 

several populations on sh9res of different types-studied in less detail. "' 

TI he latter approach was considered more fruitful for although of necessity 

eI ach-populationreceived less atten#on, it was possible to observe the ways in 

which-the'several populations reacted to different'environmental conditions. - 

The absenceýof a planktonic larva was helpful'as'each Population', - -, being 

isolated from its neighbours except for non larval migration was able to-develop"' 
its own characteristics in response to environment, 
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, 
PART 

-1 
YETHODS 

The methods for. in vestigating, the natural 
'populaltions 

wlere, crn X p, and the 
ýýII ---I 1 1%, ý- ý), ýI-ý., -ý 

Q11Y 

results often interpreted in the light of the combined data from several distinct 

operations. It was-therefore', beýeii'ciý'1'to'con'sider-'fir I stly the me I tho - 63 - us I ed and 

secondly the results. ' 

Methods 

d. 
le. 

Choic6'of-, 'shores 

Sampiing-techniques 

Treatment of samples 
Micr gs Ico pic examination' 
Treatment of the eggs,, 

Part Aa. Choice of shore s 

In selecting the shores to be studied, the following factors were taken into 

account: - 

Wave Action.. 

It was shown-earlier'. (Section 1) that L. obtusata was sensitive-toýwave action 

as many became dislodged from their, position, on-. the, shore. .,, 
If, ýthey-were unable to 

'regain 
the weed they_TFere-, very, likely., to,. 

-become-washed-, up-onto. the strandline. ' 

__Subtrate. 
' 

-, 
(a) Tatureýof --,, __-, --_ 11 1- 

usn ta - would be more likely to regain -the weed if, the-shore consisted of- L. obt 

large, continuous reefs of rock with isolated patches ofmobile 3ubstrate,, (sand'or 

mu d)-in between, -than if it-consisted of-isolated boulders-lembedded in. a mobile 

substrate. 

The presence of crevices-in the rock has also-been,,,, sholwn, ', to, ýe, impprtant-in 

resistance to wave action in the winter, ''th6'presence of crevices, beine advantaGeous, 

to surviv-jal o-f-L. obtusatn, on shores exposed to wave action. 

The presence of, large quantities-of mudand a--týin, layerýof, sediment, on,, the:,, Iý 

, 
fronds, of the weed,. has been_ýshown, to becLlikely detrZmentalýfactor, to the, survival 

ýof, L. obtusata in, the, hot_, aummer_months. -,, 

f Parasites. Presence o 

'It was found by James (1963) that, the incidence, of-parasitism by'larval 

Trematodes in' saxatilis variedon- different shores. "-A_býrief 
, ýsurie'y`ojj 'Angle sey, 

o, p -oulations'of L. ' ob usata var * _d very 'Wideiý -in 'the 'degree revealed thatýdifferent ie 
'to which--they'Vere parasitised. 

Since parasitised animals are unable to reproduce and onýsome shores the 

: Lneidence'of parasitism, ro. se to 
, 
5ela of the potential breeding Population, the effect 

parasite, level might be detectable when comparing heav ily and lightly parasitised 
populations. 
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(4) Population Density. 

Finally the populat 4. ons chosen had to be sufficiently large'' to withstand 
destructive sampling over a long period without showing any detectable effect. 

The following shores were used for the study. (For a full, description of 
shores see pages 3,4 and 5). 

Sheltered from Wave Action 

Substrate more or less Rhoscolyn 

continuous rock . 
(heavily parasitised) 

Trearddur Bay 
(lightly parasitised) 

Substrate of Four Mile Bridge 
isolated rocks (muddy 

-substrate 
extreme shelter) 

Black Rock 
(sa-ndy substrate) 

Not Sheltered from Wave Action- 

Rhosneigr (with crevices) ,' 

Penmon (without crevices) 

Red Wharfi. 
1 

Bay 

Shores with some combination of factors were never discovered. For instance 

a combination of high wave exposure and high parasite incidence was never found 
even though populations in the vicinity" of gull colonies were examined. - 

Part 1b. Sampling Techniques. 

The use of a quadrat for sampling was considered to be impracticable. As 
L. obtusata lives mainly on Fucus vesiculosus the size of the habitat was 
considered to be proportional to the weight of F. vesiculosus frond available for 
crawling and feeding. Sanples were taken every, month throughout'the course, -of a 
year and 'on some shores over a longer period. Where the shore'extended from the 

, upper F. vesiculosus zone to the F. serratus zone, separate samples were collected' 
from three levels on the shoreq-the upper and lower parts of the F. vesiculosus 
zone and the upper part of the F. serratus zone. 

At Four Mile Bridge there was no F. ser I ratus zone; 'at Black Rock and Rhosneigz 

the L. obtusata population on F. serratus was too sparse to be, sampled adequately. 
The same applied to the'lower part, of. the F. ' vesiculosus hone at Rhsoneigr. In, 

order to sample these parts of-the shores adequately large quantities of weed would 
have had to be removed to the laboratory. Such amounts were not only inpractible'' 

to v; ork with, but would have unduely denuded the shore of its'weed'cover. 

The -once well developed lower F. vesiculosus zone at Four - Mile, Br I idge would-" 
have provided valuable information on migration throughout 

- 
the year under. ex'tremely 

sheltered conditions., The whole of the lower' part of the shore was however 

destroyed by bait digging fishermen -who lived in a housing'estate completed after' 
the present work was started., The shore at Four'Mile'Bridge' is' almost uni que in 
England and Wales, it is both sheltered as a moderate sized riverg and has 

practically n-o fresh water influ. ence. 'The destruction of such'a scient' AI, 11 --- 
ifically, 

valuable shore under lies the immediate need -for effective conservation on 
Anglesey. 
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-Treatment of Part 1c 

The samples of weed were nd sorted-under illumiýat a ha- watt lamp 
ituated as close as, 

_, 
possible to th6weec 0 .. at 1 th ieni6 s 1-c mp ewi. -'conv*' ence. 

feeble, a source of illumination was f ound to induc"o large sampling errors'. 

All the, L. obtusata encountered were removed and. all the eggs were counted 
ý-ý, 2 : '' ,, --ý, - "I ýIIý ýý ,, - - ". -, - _ý! 111ý f"". r,, - (see Treatnent of eggs. ') 

,,,., --,, The sample-of weed was then, washed with seawater, and allowed to drain for an 
hour, to eliminate the e, ffect., of dehydration on the weight of the sample and the 

effect of sediment on the weight of the'samp es from Four 14ileý'Brid&e'. 

-The. weed then'soaked'in fresh. water. for four hours and at the end of thr. t 
time, vigourously,, ýweýshed, 

_ýwher6, 
most. of,, the'remainin, g winkles fall off. 

The"winkles , were separatedýfrom-pieces of, debris by--means of a set of g*raded 

--%inch mesh. The animals smaller than 0.01 ý gma. sieves. ranging from,, A inch, mesh, to 

were retained by, the latter, sieve, -and_were. counted'-directly if there were less 

than. two hundred. If-there-were more thesieve was divided into eiaht equal 

segments, and the"number, est3-ýlated,, by,, counting-those contained in one segment and 

multiplying -, 
by, eight 

Themethod of extractioniby washing, provided, a useful-, rc. heck_on the-efficiency 

01f th6-hand sorting'method. '-Nearly, all,, -of-, the, very, small, ones,, recovered were 

removed'in thi's way. ' -, The'hand sorting, -method-. for. the animals larger. thano-1 GM. was 

shown'-to be very efficient;, "nineyýfive I ýpercent or more, beinG recovered. -, 

The animals heavier than'O. '1 gm. were then"i4eiGhed'individually. Those below 

0.1 gms. were often too-'numerous. to, weigh-a'eparately. -A net, of, standard, animals 

was therefore kept'whose weights were-known. ---The sample, winklesýwere compared, by 

eye with-the standard animals and alotted, to 0.02 gramweight classes. 

, --, 
The shells,. were, divided',, into two groups, adults and juveniles depending upon 

the condition of the sh, e1,1, -, Ilip. 
_, 
_, 

If. the lip was sufficiently 3ýounded and thickened 

-that itlwas_, not. possible. to_break it with 
It" 

he finger 
'nail- -, 

of tI he-third digit, -i 
-t 

was considered as adult.., This distinction though, s6metwhat arbitary had the merit 

of being-both rapid and,. easily"applied"in the field with 
_the 

minimum of'equipment, 

The use'of. -weipht. 'as-anindication of,, size-rather, than shell height was 

pr- eferred, `as''itýhas, been shown: that--the; shape. -of, the. shello'. differed,, on, ' _, 
dif ferent 

shores., 

P- ýrt 

Those animals removed. from'the weed, by'the"fresh water extraction, method were 
discarded after weighing as't hey were mostly'dead. Of the other animals, the-ones 

sufficiently large 'to possibly be mature-were Graded', f or'- sizeusinc a,, uet, of 
standard, sieves., ý -The ýholes in 7ithe sieves, were f ound not to be identical in size. 
The largest 

, 
hole in, each s, ieve, was'. theref ore 

.f 
ound and marked Ifith paint. only, 

-h the painted'hole", animals not, able to pass throu, were said to retained by 
- 
tha t 
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particular. sieve. -, The reassortment i nto size groups by medns of the'sieves was 
large3, v a matter of convenience. Often several collections-were made on a single 
day. They were, all sorted and, weighed and then placed in,, the culture tubes -. to 

await dissection. It was impractible'to"keep separate all, the, weight groups-from- 

all the. samples. 

The shells 
, 
of the animals were then, cracked open using two, pieces-of slate in 

a hammer and anvil arrangement., Ewenty animals at one, time-being placed. onýthe- 

--anvil and cracked in quick succession. 

ýThe animals were then diesected-to determine their sex and their breeding 

condition. Mature males-were-recognisedýby, their enlarged-glandular penis, ' and the 

presence of spermatozoa. in the vas deferens. Pemales were deemed mature if the 

capsule and accessory glands_were, fully. enlarged,,,, and. the oviduct contained 

reproductive material which showed as a cream coloured mass. 

At the same time the digestive gland and gonad area, was searched for the',. 

presence of-larval Trema, todes. The presence of these parasites was soon found to 

be reflected in a greatly reduced penis sizeand empty vas deferens in the male 

and a reduced capsule and accessory gland together with an empty oviduct in the 

female. Even parasite infections so light as to be missed by, all, ex cept the most 

careful, 
_search, 

w. ere seen to produce. these effects. The animals were therefore 

assumed to'belfreelof Trematode parasites if the reproductive,, structures were fully 

developed. If.. these structures were, under, developed a search-was made for 

Trematode parasites. In all casesanimals which had an adult, shell-type but 

reduced reproductive structuresq were found to be parasitised. 

The condition of the reproductive structures was in the large'animals and 

adult animals considered a reliable indication of the presence or absence of the 

parasites. 

Part le,. Treatment of the eggs. 

The eggs of L. obtusata were easily recognised. ' Some workers'have found. 

difficulty in distinguishing between the eggs of L. obtusata'and those of Lacuna 

app. The eggs of the latter, however were distributed in concentric rings within" 
their jellyl' whilst those of the'former were not.. Confusion did however exist 
between. the eggs of L. obtusata and L. -mariae. It would hot be, possil: b to tell them 

apart unless the eggs were hatched and the young animals reared to maturi" ty. 

The egg masses were usually attached to 
-Fucus 

Epp. or Ascophyllum but were 

often also attached, to the rock substrate-on the if'fiin 1ý1. y sheltered, shore at 
Rhosneigr. They were also observed on Ulva lactuca and Porphyra umbilicalis whený 

populations were particularly dense. 

Daring the hand sorting of the weed the numbers of egg masses-'were counted and- 
the number of developing embryos, in each mass estimated. 

To count directly the number of embryos is each mass would have'been- 
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impracttible. The following method. of estimation Was "therefore adopted. 

A number'of egg masses were collected from the--ohore'and"ar d"' in range size 

groups, 'such that-e'v-q, h` siizý C-r6up C-, onta- in'ed'mnsses with the same number of embryos,, 

as estimatedýby eye. ' ý'One-mass from* each'size group was then dissected and the 

number of embryos counted"accurately; 'It 'was assumed that the"'o'ther masses in-the 

same size groups 
ýontain'ed-the, "same'number- , of- , embryos. ' This' was, checked, by' 

counting accurately-ýthe, number, of-embryos, -, in. two, other, masses,, in, each, size. group. 

The estimated and true numbers, were found-to be within twenty, percent of each 

other, 

ý, -: Once the numbers-of. embry03in each, mass, ýwere. quantified, twenty., one masses, -ý-, - 

were'selected as follows. 

masses, containing , 50 embryos-,. -,,, 
100 to 

200 

it 

_ý, 
300 

it It 
_400, -, 

Mese masses were placed in twenty'-percent alcohol and were used as standards 

with which, -to, -compare-the, sample. -masses.,,,, The sample, masses-were, thusý, igrouped,, int'o,, 

size, classes. -from, fifty,, -to, four hundred, embryos increasingý, by intervals of fifty. 

In' this' way the numberof eig masses and'--eggs 'per'- kilogram, of Fu - cu s was 

-sample taken.,,,, estimated for each 
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rRIU d IW. &Q-UUIO- TnZe rAXUD* 

Part 2a'. The-difference in'egg numbers between seasons and, between shores. - 

Part 2b. Time taken for eggs to hatch, 

Part 2c. --,,, -'The fecundity of, females. - 
(1)- Method, of judging-the maturity of females. ý 
(2) Estimation -, of the number of eggs layed in a life time. 

Part'2a, The difference in'egk numbers between seasons and between-shores. -, -, --, - 

The numbe rs of er gg ,s foun d ,-0n the sh ores throughout the I sampling period'are, 

shown in Fig. 13 (P093). The figures refer to the numbers of eggs from the upper 

-the shore-only. 'The eggs of L. mariae were layed-on-the middl parts of e and'lower 

of'the shore-, and would thus confuse, the results. parts 

Eggs were, found throughout, the year. on all the shores studied. Though there 

was considerable fluctuation in the numbers present there appearedto be little 

although,, all shores showed, a depression, numbers of eggs 
, seasonality; "in 

the 

between August-and October., The depression was probably in part dueto-, a shorter 

hatching time in, the warmer, summer conditions but,, difference in hatching time- 

could not, explain the-large depression found at Rhoscolyn and Trearddur Bay. At 

that time of year the previous summers young were maturing and the adults dying, 

offq there, might therefore have been fewer laying females. 

The constancy in the number of eggs was a 'Striking'feature of the results, from 

Four Mile Bridgeq the counts of the'density of newly hatched young and of, adults 

were also-'more constant for this'shore than for any other. 

Also estimated from each collection was the average number of eggs per egg 

mass and the number of masses found for each maturej unparasitised female collected 

frors the same area*as the eggs. From thiZp_data warecalculateftthe number of eggs- 

per mature, unparasitised, female. 

The results are shown in, Tables 25*9 269- 27,, 28 and 29 (p. 94 and 95)9- and from 

them the variance ratio tables rýiown in Table 30 (P-97) were constructed. Before 

any analysis of variance was initiatedg, an tFI, test was performed to-detect any 

significantýdifference between the'variance's, 6f each shore sample. As no 

significant difference was detected the method of analysis of variance was 

considered valid. 

All the variance'ratio, analysis showed significance, between-shores at the 9T/O 

level of probability. The'data was therefore'examined in more detail to determine' 

between which shores the significant differences lay. ' Table 31 (P-98) shows the 

meansl standard errors and confidence limft of the number of eggs per mass (Table', 

ses-. -per unparasitised -(Table 31bg p. 98) and, 31a, p. 98)9 the number of mas female' 

the number of eggs per unparasitised mature female (Table, 31c, p, -98). 

ýAt. the 9916 level of probability the mature unparasitised females at Black Rock 
d and - Four Mile Bridge, laye 
-'significantly more, eggs than those from Rhoscolyn 
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Trearddur Bay and Rhosneigr. They did it by laying significantly largeemasses 

than those from Rhoscolyn and Trearddur Bay, and significantly more masses than 

those from Rhosneigr. 

It was logical to expect the egg masses from Rhoscolyn and Trearddur Bay to 

be smaller than those from Black Rock 
, 
and Four Mile Bridge as, the adult females 

were considerably smaller (see fig. 5, P-30. 

The large masses layed by the small sized females at Rhosneigr was unexpected, 

A possible explaination does suggest', itself. L. obtusatnnormally lays eggs on 

Fucus.. There, is probably therefore an inhibitory mechanism preventing the eggs 

from being layed elsewhere. At Rhosneigr the animals often have re-course to 

shelter in crevices in the rock where many. of their eggs. are 
- 
also found. The 

inhibiting mechanism, may prevent the females from laying on'the rock until the 

number of mature eggs in storage is sufficient to over come the inhibition to 

laying on rock. Such a theory would explain the large egg masses, and'also 
I 
the 

small number of them per female. It would not in itskif explain the smaller 

number of eggs layed by, each female. This might be explained either by egg loss 

dueýto wave actiont or by the inability, of the females to obtain sufficient food 

whilst they are in crevices. 
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Figure 13 

The numbers Of Mum- and yoLiM smaller-than 0.0 

mas. 32er kilogram of F. vesicul2susgn the uri7er, 
-, 
-, 

F., vesiculosus zone on five shores in Anglesey 

from May 12k7-to M&v 1968- 
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Tables 25,26,27,28 and 29. 

Average number 
- 
of eggs per massp-and mas4es and eggs'per mature, unpara3itised 

female, throughout the sampling period, of one year. 

Table 25. 

Black Rock 

DI ate 
Ave. No. -of E! Tm Ave. -No. of Masses Per' Ave. '- No. of Per 

Per-Mass. Mature Unparasitisedlý Mature Unparasitised 9- 

May. 5; 1967 193 3--0 580, 

July 7. 216 3.8 820 

Aug. 14. 230 1,, 27 294 

Oct. 10- 190 1.75 330 

Nov. 21 204 1.0 _ 206 

Jan. 8.1968 
'230 

1.25 288 

Feb. 13- 220 1.52 338 

March, 3n 250 1.64 410 

May 13- -, 220 1.6 350 

Date 

May . 22 ý 1967 

July 9.1 

Aug. 15. 

oct. 16. 

Novo 23. 

Jan. 11.1968 

March 18. 

April 4. 

May 16. 

Table 26-. 

Rhoscol3M 

Ave. ' N6. 'of Eý, -ýrs Ave. No. ' Of 
-Mas-ses 

Pe'r Ave. 'No'. of EM-9 Per 
Per Mass. I-Thture Unnarasitisedq-- 

_Mqture 
UnPara9itised! Pr 

112 3.46 390 
134 1; 78 237, 
197 1.09 214 
125 0.24 3.0 
172 %7ý 305 
172 
" _2*44 

420 
i 50 105 204 
167 1'. 64 275, 
162 1.12' 183' 
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Table 27. 

Trearddur Ba 

Ave. No. of E77ý, g Ave. No. of Masses Per Ave. No. of Ep ! rs Per Date Per 11ass. Mature Unraramitised! ý , Mture Unparamitise-d. 

June 6.1967 147 1.25 185 

July 7. 138 1.14 155 

Aug. 8. 151 0.283 43 

Oct. 10. 158 0.28 42 

Nov. '22. 240 0151 122 

Jan. 11.1968 210 1.7 355 

Feb. 15. 2.4 510 

April 1. 228 -460 
May 1 4., -220 1.2 220' 

Table 28,. * 

Four Mile Bridge, 
Ave. No, of ET, -, s Ave. No. of Msses Per Ave. ITO. of Erm-q Per 

Date Per 1,19. ss Mature Unparasitised &sture Unnar, asitised 

ýIay 17-1967 -200 1.80 360 

July 5- . 
240 1 

ý- 
51' 360 

Aug. 15. 250 1.80 455' 

Oct. 3-', 226 0170 158 

Nov. 15 200 It17 234 

Jan. 9.1968 245 1.66 465- 

Feb. 21. 280 1144 400 

April 1. ' 238 1.8 430 

May A 4. 240 
ý2.67 -, 

640- 
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Table 29. 

Rhosneirr 

Dat e, 
Ave. No. 

-of 
Rerrg -Ave. No. of PassesTer -Ave. No. of Ec! pýs -Per 

- Per Mss Mature UnDarasitisedc, Mature Unparnsit e- ýLs d 

May 22.1967' 197 1.00 197 

July 8. 230 0-85 198 

Aug. 15 ,, 
243 0.9 220 

Oct. 2. 236 0.21 52 

Nov. 23. 250 0.184 46 

Jan. 11.1968 270 '0.72, 193 

Feb. 27. 236 0.585' 138 

April 4. 230 0.31 73 

May 14. 200 0.7, 133 
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Table 30, 

Varianc6 Ratio, Tables 

'Tab 16 30a. 

Variance ratio table of number of eggs per mas s. 

Source of Varatioll Sum of Deprees of Mean SquPre Variance 
, Squares Freedom Ratio 

Between Shores 
-40229-, 4 --100-57 23 8 

Residual, 
. 
16874 40 421.. 8 

To tal 
_67103 

41, 

Table 30b. 1 71 

Variance ratio table of the number of masses per mature unparasitiseýd'female_. 

Source of Variation SUM of Deprees of- Mean Square Variance--, 
iýquares Preedom Ratio 

Between Shores 9.732 2.433 7.06 
Between Seasons 11.967 8 
Residual" 11-008 32', 0.344 
Total -ý32-707 , -44 

Table 30c. 

Variance ratio table of, the number of"eggs per mature-unparasitised female. 

source of Variation Sum of Dej-rees of Mean Souare Narlance, 
Squ, ýares Preedon, - Ratio 

Between Shores' 425152 4 106288 7.4 

, Between Season's -260210 

Residual, 460887 -32 - 14403, 

Total 1? 46249 44 
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Table'31.. 

Means, standard errors'and 'confidence'limits associated with the data'in'''' 

Tables 25 to 30. " 

Table 31a. 

of 'eggs p Number er-mass. , - , 
Shore Meanvs Standard Error- 1ý'95% Limits. ', 91"Zimits 

Black'Rock 217 '6.84 + 13.4 + 170 

Four Hile Bridge' 235.4 6., 84" +A + 17.5, 

Rhoscolyn 154.5 6.84 13.4" + '117. -5"" 

Trearddur Bay 190.8 6.84 13.4 + 17.5' 

'Rhosneigr 232 - ýL` 6.84 + 13.4 :t 17.5 

Table 31b. 

Number, -of masses per mature unparasitised female., 

Shore Means Standard Error. 95% Limits 

Black Rock "'1.87, 0.195 0.38 

Four Mile Bridge 
_: 
1.617 0.195 0.38, 

Rhoscolyn, 10 '54'- 0.195 008 

Trearddur Bay 1.198 0.195- + 0.38 

Rhosneigr, 0.613 0.195- + 0.38 

., Table ýIc 

ýNumber of eggs'per mature unpara3itised, femal e. --,, 

ýShore-- Means -Standard Error,, 
,,, 

95% - Limits_, -',, -- 99% Limits. 

Black Rock '402 40' -78' 

Pour Jq'ile Bridge 382" 40 + 78, + 103 

Rhoscolyn --251' 40- + 
. 
78- 103 

Trearddur'Bay 232'ý- 40 78 + 103 

Rhosneigr, 139^' 40'' 78 103- 
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Part 2b, Time taken for the eggs to hatch.. 

The only reference-to hatching'time for the eggs of L. obtusata-is that of 
Thors"ea'(1946) who q, uo-tes'hatching time . as, three to'four weeks, at, 13-140C. 

To determine the hatching period at different times of 
, 
the year the following 

procedure was adoptede 

At Four Mile Bridgel chosen for its isolated boulders and lack of wave action, 

all the eggs were removed from the' weed on one rock., The rock was revisited five 

days later to give time for more eggs to be layed. All"the newly layed egg masses 

yere marked by'punching in the Fucus lamina next to the'mass with a small round 
hole. by mea I ns of a pair of leather punches. '' The rock was revisited, at'subsequent' 

times to monitor the development of'the eggs. More than one set of masses could 
be-followed simultaneously by using different., sized holes as markers*, ', When one or 

more, of-, the embryos had left the egg mass, the. hatching was, considered to have- 

taken place, but if all the, embryos had leftthe mass was considered to"have 

provided only-a. maximum estimate, of hatching perio, ds*,, 
-Thel_results 

in Table*32 

showed the development'time'to'vary'from 80 days'in the-'winter to, 18 days in the 

summer. 

Table 32. 

Numbbr of days taken for L. -obtusata eggs to hatch from the time of laying. 
Approximate Date La id Days Taken ý to-' Hatch, 0- 

Dec. 13 79 
18 Jan. 8o-,, 

March 8 
. 
55 

April 9' 50 
June 23 18 1 

Part 2c. The'fecundity of females. 

Method of jud&ing the*maturity_ýof a female. - 

Sexual maturity of the females was"Judged by the-condition of'the oviduct, 

the capsule and accessory gland. ý, 'Jf the oviduct I was full of repro I due I tiv - ematerial, 

and -the glands swollen the females were Jidged mature-,. ' 

This method of judgement was tested'by setting up a laboratory culture' of 

animals in different stages of shell growth. - The animals were'grouped into four 
follows. shell type classes as 

-Shell lip rounded off, Class I 

Class 2- Shell -lip, with no-horney, zoneg, but not, rounded off. 
Class-3-I. --With a narrow horney. zone at the shell lip*, 

-,,, _, 
Class 4-Withýa wide horney zone at the shell lip. 

Each class war-placed in a hanging culture tube'-with F. vesiculosus in-the 
laboratory. - 

The animals , 
used, were collected from, Black Rock, Four Mile Bridge and' 

separate'set of cultures made for the animals, from each shore. Rhosneigrq a 

After'sufficient time -had been allowed tr the females tO' laYs the cultures 
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tubes were opened and the number of egg masses in each were counted. The masses 
were always to be found on the Pucus and never on the glass sides of the tubes., 
The animals were then'dissected and examined, and the number of female s which had, 

swollen oviduct and glands were counted., -, 

Only those-tubes (see Table 33, p. loi) with at-, le'ast some females whose 

oviducts and glands were swollen, contained egg masses. It was thus established 
that animals without-swollen-, oviducts,. and glands-were 'not. -maturee'--Whether all 
females with swollen ducts and glands were capable of laying eggs was not 

absolutely established, but it seemed a, reasonable assumption that they were, 

Throughout the, year all females which were not parasitised, and which were 

fully grown, were found to possess-swollen oviducts and glands. 

As at all times of the yearp egg, masses were foundon the, shore, females, 

once mature, probably, -continued, to lay, eggs, until they died or became infected with 

parasites. 

(2) EstimRtiOn Of the number of ep7ps laved in a life time. 

From the dissections of females of L. obtusata collected from five shores on 

Anglesey was found the weight at which'sexual naturity occurred. The'weights are 

shown in Table 34 (P-101) 

Extrapolation of theigraph,, plottings 6f, Fig. ' ̀6 sugzestrthe sizes-shown in 

Table 34uere reached in'July of the. second summer on the shore bylthose animals, 

hatching the previous summer. This-is corroborrated by Fig. 14, (pi3j)', which shows 

an increase in the, number of adults in, the middle of the, summer on most of the' 

shores* The number, of adults. then decreases, throughout the-spring and early- 

summer. The reason for these losses is, uncertain, but wave action must, be respons 

ible for a large proportion of the-deaths. 

-It was, difficult_to, estimate the. average, life of a mature female as-the 

breeding cycle is so prolonged, but probably a mature female is able 
-to 

live for. - 

-ten monthsp and under-good conditons the time is almost certlainlyllonger. 

The choice of ten months as the life of a female,; was based on the variation 

of the number of adults per kilogram of Fucus (see fig. 14 p. 111 )-which showed-on 

t shores a-decrease in adults'in, -the early svmmerp with a subsequent increase- 

in late su=er-. 

the figures ofthe number. of, eggs. per. mature'unparasitised female from 

Four Mile Bridge (Table, 28, p-95)t together with the t- imes taken for the eggs to 

hatch"at different-times of the year (Table 32t p-99) it was possible to'gain a 

rough estimate-of'the number, of egg3 laidýp 
, 
er mature,. -unparasitised. I femqle per 

month (see Tableý-35, -p. 103)-for the 
; 
ten months, from'Augurt, to Jjay. 
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Table 33. 

Egg"' laying by'L. '' 01btuI sa - ta in the laborato ry. 

Table 33a* 

From Rhosneigr. Laying-April 17-11ay-6.1967'.. '-, ", 

Shell Number of Number of Number of Females with Swollen 
Class An ima ls E! Tp, Tela 9, -3 es Oviduct and Asmociated Glnnds 

fiO, 16 28- 

6_0__ 10 25 

60 00 4 

Table 33b. 

From Rhosneigr. Laying February 10-- 22-1967. 

25 12 13 

3 
_25 ý7 

400 

Table ý3c- 

fr Frýý'Black'Ro'ck. ", I, ýy'ing'April,, 8 M1967*-' 

5,7 15 18 

2 63 8 

0 -10 3 5 3 

4 45^- 

TabI6 33c 

From Four Mile Bridge. Laying February 10 22.19679 

40 12 17 
v, 

40 24 
A, 

40 00 -4 

Table 34. 

The weight at -. which, f emales 
'reach 

sexual maturity on five-ahores on Anglesey. 

The shores are arranged in- 
, 
order of decreasing exposure; 

_ 
Shore Wei--ht when Maturin! cý in Gm-s. '-'-ý 

-Rhoýneigr 1.0 - 1.3 

-, 
Rhoscolyn,, "-, 0.9, 

-- 
1.2 

Trearddur Bay,,,, ý, ý 1.2 

Black Rock,.,,, 1 . 3,1 .6 
Four, Mile. Bridge 

.8 
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Table 

Approximate'number of -eggs laid per maturel unparasitised female per month 
at Four Mile Bridge. 

Month Number of Egas laid Per Mature 
Unparasitised Female Per Month 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May, 

1620 
1620 

210 

120 

150 

, 150 

150 

180-, 

, 240 

36oo 

Total Eggs Per Life 8040 

The Four N 'ile Bridge figures were used in deferenceýto the smaller variation, 

of the number of females present per Kilogram of Fucus (see fi g. 14, P-131). On 

the other shores heavy wave action was liable to wash animals off the weed so 
injecting a certain Anaccuracylinto the. estimate of the number of, eggs per mature, 

unparasitised female. 

Many nature females may live for longer or, shorter periods than ten months. 
Mature females living through the whole'summer when egg production was, high may, 

well have produced more than the estimated, eight thousand eggs. per lifeltime. -, 
Conversely, females living for a shorter, 

- 
tine,, and the smaller-females on some of 

the other shores probably laid less., 

The figure, for 
-the 

fecundity of L. obtusata has been converted to calories by 

Graham (personal communication) the approximate value, being 19200 calories per 
female per life time. By comparison L. littorea produces 200. calori. es of eggs per 

annum at a shell height of12.0 cms. and 400 calories at 2-3 cms. rising, to'l. 270 

calories at 3-0 cms- (Graham unpublished)' 

As L. littorea continues, to'grow aftersexual maturity, some of its calorific- 

value is. directed towards, somatic. growth I whilst L. obtusata which stops growing 
at sexual maturity presumably uses most of its calorific intake for the production, 
of reproductive material. 

_ 
In-an averagelife time Graham_calculated that L. litt orea-produces in the 

order of 600 calories. - -The,. 
figure is based on the observation that the dominent 

size groups is 2.3 cms- (5-6 ye 
I 
arslol, d) at -Porth, Cwyfan, (Angl6sey). Older animalsý' 

and the larger animals on some of the other shores almost certainly produ'- ce more 
than this. 
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H-A, ITG I TCHII AND 'PART 3 SIMSEQUENT GROWTH 

Part 3a., ''Size of animals at hatching. 

The'size of animals hatching from the, 
-egg 

masses, on, a very,, sheltered shore 

wher#. the adults were large, was', compared with the size of animals hatching from 

masses on a fairly sheltered shore where the adults were significantly smaller. 

The following proceedure was ad. opted.,,, 
-, 

Egg, masses were collected- from 
-the 

very sheltered shore at Rock (Cornwall) and tho fairly. 
'sheltered shore at 

Polridmouth (Cornwall)'. Only egg masses fromýwhich*. at least some youne had already 
hatched were used, to ensure all the masses chosen were at the same stage of 
development. 

In-the laboratory the young were dissected from their gelatinous investment, 

five animals being taken from each of eleven, eagý, masses-colleated. from, each.. shore., 
-- 

In all, 110 animals were measured. The young animals, were,, placed'on a, slide and 

and the longest axis of their shella-measured, with, a,, micrometer, eye, piece. to the 

nearest division (one division. 
-equals, 

16.6. ii 

The young animals from Rock, were found, to have a mean longest. 3hell axis of 

523"At with a standard_error of, 22.7 ',,, whilst those from Polridmouth had a mean 

longest shell axis of 517jU with a standard error of 21. IýAlc, 

The size of the young, h-ýtching from. 
-the egg, -oný, 

the'tiro'shores"therefore' 

showed_no significent-difference. The,, siGnificant', difference in'size,. ofýthe-- 

adults must, b, e,, attributed,. to subsequent, difference-in growth rates. 

If animals ha, tching at, the same,, size can be assumed-to. grow, from'the sameý'. 

size eggsp then the larger females, on, the more, sheltered shorest it may be 

concluded#-lay: the same size,. eggs, but-lay-them in larger masses&-- They also lay 

more eggs per unit time than the smaller females from, the more exposed shores. 

Part 3b. 
, -Growth of jh2... younp, from exposed and sheltered shores usinc, cul ture 

methods. 

Introduction 

The. small mean'sizes of-, the'adults on'fairly, sheltered shores and on dens-ely'- 

populated,,, sho'res, -whenýcompared 
with those inhabitin the more sheltered and less 

densely, populated shores mightýbe due, to either genotypic, or phenotypic effect 

-or a mixture of. both-, The problem was, investigated by culturing the Young Of 
both the large and the small adults' underl. identical", Conditions. 

Three approaches were made. - 
(1) Laboratory culture- 

(2) Field culture methods: - 
(j),,. Culture in. the Nenai. Straits hanging from a, raft. ' 
(Ij)_culture''in the Fowey estuary (a drowned river valley, in 'Co 

ten f eet down the, anchor chain of a mooring buoy. 
, 
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Ribortory culture methods. 

Some'difficulty. was experienced in maintaining L. obtusata alive in the 
e. laboratory over'long periods. ' 'This ias-'due partly to the animals tendAn6y'to 

climb. -the-sides of, the-aquarium'under the 
'influence 

of their strong negative 
geotaxis. - Even if -escape was made -impossible,, the, animals remained at -the,, higheat 
level in the aquarium., 

Further-. diffiqulty was'experienced. with the. food, plant, Pucusý'vesiculosus,, 

which, rapidly decayed if it, was, left., in,, contact with,, the bottou of, the-tank for 
more than two days. 

The problems'were largely, overcoiie using, a'hailging'culture'tachnique (see 

fig. 7, p. 14a). , 
The animals were, kept, in, glass tubes,,. (fig. 7a, P. &O a hundredivms., 

in diameter and three-, hundred. 1qms. long.,,. 
-,, 

Rings were cut from P.. V. 
_C. _. 

'tubing the 

internal diameter of-which was a proximatley a hundred Across the P 

end of each ring was stretched course plankton netting and stuck in place with 
p. V. C. cement, supplied by Yorkshire-Imperial Piastics. These rings formed lids 

with which to close both ends of the glass tubing. 

Into,, the-upper, and, lowerlid were screwed two brass, screws diametrically, 

opposite each other. Nylon cord was attatched to the screws in the lower lid and 
fitted over the screwslin the upper lid by means of a brass ring tied to its end. 
As the C- ord was just sufficiently long to'fit-over the brass screws, ' a sl: ýght 

twisting of the upper lid relative to the lowerlenabled, the'lids to form a firm 

seal'on the glass tubing (see Fig. 7a, 

Wh vesiculosus was-, requil-led, pieces, were wedged. by means of their Stipe ý, en Fr9 

between the netting of the upper lid and the edge of the glass tube. As the weed 

was hanging downwardsin the tubes, it remained in a healthy condition for a long- 

time. 

The tubes containing w eed and animals were -hung with nylon cord from hooks 

suspended by means of nylon cord stretched between two members of a, dexion frame- 
'8ri* (Fig. 7b, P-40)', 

The seawater supply. was maintained, at. a constant rate by means of'a constant 
head device. The rate of flow was regulated bý means of, a clip attached to the 

rubberýtubing-" The water was, fed to, the culture tubes'through rubber, 'pressure 

tubings', in whose'wallst eightý'holes. were bored with, a'cork borer., 

Into each hole was placed a short piece of glass tubing and, over the glaýs 
tubing, -was located, a, 16 

. 
rger-diameter, &rlass, tube, which channeled. the wafer onto 

, 
the. top of-the'culture tiibe,, vhere-_it trickled-through the', plankton nettine and 
into the culture-tube. -The BY36*%Ofýconcentric'tubes allowed, flexibility-in theý 
distance between'culture'tubes, 

_and'-, 
the holes in the, p- ressure-tubing, 

'The 
tank was drained 

I 
by means Of a siphon. A clip attached to the 

'rateýof flow-of water. -It wp 
Outlet tube 

adjusted the -s Possibleby_regulatiný. "the rateýof", 
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inflow and out-flow of, the water, to produce a rise and, fall, in the water level, of, 
any desired frequency;, although it was not possible to simulate the ý harmonic 

motion of the - tides. In practice a -ý fast flow of water minimised the tend,. R'ncy, for 
the system to become blocked by debris. 

The rise, and fall-of-, the water-level-. was'a great. help in providing a flushing 

effect which maintained a fresh environment in the culture tubes., 

Using, this method, L. obtusata-could, be kept'indefinitely-in the'laboratory. 

The only limiting factor was the reliability of the seawater system. The 

laboratory system contained sufficient suspended debris to periodically block the 

seawater taps'. Such blockigei were'sometimes fatal to the'cultures. 

Eight. cultures could be, maintained simultaneouslyp and, any tube removed for- 

examination without'disturbin,, -,. -the rest of the tubes. It was thus. poasible to 

make several collections on one field trip' and maintain't he animals in a healthy 

state until'they were required. 

Using this cullture'technique,, L. obtusata showed no", tendýincy, to climb the 

sides of the culture tube, most of-them remained on theyeed, and were seen to 

crawl both upwards and downwards, even when crawling on the glass walls of the 

tubes. 

ýyoung of the small adults from Rhoscolyn-were kept in one tube, and young of 

the large adults from F6ur Mile Bridge were kept in, another.,, A-i'theýdir-ensionS"of 

the glass tube, the water supply and the amount of food'available in both tubes 

were identiýal, it, was thought, advantageous to-keep. the animals separately as it,,,,, 

would then. be, possible-to, tell""eýa"'ch set'of, animals began. to, lay, eggs., '' 

e- er ones, so' In each tube were a set of smaller Young, 'and'a, s-t, -6f larg" 

providing a duplicate'sample from each shore. 'The'larger ones were,, marked to 

distinguish'them from the smaller cnes, by'means of a file scratch on the shell. 

Thecultures worked well for a'while, ' but-the intermittýLnt and'fr6quent 
bloc kino,, of the seawater system I probably had an adverse effect on growthp and' 

eventually was-re3ponsible for the death-of the cultures. 

The results are shown in Table 36 (pao-j). 

Animals from both shores maintained similar growth rates even through the 

winter; though in the field (see'Fig. 6, p. 3i, ý),, those at Rhoscolyn grew less 

quickly in the winter than those at Pour Mile Bridge. 

There was a suggostion of fPster growth by the larger group from Pour Mile 
Bridge when compared with the similar group from Rhoscolyn, b'-, ut the reverse was 
true for. the'smaller size groups. - There was therefore'no''overall' evidence'to s. UC_ 
gest that undersimilar conditions'p the'animals from Four Mile-'Bridge g' - 

-, I'ý rew any 
more rapidly than those at Rhoscolyn. 

Egg laying by the animals, from both shores occurred between-S'epte-mber"'25th 

and October 25th, at which time the largest animals from Four Hile Bridge weighed, ' 
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1.35 gms. and those from nhoscolyn 1.0 gms. - The animals'from Rhoscolyn were there- 

fore maturing at, theýnoiTml sizep-ýbut thoselfrom Four Mi'le Bridge were maturing at 

a smaller size-than, when in the field, - 

Y" 
_bly'responsible 

for The laborator conditons, were not ideal, and. were,, proba 

stunting the growth, the effect being, no more pronounced than, the field conditions 

at, Rhoscolyn, but worse than the field, conditions-.. at Four Mile Bridge. 

V/4 It The time at-which-maturity reached-seems to depend on some factor_-, other,, than 

size. 

Methods 2 and 3'' Fi&ld culture methods. 

For. culturing L. obtusat1both on the raft in, the Menai Straits., andon the 

anchor chain of the, buoy at Powey; 
_, 

the young winkles were, placed in_plastic netting 

bags, of 2mm. mesh, whilst closed by being stitched with nylon string. 

The single bag used on the raft in the Menai, Straits contained, young, winkles -- 
du e ize from TrearddurBay'(small ad-ults)-and Four Mile Bridge (large a ilts). Thre''s' 

groups were used, from each shore, and were marked with. file marks to distinguish 

them. 

The experiment lasted only three weeks, The results are shown in Table 37 

(P. i0l 

",, Two bags, were used1nýthe culture at,,, Fowey. The young L. obtusata used were 

from poiricimouth. 
_(small 

adults), and Golant-(large, adults). 

Three size groups were used from each shore and two, bage were used so that all 

the samples were duplicated. The animals were not saipled as fr entli'as. was 

desirablev be cause-each weighing involved_, two, diving outings which had to be, 

arranged when. shipping was not occupying the buoys. 

The results. are shown, in Table 38-_. (p-io2)- 

The results from the two growth experiments showi4a slight tendancy for the 

young of large'adults to grow more rapidly than those of1small adults, thouGh. the 

results were not conclusive.. -In the Fowey, bag experiment, many-of theýsmaller ones 

was due to the effect of-small crabs or to died, whether this. other causes was 

uncertain. 

11 difference in the growth rates between youn, ý, - of large and, small The very Ma 

adults was insuffiCiOnt, tO account fOr. the adult size difference., 

Comparative growth rates in the field during the winter months were however 

lacking. 

An interesting decrease in the growth rates in the Fowey'occurred between 

July 1.6th and August 25th. The 
I 

F. vesiculosus being used as food had become 

encrusted with various Polvzoa and- colonial A.; iýýcidians which covered as much as 9(YI-o 

of the frond surface. The effect on the winkles ability to obtain their food. must 
have, been deleterious. This observation lead3 to the suspiCion that L. ' obtunata 
Vas excluded from low levels of shore by competition f or weed by e ncrusting forms, 
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Table ý6. 
W ýIC164 F '. Rate of Growth in the laboratory-in per cent, per week of L. '-obtusata from 

Rhoscolyn andýFour Mile Bridge. 
, 

Numbers in. brackets refer-to average weights in'gms 

Darger GrouR " of Youn, &, S-, naller Group of Young 
Date Four 11ile Bridge Rhoscolyn-., ,, Four Mile Brid, -e Rhoscolvn, 

5/5/67 (. 37) -(02) (. 16) 
19/5 9.5 (. 45) 9; 1 (. 38) '14 ý, '(. 2'1) ''1'2 3 

_(. 
15) 

V6 4.3 (. 49) 7. -6ý(-46) 6. -9 25 "'10.0 (. 19) 
9.4 (. 61) 23/6, 7.9*(. 55). 13.6 (. 34), 1308 (. 26) 

5/7 12.3 (. 74 
_ 

7.4. (. 62)ý 15.4, (. 43), 10-4 (. 31) 
14/8 

-6.0 
(1 . 03) 5.0 (. 82) 6e .6 

(. 63) ý 8.1 
'(. 

48) 

. 25/10 .4 19)""-'- 1.0 (. 91) - 2.4ý(. 82) 3.1 (. 66) 

101 2.1' (1.26) 3*2''(. 9 8) 2.8 (. 88) 3.0 . 71 

Eeg laying co=enced between September. 25th and October 25th with the animals 
from both shores. 

Table 37. 

Rate of growth on the raft in the Menai Straits, in percent per week of 
L. obtusata from Tearddur Bay and,,. Four Mile Bridge. 

From Trearddurý Ba-4- 

JUIV 30 Aun. 22 Percent Increase per Week 

Average weight 
in Gms. S-n- Gftw 0.30- 0.37 6 

Average weight 
in Gmsý WWzC- 6-ýP - 0.40- 0.48 5 

Four Mile Bridge 

'ýJuly-30 'Aur. 22 Percent-Increase- Der Week 

e weight Averag 
in Gms. Yi-Al. - 6ft%, P 0.30 0.37 6 

AveraCe, weight 
in Gms. LAXGQ CWf 0.40 0.52 Tý 
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Table ý8* 

Rate of'growth in the two bags in the Fowey estuaryp in pe rc I ent per week of 
L. ''obtusata from Polridmouthtiand Golant. 'Numbers in brackets, reiferb average 

vTeight of each Size group. ov&ms' 

-First'Sample 
A 25"' June'17 Julv 16'- 

8 (60 128) (0.08, ) 7 (0-133) 

From Golant (0.20)_-, 8#4 (0.28)", 6-3, (0.41) 

r, I ý, ý '1- ,ý (0 . 30) '- 11. i-(6. '465) 1ý- '2-'8`(0.546)`-r` - -'ý --'' -1 ,I" 

(0--105)"", 7.6 (0'. 143) 
'(0.27) From Polridmouth 7. C1 (0-37) 0" 

-(0.39) ý6.3, -(0.50--, 

-nd Samnle. Seco 

Aug, June 17- jul -'16, 

ý(0.079)- 11.2, (0.123) 

From Golant'e- ý, - ý--, 
(0.20) ý (0.312) 

0- 2.0. (005) 
(0.42) b.: L (0.627) 1. Jý (0.68)- 

(0.125) 

From Polridmouth (0.23) 13-6 (0-38) 
(0.43) 8.4 (0.605) 3.6 (0.74) 

'Table-38b. 

Rate of growlth t hreelfebt above mean sea level on the, pier piles at Menai 

Bridge in. perc. ent,, per week, of, L. 
-obt 

sata, from Trearddur Bay. 
- 

Figure's in brackets 

refer-to the average- 
I 
weig ht_ of. each 

_size, 
group. tmf 

Feb; 21 April 8. ',, - I-lay 5' June 14, 

Gro 1 (0-84). 8.5 (0.144Y 
-14.2, 

(0.24) 

(6-animals) 

(lGroup 
? 

ý) ,,,, 
(0-151) 

7ý- 8-5 (0. '255), - 13.0 (0-41 ), 10 '(0 
0 animals 

. 70), 

(Oo 35) -"4*2 (0-46) Group 3 904'09'0i) 
TIO animals):,. 

Group (0-55),,, 
ý 3.8 (0.70),,, 6.3 (0., go) 11-T -17) 

. 
(8 animals) 

3Q 

50 61 91 Pof llarp r Imnc( tock (LA04 C AO V 1. rs) -1-0 CorAPPAr. 

"A r-SA 24 
ar 

FP-Oý^ PLC>ck 
(0 

-14)-) >. C Iro 

( '77 

rICC1,11--! 

10: / 72.1 

0 -Sr"r) 
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-A further growth experimentýwas conducted-whose Purpose-was threefold. - 
Firstlyl, to, compare, the, winter and summer ý growth rates of animals . from the same 

shore, ý secondly, to, compare, the growth rates of -different, size 1 groups and-thirdly 
to act as, an check in the graphical analysis of populations growth, in the field. 

On February 21stq 19681-L., obtudata of, various, sizes wero'collectedfrom the 

upper F. vesiculosus zone at Trearddur Bay. They were sorted-intoýfour-size-groups 

and marked with-file scratches, to distinguishthemý-, Each'size,, group was weighed 

and placed with F., vesiculosus, in, a, plastic netting bag of 2 mm., mesh, and tied-and 

to the-pier piles-, of Menai, Bridge--town pierapproxiihately-three feet above-mean sea 
level. The animals were: remqWd periodically from the bags and-weighedq`at-ýthe, ý 

same time, fresh F. -vesiculosus was introduced. ý'The, experimentýcontinued-til1 just 

after June 14th when the'bags were-, found to have'been slit open. 
-_---,, 

-(p. 108),, shows the., growth rate during the-summer to, beýgreater than Table 38b 

during the winter. and early, springs, and-the, growth of, the'smallerýsize groups to 

be proportio tely, about twice that, ofýthe larger groups*, -,, The growth--rate of the na 
larger groups during-the. period from February 21at to April 8th corresponded very 

well with. thegrowth.. rate during the, winter, of,, the, animals, inthe, field, at Black 

Rock and Four Mile Bridge. 
-,, 

The, growth rate, was, considerably, greater, than that of 

the animals in the field at, 
lTrearddur, 

Bays, lending, support_to, the. theory that 

wave action may.., have been, responsible for the slow winter growth rate at 

Rhoscolynj Rhosneigr and Trearrdur Bay. 

Partý4. 'The population structure- 

The, numbers of animals per Kilogram of: weed'were plotted., in the, form', of, a 

cumulativefrequency on -arithmetical probability, graph paper. - Thisýpapers: devised 

by Hazen-(1916) and described-, for biological work by, Harding (1949) has rulings 

designed,,, to, convert the, sigmoid,, C=ulativefrequency, cur, ve of, a, nomal distribution 

to a straight line, whose position is determined-by the mean and slope bythe 

standard deviation, 
'of 

the normal distribution. Polymodal, distributions, provided 

each mode, ir.,, ',, basically. normall-'re'sult, in a, cumulative frequency, plot which is, the 

resultant'Of two or more straight lines. The straight lines are usually easy to 

plot in if the population modes are sufficiently distinct. By first dividing the 

e with'line running vertically through the points"o, f, inflection, ' tep ots curv, 

within each pair of'vertical lines may then be treated as`aýseparate population 

iind-plotted"as such on the graph paper. '_, Each of the separate Populationsl being 

normally distributed will f orm a, straight - line plot. 

The method may be criticised owing to the arbitrary method of'determining the , 
point -s of infl'ectio'n. ", -, Fo, -r"polym'odal populationss howeverl the graphical method 
provides a. useful-analYSiS if-complete accuracy-, in assessment, of mean and'standard 
deviation, ir. not required. -, 

The 6umulative-frequen 
I 
cy curves for Populations'of Le- obtusat'a aie"ý-shown In 

Fig. "15-24"(P-132'to 141). ' The curves were polymodal, though the modes were il 
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defined, there being only-"well defined points-, of -inflection, representing -the 
change between, the -growing, and the, adult -populations. I, I The poor definition, of -, the 
modes within ý the-, growing -population reflected the -ill* defined breeding season of 
L. obtusata. 

The. ýtypical -, curve between, October and,, April ý fori, the -, total-- population of 
animale, still -growing'showdd a, more orýless straight, line componentýrepresehting 
the animals. hatched -since the summer.,., ý- This was followed by: a change-in slope of 
the linej"yhiýýh. was interpreted,, as, representing,, the population of, young animals 
hatched in the summer. 

,. 
The, summer, hatched individuals formed a distinct_.,,, 

p opulation as, represented on the graphs (fig. 15 25, Pqij'b'eýcause of the high, 

proportion of the animals hatching in the summer months (see fig. 139 P-93)0 

The shape of the ctirv 
, 
es from the lower F. vesiculosus and, upper, F. serratus., 

zones war, unreliable, owing to the almost certain presence, -in 
the samples-of. young 

L. mariae. -The 
following, discussion therefore, apPlies"only,,, to the_upperý 

F. vesiculosur--'-zon. est where, the young L. mariae were-lassumed, to, be absent as the. ", 

adults were seldom found., 

-The summerreurves showed an influx-of young,. forming upýto, q(Y/6 of the, total' 

numbers, of L., obtusataý The, -estimate of-young was almost certainly, too-low, many 

of the smaller-specimens bdng missed as-they-, were living-in bladders ori-were, --- 
lost in the. sand of. the-shoreduring collection. 

Throughout the,, autumn, and winter, the-., typical,. -curve,, represented,, a--, tri-modal 

population., -, A population of, young animals which was continuously being-augmented 

by, recruitment-from late-hatching: eggs. A populationýof, -61der-animals, the 

survivors of the great summer production of youngs and finally a population of 

adults and near, adults which were' now at least a'year old. 

There was considerable blending'of the three populations, the middle often 

being almost obscured by the late hatching young. During the winter littlechange 

occurred at Rhoscolyn, Rhosneigr and Trearddur Bay, possibly owing--to wave action. 

Considerable growth however took place'. in both the lower and, middle populations'at 

Black Rock and Four Mile-Bridge. 

During the springs all populations on all the-shores continued to grow, till, 
the middle population merged with the upper one in theearly summers leaving a 
bimodal population throughout the sumiýer months. 

-The-largest number of L. obtusata hatched 
- 
in, the summer. These, animals, - 

matured in the, following summer and died, probably after cOntinuOusly-breeding, 'in 

tie, following spring and early summer. 

Because of the great ble 
I 
nding of the different Populations, it-was not'- 

possible to measure the growth-rate, throughout,, the life time of the-animals's though 
the growth of the middle, population was able to beýfOllowed between October and 
May (see Table 9b, P-32 and Fig. 6, p. 34) 
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Migration of particular size groups probbLbly, did no-t', occur. None of the 

cumulative frequency curves,, from any, level on the, 'shore showed any loss or gain 
group, contemporary with a complementary. changeat any other' of one 

level. 

There was however undoubtedly a mass movement of animals up'wardsq probab - ly 

under the'influence of wave actiong-this could not be shown by'the cumulative 
frequency curvesq' but was demonstrated at Trearddur Bay in -the, following ýanner. 

The upper-part of the intertidal zone at Trearddur Bay is composed of shingles 
the lower part of the shingle being well within the F. vesiculosus zone, but bare 

of weed. 
_, 

A large', boulder (weight"40 kgms'. approximately) bearing a good growth of 
F. vesiculosus was deposited. on the shingle on March 20thl1968 afterlbeing cleared 

of winkles. The boulder was revisited on April 4th whenI12 adult L. obtusata 

were removedq and again on May 14th. when 76 were removed. These, animals were all, 

alive, and could only have been washed upwards from lower levels. Though Barkman 

(1955) gg sts'L. obtusata'wil. 1 only leave"the clump of Fucus'if it su e can scent 

another's all', the'water bearing scent from the weed covered boulder'would have 

percolated down'through'the shingle and not have reached the'main population of, 
I;. * , tu Those' animals"moving ujshore onto the boulder'could not therefore" ob sata. 
have been moving under the guidance of scent. 

Had the boulder not been in. -place, the animals would have been washed onto 

the strand line. The total of'188 therefore represented potentia3%r dead animals;, 

strengthening the view that wave action is the greatest mortality factor on some. 

shores. 
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PART 5., VARIATION IN THE POPUUTIONS. 

The data for the'number of adults (fig. 14t p. I*Sj) and the number of eggs and 
young (fig. - 13, p. 73) per kilogram of Picus suggested there was less variation 
from month to month at Four Mile Bridge than on any of the other. shores. Each of 
the three groups of data (numbers of adults, eggs and young) were normalised by 
dividing each monthly value by the yearly mean (from Vay 1967 - May 1968). "The 

variance was calculated from each shore for each'group of data. The variances' 

are shown in Table 39 (P-113). No significance test was performed as there were 

good reasons for supposing the original data might not be strictly normal, 

nevertheless inspection established the variance of the Four Mile Bridge data to 
be low for each of the three groups* 

The reasons for the small variance of the Four Mile Bridge data were likely 

to have been twofold. Firstlyp the mortality of the young was probably high in the 

summer owing to the'anoxicuz conditionsv secondly? the mortality of-the adults in 

winter was not affected by wave action,, ý-and thus was lesi markedly 66asonal'. " 

In this respect, the low variance of the number of young and the number of 

adults at Rhosneigr was incongruous. It must be remembered however that many of 
the young took refuge in bladdars and were missed, whilst1the numbers of adults 

lost in the winter would haveýbeen minimised-by thevery'dissected-nature-of the" 

rock surface. 
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Table 39. 
71 

tVariances of,, ýthe, number, of egg. s, young and. adults. -per. kilogram of. Pucus, on 
five, shores on Anglesey, between May 1967 and M-y-1968. 

As all the data hsvtbeen normalised, the variances within each column are 

comparable. 

Variance of. Variance of 'Variance-of Number of E, && Number of Youn! r. Number of Adultn. 

Four Mile Bridge , 
0-07 2.14- 0.12 

%Black Rock 2.22,, 0.24 

Rhoscolyn 0.75 5.97 0.62, 

'Trearddur_Bay 
0.38 7.25 0.24- 

0.42- 2 0.20'' 
., 

Rhosneigr . 77 
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PART 6. AVAILa-ILITY OF FOOD AS A LIMITING FA3TOR. 

The adults of L. obtusata on the second (continuous) reef at Trearddur Bay' 

'were particularly small (see f ig. 5., P-3j ) the mean weight beinC 11 gms. The 

population was also more dense'than on any other observed shore on Anglezey. - 
(see 

Table 42, p. 11% ) There seemed a possibility that -the'small sizze ras I partly at 
least due to lack of food. The food plant (P. vesiculosias) looked in very poor 

condition, man. %, - of the fronds havin- been completely strippea of lamina exce - pt at 
the very apex. 

, The rate of consumption oi the food plant -by L. obtussta', ' and the - rate of, ' 

production of new fronds was estimated. 

Growth oý F. 
-vesiculosus. 

Ynys Paelog was chosen for the measurement because the popula - tion - of L. obtusati 

was sparse. As the - fronds were marked by means of small round holes, it 
'was 

advantageous to have'as few, extraneous holes as possible produced by the feeding- 

winkles. 

The rate of growth of -fronds of F. - vesiculosu3 was measured as'follogs. 
C. 
Ceveral fronds were riarked with a small round hole three mms. in diameter and ten 

mms. from the apex with a pa ir, of leather punches. The distance of each hole from 
the' 

, 
apex was measured at 

'intervals 
of time to determine the rate -of Erowth at 

different seasons of-the year. 
I 
The measurements were perf ormed, on 'plants both- in 

the upper and lower F. vesi culosus, zones for comparison. 

Growth of the plants in the lower zone (fig 26, pvQ was considerably greater 
than upper parti growth in the Growth was also greater in the s=er than in-the 

winter. 

losus by L. obtusata, Con 

All the L. obtusata found in 2.8 kgras. of F. yeaiculosias from Trearddur Bqy,, 

lo'ere placed together with one kilogram of P. vesiculosus in a pla-3tic netting bag 

of ti-ro zim. - mesh. 
, 
The total weight 

- 
of the Winkles vas 390. ems. The ton of the bao 

lip. 3 closed by stitching vith nylon string. -The baEr could therefore be opened 
easily when required. The Fý vesiculosus chosen for -the bag allwaya consisted of 
clean, non fruiting fronds, as the, presence. of fruiting fronds produ- ced deposits 

of rotting corýceptacles in the bottom ofl, the bag. K similar control bag was, filled. 

with one kilogram of F. vesiculosus but with no "D'I'linkles and-'closed -in a' 
like fashion. 

Both bags. were tied to the fixed piles of Mlenai Bridge pier ap proximately 
three feet above mean sea-level. From time to time the bags were removed, -the 

Fucu3 weighed and 
, 
replaced with fresh wee 

I 
d. ". The i-reig4t"of the, animals was- 

adjusted, t. o 390 gm: 1. ', by remoVing, some of the larger ones. ' 

The weight of, F. vesiculosus-consumed by 100 gm-9. -'of- L. obi tut s3 aa ta Peý7 day -is, 
shown in. Tab le 

I(, 
p. 

InJ" 
, and, - was, calculated from the difference in Weight between,; 

the experimental and-control--weed. 
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To estimate the total weight of lamina coiýsumed by the L. obtusata on I Ygm. 

of Fizcus at Trearddur Bay, the following method was adopted. 

Observation showed L. obtu-. Rata to eat - only the lamina of 'the, frond, and to 

leave the mid6b intact. Iks only the lamina was used for food it was the' weight 

of lamina consumed which was considered, pertinent. 

Throughout the year samples of F. vesiculosus were taken from the upper 

p. vesiculosus zone on the second shore at Trearddur Bay. The weed was weiChed-'- 

and the number of, actively growing apices counted. Fruiting apicesland the very 

minute apices 
- 
of the regeneration s quamule 

I 
s' were not', i I ncluded,. The I number of, apicel 

per K. 9M, 'Of F- vesiculosusýat Trearddur, Bay,,, is_ý shown -in -Table 141 (p. irl)* The, 

weight'oflamina, per unit length of frond was estimated by selecting several intact 

fronds, measuringýthe total length, 
_of,, 

fronds,,,,, cutting, the lamina from the middle 

and weighing it separately. It was thus possible to use the figures of frond growti) 

from the upper zone at Ynys Faelog to estimate the"total weight of lamina produced 

by one K-. gM of Trearddur Bay weed per day, see Table, 43, (p. 111). 

Using. the figures, 
-. of-, density of animals per K. gmýof weed aý Trearddur Bay 

(see Table, 42,!, P-11j) and, -the weight of weed -consu; aed in the bags under 1.1enai 

Bridge pier, it was possible to calculate- the probable weight of, weed eate In by the 

winkles living in one K. gm of weed at Trearddur Bay* 

The results of the comparison',, of'consumption and production, are shown in 

Table 43 (P-11% 

During the, winter, months production was seen to exceed consumption, but during 

the summer months the reverse'was,, true. - Whilst it should be remembered that the 

figures aie approximate, 
' 
they do showfood production was probably not far in 

excess of consumption, and may in'fact have beenjess. ý-' 

- When all the additional loss of the food. by wave aI ction and-lother factors is 

taken into consideration, together with the probable inefficiency, on the part of 

the winkle in finding the remaining edible parts of the plant, it appeared highly_ 

probable that on the second reef at Trearddur, Bay, 'food was a limiting factor, in 

the,. L. obtusata population. 

If food was, a limiting factor, it might explain the'very small size'of-adult6 

on that shore, their mean size was smaller even than that of the adults-living orý* 

the first, shore-at Trearddur Bay only twenty meters away, (the ad Ul t, mean. weights 

being 1.1 gms and 1.3 gms. respectively) and exposed to the same'degree of wave. 

action. 
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Table 40 

Daily rate of consumption of P. vesiculosus in grams, by 100 gms. -of 
L. obtusata. 

C 
Period, Gms. of Nicus da 100 P,. Ms. of L. obtusata. 

Feb. 21 I-larch, 6 ý0.810-1 
March 6 'April 8 

April 8 May 5-3.5 

1: ay 5 June 14 2.4 

July 30 7 Aug. 23 3.6 

Table 41 

Ijumber of growing apices per. Ko'gram Of F. vesidulosus from the second shore 

at Trearddur, Bay--ý 

Date 

OePt. '-13. - 4,300 

Dec. 4,270ý-_ 

March 4.4.100 

July 30.3,250 
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Table 42. 

Density of L. obtusata, ' in gms, per K. gram of P. vesiculo, ýus on'the second 

shore at Trearddur Bay. 

D, te Density in- 
_Ans/E. 

ýM Of P. vesiculopus. 

Aus 14 202 
Nov. 22 130 
Feb., 15 82 
A13ril 1 90 
May 14 150 

Table 43. 

Comparison of the rate of nroductio n( in, gms/de'y) of one K. ýým, o jf F. vesi culo 3usl 

on the second shore at Trearddur Bay with the-rate of consumption by L. 'obtusata 

(in gms/day) found in one K. gM of'F. yesiculosus on the scme, shore. 

D, r ie Production Consum-otion 

Feb. ' 21 March, 6 -2-38 . 0.65 

ý: arch'6 April 8 2*55.1.7 

A-oril 8 May 5 4; 1 -4.2, 
Hay 5 June 14 3.15 3.7 

July 30 'Aug. 23 4-05 8.2 
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PART., 7. -,, THE DIGUM PARASITES. 

Introduction 

Since the work of Pelseneer 1906)' our' knowledge of the taxon'omy, a nd 

occurrence of the digenean parasites of the Littorinidne has been increased1by 

several- io'rkers_'(Lebour'1911 , ýRees 1932 aI nd, 1935'and Stunkard' 1932 'and'1957) whilst', ' 

Jame ' in" a", t1 of work (, Tames'- 1 954a, 1 968a, '- 1968b`, ̀ ý 1968c ý and 1968d) s grea vo ume 

cohcentra ted on' eluýidating, the' life 'cycles of'the parasites I hence'th Ie- true-ý 

identity'of'manyý"of-the, cercariae, finally producing (Jameis 1968e) a key to the 

digpenean'ýparasites ofthe. Littorinidae at Dale, Pemb 

`The'r'elati6riAetween molluscan-host, and digenean, parasite has been described 

by many, workers. The host tissue reactions have been described by Pan (1963) 

and James (1965), whilst the effect on the molluscan biochemistry and cell 

physiology was considered by Rees 936) Cheng and Snyder-(1962 and 1962a), -"Pan 

(19'65) and'Jame's_(1965). The cells I of tI he digestive gland we I re found 
, 
by all 

wOrkers'to suffer, ' an,, effect, attributed by-James(1965)to the'starvation of the cells 
due toýdigestivp'tubiAe, collapse under-pressure, from the mass of parasite tissue. 

The loss_ of- glycogea and. -increase in neutral f, atsllhave-been,. noted-by both Cheng- 

and Snyder (1962) and Jame: s"(1965). ýThe., former. considers the. effect,, the 
-direct 

enzymatic effect,. ofýthe, parasite, to. be responsible,, whilst James. favours_lacklof 

. 
oxygen in. the aff ected areas'. as.,. the better explaination.,,., 

The., present 'work 'considers 'the, effects on theý size of L#, - obtusata of 

parasitism by'members of'the digenea,, the-relative susceptibility'of'the-sexes, to'--, ý 

infection, and-the"di'stribution and'seasonal fluctuations of five dogenean species 

on Anglesey*' 

The f iýal `6ýiz'e' attained by 'pýrasitiseýd, Perinp, -ia ulvae' (Pennant) has been, 

found-to'-be abnormally large'(Rothschild 1936), tThilst Pan, (1965), discovered the 

effect', 'Of Schistos='1'mansoni`, was'to increase the"growth rate of, Australorbis, -, 

plabratus-whilst the parasiteýwas'ý'immature, 'but stunted the growth after cercariae 

had-, began'to', 'emerge. 

ýJ, jost workers agree that the effect of the digenea' is'in many cases fatal to 

the molluscan host, thou'gh Kayerhof and Rothschild (1S40)'-k4`pt, in captivity a 

specimen of I Littorina: 
-littoren-for-five, 

'-years whilst 
I 
infectedwith C3: ýyptocotyl() 

lin (C re pl, in) 

ulvae were-found, bi Roth hild"(1938bYto'be infected.., Females-, Of Perir1:., j_P so 

more frequently- than the males; " the'infection-ratio of ten being as 'high as 16 -to -1, 
thougli'as- theý author'conce. dso sex', reversal, may haveconfuýedethe issue; -apparantly 
one graVid female was found'to possess -a- penis., ' 

A regular 
- 
seasonal rhythm in the infestation rate by the digenea has been 

reported by many -(Kemp and-'Graývely-1919;, Manson-Bahr and Vairley, Iq2o; ', Soparker, -' 
1921; - Rees 1932; and, Prob6rt,, 1966) the-1atter considering the peaks and depressions. 
in the infestation rate of Bith_vnia tentaculata and to be thel-, -,,, 
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re I sult 'o - f-the int6raction: -'of the'-lif6'cycles-'ofýhos I t; and "Parasite. -` Seasonal 

occurrence - of, pýrasites -in marine'mollusca'has'not"been investigatedl'and as, all 
the worký suggesting seas'onality was performed with freshwater molluscan hosts, 

the present ý work was considered, timely. 

Mixed 'infections of parasites have-been found by Probert-1966'to be exceedingly 

ra re the - reason , he" believes-is'possiblý, due to the I 'ho . st'tissue-reaction-preventing 

-- the' development" of a- see - on d-miracidiumg'ý'but, conceeds'thýLt, the-host'may-also lose 

its attractiveness.: 

ý`, Mik6d infections are-'claimed-to repr6sen't the result'of simultaneous 
jen6tration'V miracidia of two"'species' 

Methods 

Fo'r the 'M , ith6ds-adopted see P. 88. The parasite species w ere identified with 
the hel 'th 4"'if `J (19680'and Dr. p of e key o ames B., -Lo Jime's'himself. 

Part ýa. Susceptibility of the sexes. 

out-of,, 109893 animals-dissected 5,605-, were. females and, 59288, males. (X 2 

significant to, 95r/o, probability,, level), showed females. to be more common than males'- 
(see also Sacchi., and-Rastelli (1966),, who, reached the same conclusion). The 
infestation, rate -of the adult females was 18.6% and of, the males 18. (Ylo. There 

was therefore little evidence to suggest a higherincideýnce'of paras'iti'sm 'in the 
females. There wa's"alsi-6- no 'evidence to suggest parasites caused a sex reversal 
in either direction. Females always possýssed at least traces of the capsule and 
accessoiýy, 'gland and: no; penisq'whilst-the male's possessed a' is, even _'pen 'if only a 
small' one 'and ' no trace of a capsule or -accessory ': glands, 

Thesize of., the penis in infected males-'and alslo, lthe size-of the'capsule and 

accessory gland in the infected females. varied, widelyq seeming to. bear little 

relation to the severity of the infestation.: It can. only be suggested that the- 

maturity of the_winkle at the initial entry of the parasite was responsiblefor, 
the difference. If infected before maturity the glands and, penis never developo', - 
beyonerudimenti but if infected after maturity, whilst considerable regression, 
takes placest they never become as small as before maturity. 

Part 3b. The ef fect'-oii growth and -size'. 

., -, ý_-Theýmethodýof dividing-, the ý animals into-size, grou ps, with a set of graded 

-inobtaining, -a sieves4-resulted -, set, of-, adults of, large size-, and. a set, of, adults, of 

small, size*, ý,, The infestation rate (Tawe 
I 
44a,, p. 123) gn all five shores was higher 

amongst the large adults than- - amongst the smalllones. - Table'44b, (produced as a 

result of the work of John Cotter for an-honours project) confirmed these findings 

for Church Island in the Menai Straits. 

If-the animals., -were growing large as aýresultýof parasitism, it should have' 
been, possible to, demonstmxte in the size range occupied by the medium and-small 
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sized adults, a greater infestation rate amongst those still growing (near adults 
compared with those which had ceased growth (adults) as judged by the nature of 
the shell lip. 

Unfortunately the group of near adults included'some animals which were 
immature hence young and only light ly parasitised. These acted to damp down the 

effect being sought. Nevertheless Table 45 (p. n. Lp) showed on all the shores 
the higher rate of parasitism amongst the near adults than amongst the adults. 

1 
There was thus strong evidence to suggest a growth stimulating effect of the 

parasites. Whether growth. was stimulated as-suggested by Pan (1965) or whether 
the absence of the onset of sexual maturity resulted in the absence of the growth 
checking stimulus was uncertain. 

Part 3c. - Seasonality. 

The percent infestation of the adult animals, throughout-the, year in Anglesey 

is shown in Fig. 27 (p-i2.? 
_). - It'must be remembered that fluctuation in 

infestation rate is almost certainly compounded of the parasite life cycle, 'the 

host life cycle and the movements-of the definitive host (usually agull or 

wader). Good correlation between the, shores of all the variations throughout 

the year was therefore not-to be expected. 

Fig. 27 (P 
- 12-2. ) should - be compared with Fig. - 14 (p. -I-3 j) which shows the 

density of adult L. obtusata on the five shores throughout-the same period* and 

sampled on the same dates. 

Except at Rhosneigr, the upper F. vesiculosus zones of, all the shores studied 

showed a decline in the infection rate in April and May,, followed by a suminer-rise 

and an October depression. This pattern followed, closely that described, for the 

infestation of Bithynia tentaculata in_a South Wales lake by Probert-(1966)0 

Reference to Fig. 14 (P-1: 31) shows the April, depression, cOincided with the 

depression of adults, suggesting the parasitised adults were dying-before-the 

healthy ones. The subsequeni peak may be explained partly by the death of the 
healthy adults and. -perhaps partly by, an increase in miracidial activity, and the 

October depression by recruitinent fromIthe ranks of the lightly parasitised young,, 

Thellower F. vesiculosus and upper F. serratus zones, at Trearddur, Baý y 
followed this pattern, but less, clearly. The upper F. serratus zone'-at Rhoscolyn 

showed the October depression in 1967 but the rest of the pattern, was not 

consistent, likewise the whole of the pattern from the lower P. vesiculosug zone., 

at Rhoscolyn. 

it may-be concluded that either: the coincidence of_the pattern in the upper 
P. 

_vesiculosus-, 
'zones and over the whole shore at Trearddur, Bay'vas spurious, or 

that-the patterns showed. a basiolseasonality, but other factors were obscuring, 
the pattern onýthe mid and lower shore at Rhoscolyn. - 
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Table 44a 

Percent infection with digenean Trematode larvae of, both small and large- 

adults of L. obtusata on five shores, in Anglesey. 

F. v. z. Fucus vesiculosus zone, F. s. z. Fucus s-erratus, zone. 

Percent-Infection 

Shore Larpe Adults Small Adults 

Black Rock (upper F, V. Z., ) 15.5 11-5 

Black Rock (lower F. v. z. ) 14 5 

Four Hile Bridge (upper-F. v, zo) 56,10 

RhoscolyIn (upper r. v. z. ) 48 25 

Rhoscollyn, (lo wer F, v., z,, -) 41 
%23" 

Rhoscolyn (upper F. 's. 'z'. ) 55 40 

Rhosneigr (upper F. V. Z. ), 5.6,0.8 

Trearddur Bay'(Ujjer F. v. z. ) I1 32 12 

Trearddur Bay, (lower F. v. 'z. ) --21 64 

Trearddur Bay-(upper-F. s. z, ) -25 10 

ab T le 44b 

The infestation rate'of adult L. obtusata, of differentshell lengths by, -- 

digenean parasites. on the upper F. vesiculosus. zone at Church Island, Ilenai-Straits,, 

lmglesey, a very, sheltered shore. Data. due to Cotter, (1969). 

Shell leýrth, 'in'mm, Percent Infected, 

7-9,2 

-9-11 10 

11-13 

-13-15 12 

15-17 21 

17-19 81 
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ie- Table 45. 

Percent, infectionýwith digeneýn Trematode, -larvae of, adults and, near adults 
in the, size range of * 

the 
, 
smaller adults on five shores., on Angles ey. 

' l 
F. v. z. Pucus vesiculosus zone F. s. z. Fucus serratus zone. 

Percent Infection 

Shore Adults Near Adults 

F. v. z. ) , Rock (upper B lack 26 , . , , , 
Black Rock (lower F. v. 

-29, 
Four, Mile Bridge (upper 10 2 

Rho scolyn, ý 
(upper 28 

Rhoscolyn 41 60 
, 

Rhoscolyýl (upper S. Z. 55 79 
, ý " Trearddur Bay (upper F, v, 'L, )" 12.5 

Trearddur'Bay (lower F. v. z. ). 6.1 11 
Treard )ýay (upper F. S. Z. ),, 24 56 
Churchý Island (upper F. v. z 17.2 

, I - ' ý ýhe Chur ch Isla nd, data du 9). e to Cotter 
, 
(196 
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1, Little can be'said-with certainty, but in the light of the occurrence of 
seasonality in fresh water digenean parasites, the pattern seen on the upper 

vesigulosul zones 
I 
at Black Rock, Four,, Mile-Bridge, 

-Rhoscolyn and the. whole 

shore at, TrearddurBay may well have represented genuine seasonality. 

Since the completion of this work my attention was to, a paper by James 
(1969) who discusses-the seasonality., pf, the, digenean M. similis in L. rudis. ' 

It is interesting, to note the, siiilarityin the seasonal pattern'of, infestation 

rate between L. rudis_and L. obtusata on those shores which showed similarity in 

the seasonal pattern. James ascribes the seasonal pattern entirely to the 

breeding cycle of the host. Why a similar pattern should occui'-in a host with 

a dif f erent breeding cycle- is unceýiain, 
4; 

Part 3d-_-. ý, The-distrib , ution and relative abungdLe'-6f, digenean - sp e cies. ý, ý 

percent infestation by three parasite species was recorded throughout The 

theýyear-on five shores in Anglesey. The species involved were Microphallus 

similis ý 
(Jagerskiol), ', Cryptocotyle --lingua (Creplin)p'Cercaria-lebouri (Stunkard). 

Other-species of, digenea were_also encountered, some frequently others 

rarelyp'they, were however not identified with certainty., The more common of 

, 
these', fell'intoýtwo groups which may be named groups A and B. 'i Group A included 

. all the cercariae of the opecoelid cotylomicrocercous tYpe, whilst group B 

contained echinostome cercariae of the-group typified'by the genus Himasthla 

-and relative"abundaace of the 
---. 

The, distribution 
'parasites,, 

see-Table 46 

C shoýws'Hicrophallus similia, to be the 
, 
most common digenean parasite' on, all 

,, the shoresp ranging from 77.7 % to'98.7% of the total'Parasite'infestatio'n. ', At 

Black Rock on both the upper and lower F. vesiculosus zones it was present,,, 

almost tO'thO, exclusion of all other species. Group'A (cotylomicrocercous- 

cercariae)'were foundito comprise between zero, and, 15.2% of total infestation, 
- 

and-there was a suggestion'that they were more important lower on the shore,, 

The other'three species together represented 4.98%ýof the total number of 

infestations, examined. ', 
-Whilst the 

, 
numbers'of those three species were too low 

to allow concrete conclusions _to _be -drawn. 
as,, to, their.. distributionp there was a 

euggestion, that-Cryptocot-vle ling! jjý favoured Four Mile Bridge-whilst Cercaria 

lebouri was found more, _commonly_at,, 
Trearddur,, Bay. 

--,, 
The reason1forlthe different 

, distribution of the species was not clear, but probabl" de" the'-'-- y pended upon 

movements of the definitive hosts. 

Part - 3e Ilixed Infect, ions. 

Mixed infection were found to be rare. During the study, a total-of, - 

mixed infections were found. 
I . 

The only mixtures, counted were of 

Microphallus similis and any one of the other sPecies.. -ITh; sporocysts - Of 

iimilis were small and oval whilat the sporocysts or rediae of all the other 

-species were larger and'elongate. Thus under the binocular dissecting micro-- 

scope, mixed infections were easily'detected and were 'lot likely to be overlooked. 
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Table 46 

The, relative abundence of five species of digenetic Trematode larvae on 
five shores, in, Anglesey., 

-F. - 
vesiculosus zone F-sz *"= F-'serratus*zone,,, 

-"Percent of Total Parasite Infec-tions 

Sh mi ci6phýLllii; ' ' G 
M-to- Cerearia-, Total 

' ore Si 11-IS roup A Grou B D Lebouri of Number 
Lingua Infections 

Black Rock 95 3.3 0.85 0.85 0 118 
(upper F. v. z. ) 

Black Rock 98.7 00 0 1.3' 77 
(lower F. v. z, ) 

Four, Mile Bridge 779ý7' 13*'7"' 3.45- 5.15 0 233 
(upper'Feveze), 

Bridge Four Mle 80,, -, 52 .5 2 .5 0 -40 ' lower Fv. z. ) 

Rhoscolyn 90, 4.2, -ý--, 4.9 0.55 0,25 365 
(upper F. v. z. ) 

Rhoscolyn 88.6 2.2ý 3 1.52 267 
(lower F. v . z , 

Rhoscolyn' 89 05 "B-34 1 54" 0 31 0031 325 
, (upper F. s. z*) I le, 
Rhosneigr 

' 
83.7 14 0 2 3, - '. 0 43 

(upper F. --v. z. ) 

Trearddur Bay 86,2' 0.46 7.64 1 .9 3.8 M 
(upper F. v. z. ), 

Trearddur, Bay-, 
, -, " 81.4 15.2, -. _ý, _ .1 0- ,, -- -1, - 1-7, ýý -ý, _ý ", - 118 _-, (lower- Fevoze) 

Trearddur Bay 79 12.2 4.05 "0 4.75 147 
(upper Fs0z. ) 

Total Percent - 86.75 8,. 27 2;. 621ý, ̀  j A3 1 . 23 
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whereas looking for a second species of-elongate--larva amongst an infestation 

of another, would have, 
-beena, 

difficult process susceptible to inaccuracy, 

A'chi squared, test was conducted. to determine-whether-the, number of, mixed-, 
infections was'significantly lower, than would have been expected on'the-basis 

of random assortment ofthe. parasite. species amongst their hosts.,, The--,,,,, 

calculations were, based on the-comhined-data, from, all-,. the shores; except, that at 
Rhosneigr* 

Numb - er of L. -obtusata infected with M. similis 1689 

Number of L. obtusataý'infected with any other TrematO de 251 

Number'of'L. obtusata examined" 9333 

1 L82 I Chance, of observing. an, infection with.. M. similis 5.67T 
51 1 

of observing an infection with, any-other_Trematode _L_ - 9333 37 

Chance-of observing a mixed -infection, 5.64x37.2 210 

lexpected- 
44' Number-of mixed infections 210 

Number of mixed infections observed 14 

(44-14 -3; ý E289 931 20.5 44, 
- 9289 

For one degree of freedom this is significantto 99.9616 level" of 'probability. 

Whilst- it-'is conceded that th Ie grouping of heterog I eneous'data'constituted 

a Jýgical-inaccuracyq it may be said in-this case to have produced results'which'. 

were, sign ficant'despite the lumping rather than because of it. 

Strict logic would require each sample to be. analysed separately'and'the, 
l, 

total number of expected mixed-infiDctions'to'be'calculated by addition of the 

individual samplese 'Such an accumulation-of small totals'would'have introduced 

aýi, error which incurred'the possibilitj'of n'ot'only, _being 
largel but also 

in its. effect. 'ý un I predictable 

There were, thus significantlyfewer mixed'infections than'expected, implyin - 9 
thatýeither secondary,. infections did not develop owing to'the presence of the 

primary infections or there existed a mechanism which prevented, penetration by a 

miracidium of an already. infected host. 
'Such 

a mechanism would have obvious, 

selective, advantages_-for the parasite.., 
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GENERAL, DISCUSSION. 

ýL. "obtusatýi''depends, upon'tli6-large Fucoids-for both food"and, living--Bpaceo- 

The"food'is provided by the'lamina. of th6'fronds--and requires'littlelsearching, " 

for'the"animal to'find it. - On--most', 'shores-therefore'food is-readily available 

and'little'appetitive energy: .L eipended to obtain ' it. ' -, - There is however'- 

i,; rucus-'for a substrate to 1 considerable disadvanta "'" 
, 
ge in us ng ive on, as, the 

animals-lareýhighly susceptible;. ýto wave actiongespecially, -towards,, theLliMit. of 
a, 

ý, -their_exposure tolerance. --Astfood; is abund, entg,,, it-is,, advantageous to grow to 

, -ýreproductivelsize-Jn-a shortýtime. -The,. ten months requiredýforL. obtusata to, 

reach -maturity 
is'-probably ýa -reflection ofthe--super. abund ht, food coupled with' 

-, ýýa,, precarioushabitat., -, Theýprecarious nature, -_of, the,,, habitat, isprobably, also 

.,! responsible for the., cessation'of, growth, at -Unlike L.. littoreal , maturity., _ 
obtusata, ýceases to growýafter_, maturityg, ýhusall,, the available, energy. is,,., 

., lchanneled'into reproduction. _, --AJongýlife,, and continuous growth would. be., of, little 

advantage. to; an animal, - so, easily; lost ý by,, wave, action.,,,,,,, ý. 

Tlie'use of an egg phase attached either to rock or, Fucoid substrate is Able, ' 

to act as a veryýimportant. 'resevoirof young, animals, should a. large-proportion 

of, the', adult, popultion be killed by,, an exceptionally- heavy., surf..,, 'The, large_, 
_, 

-numbers of, eggs present, on., the, -shore during the,, winter is possibly, a. surf 

ý,,., adaptation.,.,,, The'ý, importance, of, the. eggs as,, a, resistant resevoir-of young was 

_-_emphar-ised--in a somewhat artificial manner during, the,, Torrey,, Canyon incident, of 

-1--. the adult and, youngýL. -obturata'at, Chapel Porth on, the, north coast of A3 _1966. 
Cornwall were destroyeds, but, -theeggs-survived.., The subsequent population of', 
L,, '-, obtusata at Chapel'Porth may, have, been, the, resulltlof hatchi, ng, of, the'surviving- 

egg, masses,, ', though, this" is not completely, - certain, as,, fresh material 
-, 
may 

'have,,. 
, arrived by, dispersal from other shores. 

-, As. the "young of, L. ' obtusata, never enter,, the plankton, the, efficienc Y, of 

dispersal was, in, some, doubt. 14UUTI di 61, (1 % found one, living -young -- 
a --fresh wa ter some distance, from the seal'otherwise there is no other L. - obtusata "in, 

evidence, -in, the,, literature, of the,, dispersal of L. obtusata. "' Evidence again came 
of 

. --from 
the results, -the,, oil, pollution. The oil from the Torrey Canyon completely 

, --,, destroyed. L. -obtusata and,, the, -eggs at Porth Leveng and even one year later no 
-found. Two years following the oil i . L. mariae were to be, nflux L. obtusata or 

_L. mariae were, common at Porth Leven, These_animals must have 'arrived --by'ý` 

ýdirpersal-from. other,, r, ýhores. _ 
The. egg stage attached to fronds'of FýIcu' s or young 

in bladders'of F. vesiculosus seemed to be likely'methods of dispersal. 

sion by. an animal of a planktonic larva has three main The, posser advantages, '-, 
a, means of effective dispersal and genetic*exchange, secondly I th e: -Firstly as,, 

4"dýnt, food, in the plankton allows rapid development of the young and la, stly, t)14 

delicate larval forms, are hydrosta 
, 
ticall: Protected. - 
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As L. obtusata already, lives on, an abundint f ood supply there-is less'need 

for-a planktonic,, larval, and as dispersal is effected to a limited degree by the-- 

weed born eggs atd, youngt,, colonisation of, new and, denuded. habitato is ensured., 
The absence. of-a planktonic larvalalso allows', the populations on each shore to 

develop 
, 
their, own characters -, 

in response, to,, the particular, conditions on each, 

shýre an&hence increases, the survival rate. 

, -The question of -population-, regulation' is -on6e toýwhich'inbreasing I 
'attention 

is being paid by- ecologists both in the- laboratory, and inrthe'field, In, the' 

artificiiLl'conditions of-the laboratory, "the'presence of'population regulative 

mechanisms vhich, rely-upon, ýfeed-back fromýpopulation density (density dependent- 

mechanisms) have been demonstrated, more. than, once.,, The-situation in the field 

presents many, problems,, owing, to the, diversity of-the natural onvironment. 1, 
The'' 

advocates of the, view-, that populations-are'regulated in a-non density dependent, - 
Ave that, as food never fashion, (Androwartha'. 1957p Birch, 1957,, ýnd, Klomp 

'1964). ýýbel 
becomes limitingp regulation, must -be mediated_, by, ýuch density independent factors 

as weather. 

The proponents pf_density dependent factors in,, pop4lation, regulation accepto' 

or should accept the_, importance, ýof, physical, factors such as, weather inýdetermining 

the average, population density, butpropose in addition theoperation. of a 

-density dependent. factor. 
_,., 

This, factor. may, not-, be, active., excýpt-at unusually, 

high or lowdensities,, (Ililne, 1957) ormay, -beoperative continuously (Brinkhurst, '- 

1966. Bisenberg. 1966, 
_and, 

Reynoldson, ý, 1957). -_The: factor may,, however_only-operate 

at only,, _one 
part_of thelife history of the animalsland may represent only a 

very small proportion of the total mortality'. The term "Key Factor" being used 
'" _ý, I- "Iý? ý , 1-1 11ý -'-ý_' 11 ý"-, -, '' by Morrisýý (1957) iý*'descrii*e this phenomenon in the regulation of populations of-, 

the. spruce budworm. 

The identity of the, density dependent-fa8tor ma be exceedingly oboe Y, ureland 

difficult,, tO,, detec 
- 
t., Its presence., may however, be, more easily-, demonstrated,, than, 

i -identity, 
(Eisenberg 1966,, Soloman, ) 961 to 

In the, -case of L. tusatapno, conelýsive'evidence'of density dependent 

- factorsýwas obtainedp'-though several', suggestive-'pieces of evidence emerged, '_'' The 

degree of wave action, the continuity of the rocky substrate and its degree of, 

dissection were clearly important density independent factors determining the 

average population levelt_, and competition for crevices-may in additionhave 

added a density dependent factor,, though this is not conclusive. 

The predatory activities of the shore crab at, Ynys Faelog were able to 

destroy large numbers of individual animals, returning the artificially increased 

density. to approximately its original value. There are good reasons for-, -, " 

supposing the predationýto 
I 
be density dI ependent. 

I 
The crabs probably mainly",, 

subsist on waste material of human activities until the LA obtusata population 

reaches a'sufficiently high density-to, provide a viable alternative source-of 
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food, whereupon it is attacked. 
dependent fashion. 

Such a mechanism would operate in a density 

On'the other shores density dependent factors were even more elusive. The' 

smaller size of the adult animals on the shores with a dense. L. obtusata 

populati 
I 
on and'the smaller number'of eggs they layed were highly suggestive, 

especially when it was found that grown in similar-conditions the young of both 

large-and small adults grew at more or less equal rates and matured at 

approlimately the same size. In this case food supply may, have been the density 

dependent factor. In addition to this, destruction of the lamina for food 

resultojin less living space being available. 

The presence of a density dependent 'factor operating on some of the very 

sparsely populated. shores such as that at Red Wharfe Bay and especially Perran 

Porth (Cornwall) where only three animals were found in forty minutes-appeared 

unlikely. The populations on these shores were probably maintained by passive 
dispersal of the eggs and young from other shores* 

The mechanism of confinement of L. obtusata to the area between M. H. W. N. 

and M. L. W. K. has received some attention in the past. The overall upward move- 

ment of L, obtusata under the effect-of wave action would certainly result in-, 

lower densities, on the lower shore and higher densities on'the upper shore, its 

absence from Pelvetia being possibly a result of the,, narrowlfronds providing 
Inadequate foothold to prevent the animals being washed up onto, the strand line. 

On the' extremely sheltered shore at Four, Mile Bridge, L. obtusata, were often 
found on Pelvetift, 

its absence sub-littorally is not easily explained. The animals survive- 

and grow well when continuously immersed, and though the absence of, food plant 

may exclude the winkles sub littorally, it-must-be remembere'd'that Laminaria 

is the food plant of L. obtusata in North Scotland. The results of. the Fowey, 
" 

bag. experiment suggest competition from various'encrusting pol7zoa and colonial 
Ascidians may eliminate L, obtusatj by covering up its''food supply. The reason 
for the failure of-the eggs was obscure; but whatever the cause, -it seems to-, 

indicate on the inability of obtusaLa to. survive and breed sub-littorally, 
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FiRures 15 24. 

Cumulative frequency cur I ves for populations 

of. L. obtusata on five shores on Anglesey. The 

curves are plotted on Arithmetical probability 

graph paper. (see text) 

Kev. 

Cumulative frequency of total population. 

Cumulative frequency of adults. 
V 

KX ý t. - -1 - (obtained by direct weighing. ) 

-Where two lines of crosses are shown, the. lower 

of the two represents the cumulative frequency of 
the, population of sum-ner hatched youngg obtained 
by graphical analysis. 

The absence of any plot indicates insufficient 

data for a credible analysis. 

Figurej 5_- 

Black Rock, 

Cumulative frequency curves for the uPper, 
F. vesiculosus zone. December 1.1966 May 13.1968.,, 
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PiRure 16. 

Black Rock. 

Cumulative frequency curves for the lower 

vesiculosus zone. April 18.1967 May 13,1968. 
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tI 

Yýigure 2 A 

Trearddur Bey. 

Cumulative frequency curves for the upper 

serratus zone. June-8,1967 May 16.1968. 
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APPENDIX A., 

OBTUSATA THE EFFECT ON BEHAVIOUR OF KEEPING 
IN THE LABORATORY. 

ry Considerable disappointment was experiencedýinitially. in several-laborato 
ha ur experiments, lowing, 

to, the, decline-in activity and change, in be vio of 

L obtuiataý'wliich had been kept, in the laboratory for long , er than approximately 

: rour hours. 

The following aspects-of, the effect ofýkeeping L. obtusata under artificial 

conditions were', investigated.. -, 1- 

on the relative resistance to high'speed water currents of 

animals collected from-the extremely sheltered shore at Four Mile 

"Bridge and the moderately sheltered shore at Red Wharfe Bay. 

(2) The effect'onthe activity of L. obtusata. 

-the orientation to currents of-, deep water by animals The effeci on 

collected from. Rhosneigr., 

The effect on-the relative resistance to high speed-water current 

24. L. obtu sa tIa The apparatus used was that described in Section It pt. 4b, pe 
the laboratory 

were collected rom %b uk-4-, jAr. - 5-, - and Four Mile Bridge and kept. in 

011, F. 'vesiculosus in a tank of sea water which was continuously aerated. After 

-three days the animals'were tested using the method described in Section'l. pt". 

'4b p. 24 

When kept for three days the'resistance', of, the, L. obtusatj from Red, Wharf, ), 

'j3ay was no longer greater than that of those from-Four Mile Bridge. ' Both-groups, 

of animals differed insignificantly in their resistance (see Table 47t, Pe IS-6 

j3, fter they were kept for three days. 

(g) The e4fect on the activity of L. obtusatao- 

As described in Section 2, pt. 49 Po53P the activity of animals was measured 

the time taken to crawl from the centre to. the circumference of a'circle of 

12 cms diameter. 

Several methods of keeping the animals were tried. `ý'ý Some were maintained on 

esiculosust others in a liter beaker of aerated sea'water and more in a-,, damp F., vesi, 

-_ýL: Lter beaker of-aerated sea water which was continuously flushed, through with 

0ea-water at the rate of one liter every fifteenseconds, thus causing considerable. 

t-arbulance Also tested were some Lobtusatawhich had been collected, from 

_FjjOscolyn 
and Four Mile Bridge and kept in aquarium culture tubes (see Fig 7v 

.. 40) for six-months. 

All the methods of keeping adult L, 'obtusata in the laboratory, with the 

-exception. of the flushed beaker methodst-resulted in a lowered_activ_ity-(E'39e 

T able 

The activity Of the animals grown in the laboratory culture tubes maintained 
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degree of activity which did not significantly differ-'from the freshly collected 

specimens, This result gave a possible indication of the success of the culture 

3nethods. 

The effect on the orientation to a current of, deep water. 

-L. obtusata were collected from Rhosneigr and kept for seven hours in the 

laboratory on damp F. vesiculosus,, Their reaction to a current-of deep water 

, was then tested using the methods described in Section 4, pt., -2b, P-79. 

The results (see Table'411a) were compared with the results of a similarl 

experiment involving freshly. collected animals using a contingency table 

(Table. 4qbr, p, jxj). The table, was analysed by the, chi squared, test using the 

: Jýýates correction, for, 
_continuity. -A chi squared of 144 showed the freshly collected 

animalsand. those kept in the laboratory to differ in their orientation at the 

99.9% level of probability. Those kept artifically showed little tendancy 

orientate facing upstream. 
I 

%scussion 

The results 
I 
6f 

I 
the foregoing_experiments'underline the danger of keeping 

, animals in the laboratory, which'are destined for the behaviour experiments. 14ost 

workers when referring to'the laboratory behaviour of L. obtusat-a make"no mention 

of the length of time they had been kept in the laboratory,, a point which-may 

well lie at the root of much of the contradiction concerning the behaviour of 
this SPecies- 
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Table 47. '-' 

The comparative resistance, of-L. obtusata collected-at Four Mile'Bridge 

and Red Wharfa Bay to experimentally induced water currents in the laboratory.. 

The animals were kept in the laboratory for twenty four hours before'being tested. 

First Trial. 

-Dislodged Not Dislodked 

Bay Red Wharfc. 
'22 

15 37 

Four Mile Bridge 20 1T '37 

Total 42 -, -, 32 - 74 

-Second Trial. 

-ed Not Dislodged Dislod, 

Red Wharfo Bay" 31 23 54 

Four Mile Bridge 34 20, -54 

Total 65 43' 108' 
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Table 48. 

The effect on activity of various methods of keeping L. obtusata in the- 

laboratory. The figures refer to the number of L, obtusata remaining in the 

circles after periods of six and fifteen minutes, 

Table 48a. -, 

Control: Freshly collected L. obtusata from Rhosneigr, 

Number Left In Circle, 

Trial After 6 Minutes After-15--Minutes. 

63 

2 "'_t 7,3 

2 

4 

2 5 

Table-48b, 

Collected from Rhosneigr and kept for 15 hours on damp F. vesiculosus at 
0 

approximately 10 C_. 
Number Left in Circle 

Trial After 6 Minutes After 15 Minutes. ' 

2_ 9 

386 

4 14 

5 14 12 

6 13 12 

12 

8 12 10 J 

10 15 13 

Table 48c,, 

Collected fromlRhosneigr and-kept in a liter-beaker of aerated sea water at 
0 

approximately 
10 C*P for 15 hours. 

Number Left In Circle 

Trial After 6 Minutes After 15 Minutes 

13 

2,15 13, 
3 15 13 
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Table 48d. 

Collected from Rhosneigr and kept in a liter, beaker of aerated and 

constantly flushed sea water at approximately 100C. for 15 hours. 

Number Left in Circle 
Trial After 6 Minutes After 15 Minutes. 

- 

244 

Table 48e. 

Collected from both Rhoscolyn and Pour Mile Bridge and kept, for six months 

iz the aquarium culture tubes, 

'Number Left in Circle shore of Aýý - After 15 Minutes. origin Trial After 6 Minutes 

ý10 5 

ose. ) ý'2 5 

Rhose 3 

F*M*B. Four Mile Bridge, 
7 

Rhosc. Rhoscolyn., 
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Table 49a., 

144. 
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APPENDIX B. 

THE RELATIVE RESISTANCE TO HIGH SPEED WATER CURRENTS 
OF LITTORINA MARIAE AND L. OBTUSATA 

mariae and L, obtusata are often found inhabiting the same shores, the 

former species frequently extending onto surf exposed: conditionsýnot tolerated 

by the latter, 
'Conversely 

L. obtusata is often found in conditionslof extreme, 

shelter from which L. mariae is absent. 

The ability of L. mariae to resist the effects of wave action is probably 

due in part to small size enabling them to-occupy'small crevices both in the 

: rock and -, in, the- base'of seaweeds,, - 

Aion I-pt. 4b,, p. 24 that L, obtusat inhabitin it was found`iý"Sec 9 

moderately exposed shores were better, 'able to'resist, high. speed, water currents 

than those from extremely sheltered shores, the more surf adapted species, 

L. mariae, wouldy, it was, thought, probably.. resist laboratory induced currents 

better than L. obtusatj. 

The two species were collected simultaneously from-Black Rock., ý_r,, I'onlyadult 

animals being, used. They were tested immediately on returning to the laboratory 

,,, sing thelrotating disc technique described in'Section I pt. 4b, p. 24. 

The. results (see Table 50, p. 161) were analysed by the chi squared test 

-using the Yates, correction for continuity. A chi squared'value of 12,5-for one, 

degree of freedom showed the greater ability of L. mariae to withstand high 

level of probability. speed water currents-was-significant at the 990, 

Though the i=ediate cause of the greater resistance of L. 
--mariae was obscure, 

-to a surf loving species it has. very clear advantages* 
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Table 50. 

Contingency, table: - -the relative resistance to high speed water currents 

Of L. mariae and L. obtusata, 

Dislodged _Not Dislodeed, 

L. - mariae 21ý 32 

U obtusata 26-- -6 32 

27 64 

for 1 degree of freedom 12.5 

Table 51. 

The number of L. obtusatj found; in a, series of. thirty minute counts. 

obtl is -a t aa were put out at Forth Leven March 12.11968.0 those'at-Penmon March, 

Number Found in'ý'Thirty Minute Count, '- 

Date Penmon Porth Leven 

April- 9 224 

April 20 495 

'May 28 146' 590 

June 18 543 

October 28- 62ý 385, 
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APPENDIX C. 

POPULATIONS OP, L; OBTU ATA, - THE EFFEMOF'CREVICESýON S 

'During'the course'of this workt''the effect of rock crevices on populations 

of'L, obtusata have. been discussed. ý,. In general it, was'assumed'that'thelpresence 

of-many crevices on a-'sh: ore was advantageous in preventing the waves washing 

the animals onto the strand line. The conclusion was based on'the, observation" 

that for a given wave fetch,. the greater the dissection of the rock substrateo,,, 

, L. 'obtus the moreýdense`the-populationlof' ata 

To"'iest the'effecýt of'-'erevices-on, the loss of L. 'obtbsata the followine 

tran splanz was performed. 

rom',, thefsecond'shore, at Trearddur Bay, 
'were-collected 

6,000 L. obtusata.,, -,,. - 
Of.., these, 3POOO were, placed on. the. relatively smooth,., limestone shore-, at Penmon 

(Anglesey), andýthe, remaining, 3#000 on the'highly. dissected shore. at. Porth Leven 
ýCornwall)p, a shore, whi'ch had been denuded of its L. obtusata populations by the 

Torrey Canyon oil. 

,,, 
The,, wave fetch at. Penmon was, effectively less, than at Porth UVen,, 

'being 
? %posed only on,. three sides and_pro, tected from waves normal to, the. shore. by-, 

, 
ýorth Leven was however open io the full Atlantic'wave fetch, puffin, Island., 

The n=ber,. of. animals, remaining. on_the shore. was-., estimated at'regular 

intervals, by, counting those revealed in a fifteen minute, search. 

ýThe, results (see Table! 51, 'p. 161) 'show the loss rate-from Penmon tobe more 

rapid-than that*from Porth Levin despite-the greater wave, fetch on the, -, latter_. 

j3]2oreo-It-was'. thought probable though not certain thatthe, difference, was 

mainly due to the more highly dissected nature of the Porth'Leven shore, 

Subsequent to this experiment, the population of'L. obtusataý t. Penmon 

X-eturned to approximately-its originalldensity,,, whilst thatat-Porth Leven, was 

almost entirely replaced by a population of L, mariae. A winter had passed'and. ' 

the greater, wave fetch'at_Porth Leven was. thought to have, counteracted the effectý 

-of the crevices. 
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APPENDIX D 

Sexual dimorphism was observed by Sacchi and, Rastelli (1969) in L. mariaep 

the shells of the females being heavier than those of the males. - Reference to 

the plot of, the cumulative frequency of the adult population on five shores on 

Anglesey (see Figs. 15 - 24 p-1-32-iLil showed on many occasions a highly suggestive 

point of inflection at about the fifty percent pointr indicating a heterogeneity 

in the weights of the adult populations. 

To investigate the possibility. of sexual dimorphism the distribution of the 

sexes imongst'the'-large adults-and'small adults'was-analysed. 'The size groups 

were _Ith6se--obUin I ed, using the'set of graded sieves", (see For each' 

level-on-eich shore'those^animals retained by the larger sieves were counted 

separately from. those, collected in the Rmaller''sieves. Only unparasitised adults 

were includedt and sex was determined by the presence of a penis in the males, 

and c- apsule and accessory gland in the femalest the shell being broken open. to 

observe, these, structureso 

The 'results' (see'Tabl6'52a, showed the sex-ratio (female, to m1ale) to 

be higher amongst'the large size groups than amongst the small'ones in'all-the 

, zones-on, all the'-shores, ' with the exception, of the upper-P, vesiculosus zone 

at Trearddur'Bay. 

Th -eI res ult -sVI ore pooled in I the form of a contingency table- (see'Table'52b., 

To, 
ldete I 

imine, the degree of association between-size-ancl sex, the I 'table 

was analysed bT mean of a chi squared test. The chi squared value of 24 for 

one dpgree of freedom showed highly significant associationt-femaloo, being,. 

larger than males. 
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Table 52a. 

Sex ratio amongst,, the_large and small adult L. obtusata on five shores- 

on Anglesey -to show seitial-dimorphism. F. v. z. F. vesiculosus zoi 
I ie ýa, nd 

F. S. Z. F. serratus zone. 

Shore sample Size' Sex Rati Io 

Large Small Large Small 
ýdults Adults Adults Xdult6 

Black Rock (upper' Fovz,, ) 290 59 1.09 0.44 

Black, Rock (lower F, v, z,, ),, 135ý 38, 1.50 -0-36 
Rhoscolyn (upper F, v, z,, ) 781, 

_ 
26 1.14 

Rhoscolyn, (lower Pv. z. ) 
-122 274 1.44 0.97 

--_ý-Rhoscolyn-(upper 
Fesz. 102 139 1.62 1.05 

Four Mile Bridge, (upper F, v, z, ) 35 599 1.33 0.99 

Trearddur Bay (upper F. v. z. ) 91 686 0.78 0-93 
Trearddur Bay (lower F. v. z-) 114 589 1.38 1.01 

I-,,. -, Trearddur, Bay-(upper P*s*zo) 192- 548 1.37 Oo8I 

Total 1862 2958' '21 10 

Table 52b. 

ýContingency table based on'the combined data from Table S; 4 a. 

Large A_dults Small Adults, ' Totall 

Female 1020 1410 2430 
Male 842 1548 2390 24 

RW' an 
1862 2958 4820, ýho. ý, U Cr 

6L 
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APPENDIX E. 

Data for Figs. 2. and 8 pages 11 and 41. 

Table 
. 
53. 

Rate'of loss of L. obtusata from Black Rock and Four Mile Bridge. The 
figures used to compile Fig. 2 page-11. 

Table 53a. 

Losses from, Black Rock 

Period Number present at, ýNumber, present at Daily-loss rate 
start of period. --- end of period. (m) in percent 

. 
1965 

Dec. 
_26 

Dec. 27 41 32 22.0 
Dec. 27, Jan., 12 48 3 16. o 

1966 

-April. 26 -. May 5 24 3 7.0, 

May 5, May 16 28 12 9.7 
M, ay. 16, -,, May-27,, '- 30 8 12.0, 
May,, 27-, 

- -,, June 71 18 4.5- 

June 7 June 15, 22 10 900 
'June 1.5 June 22 14 12_ý 2.0 
June 22 June 30 '12 10 2. o 
June 30 July 8 15 9 '6'00 

July 8 Sept. 7 10 0 
Sept. - 7'- Sept.,, 13 -15 6 

-14. o 

, Sept... 13 -. Sept.. 21 8 3.5 
Sept. 21 - Sept. '29 14 5 11.3'- 
Sept. 29 - Oct 

-11 
9 3 900 

8 0C 'N ov, 
.3 Nov. 8- Nov". 18' 35 9 14.0 

NOV. 18 - Dec. " 12 311 2 10.7 
Dec. 12 --, Jan. 

_, 
16 32 5 5.0 

1967 

Jan. ' 16, Feb- 7 '16 2 9.0 
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Table 53b. 

Four Mile Bridge, " 

Period Number present at' Number present 
'at Dai loss rate' Ty 

start of period,. end of period. (m) in__percent., 

1966 

June, 10 June 20 44 33'' 1.8 

Jýme 20, 
-June 

29 40 39 0.3 
June 29, - July 5, 41 37 1.6 
July 5- - Sept. 44 25 o. 8, 

Sept. 6- Sept. 20 45 41 
ý0.64 

Sept. 20-ý, Sept. 30 46 40 

Sept. JO- Oct;, 13 43 31 2.5 
Oct. 13, --Nov. 241- 34 23 0.3-7 
Nov.. 2_4ý, -- Dee '- 13 37 25, - 2.3' 
Dee. 13 - Jan. 18, 44 43 ox4 

1967 

Jan. 18, - Jan. 26, 53 50 0.74 
Jan. 

-26 - March 8 61 54 
March 8, - April 4 69 49 1! 37 
April. 4 April 13 56 34, 6. o 
April 13- May 2 40 39 0.05, 
May 2,,,, 7 

_, 
ý4e 5 45 28 1.5 

June, 51 June 16 -35 36 
June 

ý1 
6- July 10 37-ý 25. 1e5, 

July 10 - Sept. 28 27 15 --0.6 
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,. Rate of loss at Four Mile Bridge of, L. ' obtusata collected from'Rhosneigr 

and Four Mile Bridge- (Data used. to, compil 
I 
e. 

_Fig. 
8, p. 41)... 

Collected from, Collected from 
Rhosne* Four Mile Bridge - 

Date 
Number Daily Loss Rate Number Dail y Loss Rate, 
Present (m) in Percent Present (m) in Percent 

May 10 1967 100 

May 17 64' 6 68 5 

June 16 6 
.5 7 61 o. 4. 

Sept 27 1967 100 100 

Oct. 30 30 3-7 62 1.6-, 

, 
Dec. 12 30 0.0 60 

Feb. 20 22 o. 46 54 0.16 

Feb. 27 1968 100 

Mia. rch 7 88 
-1.8 98 0.16 

March28 56 2. Oý 88- 
-0-5 

AprillO 4.5 1.8 85 0.28', ' 

May. 23 3.2 55 1.0 

May 23 1968 100 100 

June 7 19 10.0 93' o. 5 


